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FOREWORD

Because science and technology are crucial to mitigating natural and manmade threats to critical
infrastructure and ensuring the continuity of their services, the U.S. Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) Science and Technology (S&T) Directorate has established a goal to accelerate
the delivery and understanding of enhanced technology that addresses the challenges of aging
infrastructure. The DHS S&T Infrastructure and Geophysical Division supports this goal by
funding the creation of a research agenda to develop improved technical options for upgrading
and increasing the service life of aging infrastructure.

To that end, the DHS S&T Directorate sponsored the Aging Infrastructure Workshop, held at
Columbia University, New York City, on July 21-23, 2009. This workshop mainly addressed
transportation infrastructure; the similarities to other infrastructure, such as energy infrastructure,
were also emphasized. Through white paper discussions and breakout sessions, participants in
the workshop explored topics such as the roles and challenges facing stakeholders,
decisionmaking methods, solutions to aging infrastructure issues, and infrastructure investment
prioritization, including the current economic stimulus package.

This publication reproduces most of the papers delivered at the workshop. It also includes a few
that were received but not presented and an appendix that summarizes the breakout sessions held
during the workshop.

Christopher Doyle,                                                     Raimondo Betti,
Director                                                                      Professor
Infrastructure Geophysical Division                          Department of Civil Engineering and

Science & Technology Directorate                            Engineering Mechanics 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security                    Columbia University
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deterioration rates of different bridge components.
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transport in environmental, biological, industrial product, and human matrices. Chemicals of interest
include polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins (PCDDs), and
polychlorinated dibenzofurans (PCDFs). In 1996 Dr. Erickson received R&D-100 Award and later a
“Top 40” Award for one of the 40 best R&D-100 Awards for the forty years of the awards program
and a Federal Laboratory Council Award for Excellence in Technology Transfer. Dr. Erickson
received a Ph.D. in Chemistry from the University of Iowa in 1976. He has published two books--
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Analytical Chemistry of PCBs, (1st and 2nd editions) and Remediation of PCB Spills. Dr. Erickson
holds one patent. He is the author of over 150 technical publications and has given over 170 technical
presentations.

James Carlini, MBA, is a certified Infrastructure Consultant and has advised on major projects
ranging from a six-building complex in Silicon Valley for the Santa Fe Southern Pacific Development
Company to being the Mayor’s Consultant on the planning and design of the Chicago 911 Center and
advisor to the DuPage National Technology Park (an 800-acre Intelligent Business Campus in
Illinois). He has appeared in both civil and federal courts as well as public utilities commissions as an
expert witness on major network infrastructures with multi-million dollar lawsuits ranging from
reviewing the entire US market of fiber optic services for AT&T to reviewing a $1.6 Billion Las
Vegas casino complex’s network infrastructure as well as 911 and government (US DOJ) wrongful
death cases, a false bomb threat and a US Naval court martial.

He pioneered the concept of Measuring Building Intelligence in 1985, developed a Building
Intelligence Test, published the concepts in NYU’s Real Estate Review, and a chapter “Measuring a
Building’s IQ” in Johnson Controls’ Intelligent Buildings Sourcebook (Prentice-Hall 1988). He has
written over 500 articles and white papers on high tech real estate, municipal broadband, critical
infrastructure, wireless connectivity and economic development including: “Aiming For Quality in
Technology Investments” (1996) and “Intelligent Business Campuses: Keys to Future Economic
Development. (2008)” Prior to establishing Carlini & Associates in 1986, Carlini was the practice
area director for telecommunications and computer hardware consulting for Arthur Young. His
career spans more than 25 years in various technical and managerial positions that also include central
office real-time software development, enterprise network planning, engineering and marketing
management at Bell Laboratories, Motorola and Illinois Bell. He has also served as an award-
winning adjunct faculty member at Northwestern University in both the Executive Masters level and
the undergraduate program for two decades. He developed an undergrad curriculum in
Communication Systems.

David Olive is the founder and a principal of Catalyst Partners, LLC (formerly known as Olive,
Edwards & Cooper,) a Washington D.C based government relations and public affairs firm. He
previously served as Chief of Staff for then Representative Asa Hutchinson (R-AR) in the 106th
Congress. Hutchinson, the former Administrator of the Drug Enforcement Administration, served as
the first Undersecretary for Border and Transportation Security at the Department of Homeland
Security. A native of Birmingham, Alabama, David was in private legal practice there, representing
news media and insurance clients before moving to Fort Smith, Arkansas to join the Donrey Media
Group’s in-house legal staff, eventually becoming Director of Donrey’s legal division. David left
Donrey to become President of Care First, Inc., a Fort Smith, AR nursing home management
company with operations in Arkansas and Missouri.

In Arkansas, David was active in civic affairs. He was on the Executive Committees of The Arkansas
Quality Award and of The Murphy Commission (a private commission on improving state
government management practices). He served as President of the Fort Smith Rotary Club, President
of the Fort Smith Boys Shelter, and in 1993 was presented the Outstanding Leadership Award by the
Leadership Fort Smith Alumni Association. He has testified before the Aviation Subcommittee of the
U.S. House of Representatives on reform of the Federal Aviation Administration. In July, 2005, The
Hill newspaper named him one of the top six Homeland Security lobbyists in Washington DC. David
serves as the Moderator of the Washington Homeland Security Roundtable, Inc. a non-profit
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organization comprised of private sector companies who seek to learn about policy, procedures and
procurements affecting the federal homeland security marketplace.

Joung Lee, in his role as Associate Director for Finance and Business Development at the American
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO), reviews surface
transportation policy and legislative matters with the State DOTs, Executive branch and
Congressional staff. In addition, he develops and uses financial models to examine highway and
transit funding scenarios, evaluates options and proposals for innovative financing of federal highway
projects, works with capital market representatives to facilitate capital project funding, and delivers
funding and financing presentations to interested parties. He also serves as Deputy Director of the
AASHTO Center for Excellence in Project Finance, which provides support to State transportation
departments in the development of finance plans and project oversight tools and to develop and offer
training in state-of-the-art financing methods to advance projects and leverage funds. In this role, he
directs operations and management of all Center activities, which include professional education,
consulting, research, and information dissemination services on transportation finance to State DOTs
and other stakeholders.

His prior positions include transportation planner and analyst positions with the Federal Highway
Administration Headquarters and Division Offices in Connecticut and New Jersey, and assignments
at the Federal Transit Administration, the Metropolitan Transportation Commission in the San
Francisco Bay Area, and the Office of the Secretary of Transportation. Joung holds a Bachelor of
Urban and Environmental Planning degree from the University of Virginia and a Master of
Governmental Administration degree from the University of Pennsylvania.

Mila Kennett-Reston is a senior program manager in the Infrastructure/Geophysical Division (IGD)
of the DHS Science & Technology Directorate. Currently, she manages several projects of the DHS
S&T Counter IED Research Program and is responsible for the all IGD International Programs and
activities. She is also in charge of a number of workshops to position the vision and goals for the
division to support infrastructure resiliency and the infrastructure of the future with underlying
principles of national continuity, energy, environmental sustainability, and resiliency. Ms. Kennett-
Reston has more than 15 years of experience on projects in the Middle East, Asia, Latin America,
Europe, and the United States. Her main focus has been on natural and manmade disaster mitigation;
building security; risk assessments; and urban development. She was formerly Deputy Director of the
Ministry of Public Works in the Dominican Republic and served as Dean of the School of
Architecture and Engineering at the Centro de Estudios Tecnológicos. Ms. Kennett-Reston has been
awarded and conducted large research projects for the U.S. National Science Foundation. She was the
staff Architect of the Mitigation Branch of FEMA/Department of Homeland Security. She created
and managed the Risk Management Series, which are a series of publications devoted to natural and
manmade disasters. The Risk Management Series publications are intended to minimize conflicts that
may arise from a multihazard design approach and to develop multihazard risk assessments
methodologies for buildings exposed to chemical, biological, radiological, and explosive attacks as
well as to earthquakes, floods, and high-winds. Ms. Kennett-Reston received a degree in architecture
and urban design from the Universidad Autonóma de Santo Domingo and a Master of Arts degree in
international development with a major in urban economics from American University in
Washington, D.C.
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Kristine Poptanich serves as Branch Chief of the Risk Integration and Analysis Branch (RIAB)
within the Department of Homeland Security’s Homeland Infrastructure Threat and Risk Analysis
Center (HITRAC), a joint program office between the Office of Infrastructure Protection and the
Office of Intelligence and Analysis. In that role, Ms. Poptanich manages the National Critical
Infrastructure Prioritization Program, National Infrastructure Risk Analysis Program, Infrastructure
Risk Analysis Partnership Program, Long Range Planning and Analysis Program, and Critical
Infrastructure Red Team.

Prior to joining DHS headquarters, Ms. Poptanich managed anti-terrorism programs within the U.S.
Customs and Border Protection Office of Anti-Terrorism, and served as the principle national
security, foreign policy, and trade advisor to U.S. Senator Mike DeWine. Ms. Poptanich received her
Bachelor’s degree from the University of California, Irvine, and her Master’s degree from Johns
Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies (SAIS), where she graduated with distinction.

Glen Sachtleben, a Chicago native, is the most recent addition to the Vulnerability Assessments
Branch (VAB) of the Protective Security Coordination Division, joining DHS in December of 2008.
VAB conducts assessments of the nation’s Critical Infrastructure and Key Resources using a risk-
based methodology.

Prior to joining DHS Glen Sachtleben served for two years in the federal coordinating officer cadre of
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Region IV. The federal coordinating officer, or
FCO, represents the President and coordinates all federal response and recovery activities with state
and local governments in the aftermath of a major disaster. Sachtleben served as FCO/Deputy FCO
for disasters in Illinois, Tennessee, Mississippi. Alabama, Delaware and Oregon for tornadoes,
hurricane recovery, flooding and straight line wind events. Sachtleben was the designated FCO for
Florida during the 2007 and 2008 hurricane season.

Sachtleben brings a broad range of experience gained as a career military officer to his DHS position.
Shortly after graduation from Michigan Technological University, Sachtleben joined the U.S. Marine
Corps where he served as an infantry officer for 32 years. During that time, he held a variety of staff
and command positions across different areas of expertise, including recruitment, long range
planning, and management. He also served combat duty in Haiti and Liberia and garnered numerous
medals and awards, including the Combat Action Ribbon, Humanitarian Service Medal, French
National Defense Medal and the Legion of Merit.

His military career afforded Sachtleben the opportunity to live all over the world, from Okinawa,
Japan, to Seoul, Korea, to bases in North and South Carolina, California and Illinois. In addition to
his bachelor’s degree, Sachtleben holds a master’s degree in management from Salve Regina
University in Newport, R. I., and has completed a course of study at the U.S. Army War College in
Carlisle, Pa.

Earle Kennett has managed and directed hundreds of projects for federal agencies in architecture and
engineering as Vice President at the National Institute of Building Sciences (NIBS) and past
Administrator for Research for the American Institute of Architects (AIA). As Vice President at
NIBS, he presently manages a number of technical programs including contracts with the Department
of Veterans Affairs, NASA, Department of Energy; the Department of Defense, the Naval Facilities
Engineering Command, the Army Corps of Engineers, the Air Force, the Department of Homeland
Security and the General Services Administration. The International Alliance for Interoperability
(IAI), the National CAD Standard, the National BIM Standard, the Building Enclosure Technology
and Environmental Council (BETEC), the High Performance Building Council (HPBC), the
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buildingSMART Alliance, the Facility Maintenance and Operations Committee (FMOC), and the
National Clearinghouse for Educational Facilities (NCEF) are under his direction.

He also manages a program concerned with incorporating a large number of design and construction
criteria on a website. This system, the Whole Building Design Guide (WBDG) is an innovative
concept in information use in the construction industry. The system presently has over 250,000 users
and over 2 million documents downloads on a monthly basis, involves over 15 federal agencies and
has become the sole portal for the distribution of uniform facility criteria for the military services.
Since 2002 he has directed a major security assessment program for the Department of Veterans
Affairs that is presently performing security assessments of over 200 VA Medical Centers using a
team of over 20 consulting architects, engineers and security experts. As part of this program a
methodology was developed and automated which has been published and distributed to the public
through the Department of Homeland Security/Federal Emergency Management Agency.

Before coming to NIBS Mr. Kennett was Administrator for Research at the American Institute of
Architects, where he managed various large and complex building research projects including
managing the development of the energy professional development program for the American
Institute of Architects, which was the largest individual program the AIA had embarked upon. He has
taught a range of technical architectural courses at the University of Maryland and the Washington-
Alexandria Center for Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. He received his Bachelor
of Architecture with Highest Honors from the School of Architecture at the University of Tennessee
where he received the Chancellor’s Citation for Extraordinary Academic Achievement. He also has a
Bachelor of Engineering from Memphis State University.

Jerry P. Brashear, Ph.D. is a Senior Fellow at the ASME Innovative Technologies Instutitue, LLC.
Dr. Brashear has more than 35 years of experience as a researcher and consultant in the areas of
critical infrastructure protection; strategic, investment and operational planning; and risk, energy,
economic and policy analysis. His clients have ranged from the U.S. Departments of Energy and
Homeland Security to energy ministries in Latin American and senior executives of global petroleum
companies to senior federal, state and city officials charged with homeland security and infrastructure
protection. At ASME-ITI, he is currently managing the continuing development of methods to
evaluate and optimize infrastructure investments; regional infrastructure resilience planning; the Risk
Analysis and Management for Critical Asset Protection (RAMCAPSM) methodology; and
development of RAMCAP as American National Standards in the water/wastewater sector and
another, an all-sector framework standard.

Previously, Dr. Brashear served as Associate Director of the Critical Infrastructure Protection Program
at George Mason University School of Law, where he led the University Consortium for Critical
Infrastructure in evaluating and advancing risk management of critical infrastructures National Capital
Region. While at The University of Texas at Austin, he established an interdisciplinary R&D program
which developed and commercialized risk-management and portfolio optimization methodologies. He
has taught short courses at Princeton, Fordham, and the New School for Social Research, George Mason
University, Delft (NL) University of Technology and numerous corporate organizations globally.

Prior to his university affiliations, he was employed by ICF Consulting, Inc., where he was Senior
Vice President, Director of the Oil and Natural Gas Practice, and a Member of the Management
Committee. In 1996, he established The Brashear Group LLC to advise petroleum companies,
energy, environmental and homeland security agencies and to conduct R&D on risk, resilience and
investment methods. Dr. Brashear holds an AB with high honors from Princeton University; an
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MBA from Harvard Business School; and a PhD in Urban and Regional Planning from The
University of Michigan.

Jerome S. O'Connor is a Senior Program Manager for Transportation Research at MCEER,
University at Buffalo. His early career began with Chas. H. Sells, Inc., followed by the NYS Dept. of
Transportation. Positions included: bridge construction inspector, chief inspector for concrete
paving, IT manager, and bridge management engineer. He gained valuable experience in bridge
engineering, overseeing biennial inspections, conducting vulnerability assessments, responding to
red-flagged deficiencies, developing retrofit strategies, prioritizing the use of limited capital
resources, performing structural integrity evaluations of essential bridges, and orchestrating special
post-flood inspections over a wide area after severe flooding. Joining University at Buffalo in 2002
as MCEER’s Senior Program Officer for transportation research, he manages contracts in support of
FHWA, AASHTO, various DOTs, and industry. He currently manages research projects on
accelerated bridge construction, multiple hazard bridge design, and development of post-earthquake
bridge inspection procedures. After Hurricane Katrina, he led a bridge damage reconnaissance team
supported by NSF and FHWA, and was the bridge expert on a lifelines investigation for NIST.

O’Connor’s interest in composites blossomed while at the DOT and continues now with
BridgeComposites, LLC. He has championed the use of FRP composites for bridge improvement by
initiating and completing over 15 demonstration projects. Served as panel member on NCHRP
Project 04-27, Application of Advanced Composites to Highway Infrastructure -Strategic Plan. He is
on FHWA’s Virtual Teams for Earthquakes and FRP composites. Jerome obtained his Bachelor and
Master of Engineering from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. He has authored 65 papers and reports
on subjects such as bridge safety assurance, load testing, post-disaster bridge inspection, and the use
of advanced composite materials for the repair and rehabilitation of bridges. He is licensed in several
states and is an ASCE Fellow.

Dr. Amjad J. Aref is an associate professor in the Department of Civil, Structural and Environmental
Engineering at University at Buffalo (UB) – The State University of New York. He received his
Ph.D. in Civil Engineering from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in 1997, and joined
UB the same year. Dr. Aref teaches and conducts research in structural engineering, mechanics, finite
elements, computational mechanics, earthquake engineering, blast and multi-physics problems. He
has served as the PI on numerous research projects and has received research funding from a variety
of competitive peer-reviewed organizations and agencies, such as the National Science Foundation,
National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP), Federal Highway Administration, and
the New York State Department of Transportation.

Dr. Aref has published extensively in the area of structural engineering and mechanics, including
more than 50 peer-reviewed articles and technical reports. Dr. Aref has delivered over 60
presentations and contributed articles at national and international conferences. He is a member of
the ASCE, American Academy of Mechanics (AAM) and the International Association of
Computational Mechanics (IACM). His professional activities include membership on six ASCE
technical committees, and serving on the editorial board of several international conferences.

Peter J. “Jack” Basso is the Director of Program Finance and Management for the American
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials. Mr Basso joined AASHTO as Chief
Operating Officer and Business Development Director in March of 2001. In that capacity, he
oversees the management of a $60 million nonprofit organization representing the interests of State
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Departments of Transportation. He develops new member services, and more aggressively markets
current technical services provided for AASHTO members. Mr. Basso works closely with
Congressional staff and other associations who have mutual interests in Transportation financing
issues. He is a nationally recognized expert on transportation finance.

Prior to joining AASHTO, Mr. Basso served as Assistant Secretary for Budget and Programs and as
Chief Financial Officer of the U.S. Department of Transportation. In that capacity, he oversaw the
development of a $60 billion budget and interacted with senior officials, members of Congress, their
staff, and key industry officials on a wide variety of transportation matters. Prior to his appointment
by President Clinton to this position, he served as Deputy Assistant Secretary for Budget and
Programs. Mr. Basso’s thirty six years of service as a career official included assignments such as
Assistant Director for General Management of the Office of Management and Budget, Deputy Chair
for Management of the National Endowment for the Arts, and Director of Fiscal Services for the
Federal Highway Administration. He has held numerous positions in administration and management
with the Federal Highway Administration.

Mr. Basso has served as a board member and Chair of numerous councils, including five years as a
member of the President’s Council on Management Improvement representing the independent
agencies of the Executive Branch, and serving five years as Chair of the Small Agency Council. He
also served as a member of the Consolidated Administrative Support Units Board of Directors. Mr.
Basso currently serves as a board member of the Maryland Transportation Authority.

Mr. Basso earned a Bachelor of Science degree in Business Administration from the University of
Maryland at College Park and continued graduate study in General Administration at the university
from 1980 to 1981. Mr. Basso has been recognized through numerous awards in his career, which
include: the Presidential Rank Award of Meritorious Executive in 1989 and 1997; Senior Executive
Service Bonus Awards 1991 thorough 1996; the President’s Council on Management Improvement,
Special Recognition Award, 1990; Executive Achievement Award, 1988; Senior Executives
Association, Distinguished Service Award 1987; National Endowment for the Arts, Faculty
Excellence Award; USDA Graduate School, 1987, among others.

Mohammed M. Ettouney, Ph.D., P.E., F. AEI is a Principal at Weidlinger Associates, Inc. The
Inventors Hall of Fame recently awarded Dr. Mohammed Ettouney the inventors award, after being
nominated to receive such a great honor by the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE). He was
also awarded the Homer gage Balcom life achievement award by the MET section of ASCE (2008).
He also has just won the Project of the Year Award, Platinum Award (2008) for the “New Haven
Coliseum Demolition Project” (ACEC, NY). He is a fellow of Architecture Engineering Institute
(AEI). Among other recent achievements are the pioneering work on “Theory of Multi-hazards of
Infrastructures”, “Theory of Progressive Collapse” (DoD), risk Model for Building Security Council
(BSC) rating system and innovative green design method for protecting utilities from demolition /
blasting (City of New Haven). He has professional interest in diverse areas of structural engineering
as demonstrated through the list of his publications, invited presentations, seminars and sessions
organized during national/international conferences and his membership in different professional
organizations.

Dr. Ettouney has been with Weidlinger Associates since 1984. He received his Doctor of Science
degree in Structural Mechanics from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), Cambridge,
MA, in 1976. Since then, his interests in the structural engineering profession were both as a
practitioner and researcher in multi-hazards safety of structures, probabilistic Modeling of
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Progressive Collapse of Buildings and uncertainties in structural stability, and blast mitigation of
numerous buildings around the world; innovative concepts such as “Probabilistic Boundary Element
Method”, “Scale Independent Elements”, and “Framework for evaluation of Lunar Base Structural
Concepts”. He is a past president and member of board of governs of AEI, member of Board of
Directors of the Building Security Council (BSC), member of numerous technical committees in the
fields of building/infrastructures security, earthquake hazards, architectural engineering Non-
Destructive Testing and Structural Health Monitoring. He was the chair of AEI National Conference,
2006, and 2008. He has published more than 325 publications and reports, and has contributed to
several books. He introduced numerous new practical and theoretical methods in the fields of
earthquake engineering, acoustics, structural health monitoring, progressive collapse, blast
engineering, and underwater vibrations. He has co-invented “Seismic-Blast” slotted connection.
More recently, he introduced “Economic Theory of Inspection,” “General and Special Theories of
Instrumentation” and numerous principles and techniques in the field of infrastructures health: they
are all pioneering efforts that can help in developing durable infrastructures at reasonable costs. He is
co-authoring an upcoming book on “Infrastructures Health in Civil Engineering,” CRC Press, 2009.
The book is already being described as a breakthrough and original in the field of infrastructures
health and preservation.
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Aging Infrastructures Workshop 
Sponsored by  

DHS S&T Directorate and Columbia University 
July 21-23, 2009 

 
          Agenda 

 
 
Day 1 – Tuesday, July 21, 2009 

Theme:  Challenges that include management, technical and security issues. The first day 
will discuss 1) Roles and challenges facing stakeholders and asset manager, 2) Health of the 
infrastructure, including security, systems, component detailing, and construction materials, 
and 3) Security and multi-hazard approaches. 

  7:30 – 8:00 Registration 
 
  8:00 – 8 30 Welcome and Introductions 
 
  8:30 – 10:00   Session 1  Role and Challenges: stakeholders, managers and owners 
 

8:30 – 9:00 Keynote: Blaine Brownell 
Challenges and Opportunities of Aging Infrastructures 

 
9:00 – 9:20 Christopher Doyle 
DHS Overview of Aging Infrastructures as a National Security Issue 

 
9:20 – 9:40 Sheila Duwadi 
Federal Approaches to the Problem of Aging Infrastructures 

 
9:40 – 10:00 Sreenivas Alampalli 
Management of Aging Infrastructures: An Owner’s Perspective 

 
10:00 – 10:15 Break 
 
10:15 – 11:35 Session 2  Infrastructures Health Issues: Security, Systems, Redundancies, 

Components, Monitoring, Detailing, Codes, Materials 
 

10:15 – 10:35  MaryBeth Miceli  
Advanced Sensing Technologies: Fatigue Hazard 

 
10:35 – 10:55  Erin Bell-Santini 

Workshop Agenda
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Integrating Baseline Structural Modeling, Structural Health Monitoring and 
Intelligent Transportation Systems for Condition Assessment of In-service 

 
10:55 – 11:15  Alex Cheng 
Aging Infrastructure: Evaluation, Repair, Improvement and Protection 

 
11:15 – 11:35 Raimondo Betti 
Aging Cables in Suspension Bridges 

 
11:35 – 1:00 Lunch 
 
  1:00 – 2:20 Session 3  Multi-hazards: considerations and intersections with security of 

infrastructures 
 

1:00 – 1:20 Richard Woolridge 
Five Integrated Aspects of Aging Infrastructure Management: A Basis for 
Decision-Making at the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) 

 
1:20 – 1:40  Rene Testa 
Managing Aging Bridges and Their Networks 

 
1:40 – 2:00 Anil Agrawal 
Stakeholders Perspective on Multihazards and Bridge Security 

 
2:00 – 2:20 Rae Zimmerman 
The Age of Infrastructure in a Time of Security and Natural Hazards 

 
2:20 – 2:45 Break 
 
2:45 – 5:15 Breakout Sessions 

1A  Roles and Challenges: all stakeholders 
1B  Infrastructures health issues 

  1C  Security and multihazards considerations 
 
5:15 – 5:30 Break 
 
5:30 – 6:30 Moderators and co-moderators meet to prepare for reporting to general 

assembly next morning 
 
 
7:30 – 8:30 No Host Reception – Hotel Lucerne
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Day 2 – Wednesday, July 22, 2009 

Theme: Economics, investment, prioritization methods and decision making.  The second day 
will concentrate on 1) Infrastructure investments, including the effects of the stimulus 
package, 2) Economic and social impacts of infrastructure and the ability of infrastructure to 
accommodate growth, and 3) Infrastructure prioritization for investments for the government 
and private sector. 

8:30 – 9:00 Reporting of Day 1 sessions and resolutions 
Introductions to Day 2 

 
9:00 – 10:20 Session 4   Economic and social impacts and role of infrastructures: how 

infrastructures can stimulate and sustain economic growth 
 

9:00 – 9:20      Paul Mlakar and Andrew Herrmann  
ASCE Report Card: a social, economical and technical tool 

 
9:20 – 9:40 Tarek Zayed 
Integrated Condition Assessment Model and Classification Protocols for 
Sewer Pipelines 

 
9:40 – 10:00  Mitch Erickson 
A Bridge to Prosperity: Resilient Infrastructure Makes a Resilient Nation 

 
10:00 – 10:20  James Carlini 
Intelligent Infrastructure: Insuring Security for Regional Sustainability 

 
10:20 – 10:40 Break 
 
10:40 – 12:00 Session 5  Infrastructure in context with the American Recovery and 

 Reinvestment Act of 2009 
 

10:40 – 11:00 David Olive 
Infrastructure Investment and Stimulus Package: Short and Long Term 
Impacts 

 
11:00 – 11:20  Stephen Flynn 
Infrastructure Investment, Stimulus Package and Security Issues 

 
11:20 – 11:40 Joung Lee 
Infrastructure Investment and Stimulus Package: AASHTO Perspective 
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11:40 – 1:30 Lunch 
 
1:30 – 2:30    Session 6  Prioritization methods and decision-making processes 
                        

     Advances in Critical Infrastructure Prioritization 
 
Kristine Poptanich, Glen Sachtleben, Mila Kennett-Reston 
Moderator: Earle Kennett 

 
  2:30 – 2:45 Jerry Brashear 

ASME Perspective: Decision Technology for Rational Selection of 
Infrastructure Investments       

  
2:45 – 3:30 Economics and impact of infrastructure investments and decision making 

prioritization process 
  
 Panel Discussion: Kristine Poptanich, Glen Sachtleben, Mila Kennett, Jerry 

Brashear, Paul Mlakar and Andrew Herrmann 
 

  3:30 – 4:00 Break 
 
  4:00 – 5:15 Breakout Sessions  

2A  Investments, sources, current practices, stimulus package 
2B  Economics, social impacts, trends, and intersection of infrastructures 

roles with economic growth of society 
  2C  Prioritization methods, risk, and decision making 
 
  5:15 – 5:30  Break 
   
  5:30 – 6:30 Moderators and co-moderators meet to prepare for reporting to general 

assembly next morning 
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Day 3 – Thursday, July 23, 2009 
 
Theme: Infrastructure of the future and general recap of earlier discussed issues 
 
  8:00 – 8:30 Reporting of Day 2 sessions and resolutions 

Introductions to Day 3 
 
  8:30 – 9:50 Session 7  Infrastructure of the future 
 

8:30 – 8:50 Jerome O’Connor 
Experiences of New Material in Infrastructures: the FRP Experience 

 
8:50 – 9:10 Jack Basso 
AASHTO Perspective on the Future of Transportation Infrastructures 

 
9:10 – 9:30 Lynda Stanley 
Sustainable Critical Infrastructure Systems: A Framework for Meeting 21st 
Century Imperatives 

 
9:30 – 9:50 Mohammed Ettouney 
Transportation Infrastructures of the Future: Overview 

 
  9:50 – 10:15 Break 
 
10:15 – 11:15 Breakout Sessions 

3A  Infrastructures of the future: vision, needs, and potential 
3B  Infrastructures of the future: vision, needs, and potential 
3C  Infrastructures of the future: vision, needs, and potential 

 
11:15 – 11:30 Moderators and co-moderators meet to prepare for reporting to general 

assembly 
 
11:30 – 12:15 General Assembly  

General Recap of the workshop 
Closing remarks by DHS S&T  

 
12:15  Adjourn 
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Aging Infrastructure Workshop Attendees

Last Name First Name Affiliation E-mail Address

Abboud Najib Weidlinger Associates Abboud@wai.com
Accorsi Michael University of Connecticut accorsi@engr.uconn.edu
Acosta Ernesto U.S. Department of Homeland Security -

TSA
Ernesto.Acosta@dhs.gov

Agrawal Anil City College of New York anil@ce-mail.engr.ccny.cuny.edu
Alampalli Sreenivas New York State DOT salampalli@dot.state.ny.us
Al-Ostaz Ahmed University of Mississippi alostaz@olemiss.edu
Basso Jack American Association of State Highway

and Transportation Officials
jbasso@aashto.org

Bell Erin University of New Hampshire erin.bell@unh.edu

Beresford Pam Transportation Security Laboratory Pamela.Beresford@associates.dhs.gov
Betti Raimondo Columbia University betti@civil.columbia.edu
Brashear Jerry ASME Innovative Technologies Institute JerryBrashear@gmail.com

Brophy Larry DIGITEXX dlbrophy45@yahoo.com
Brownell Blaine University of Minnesota brownell@umn.edu
Brügger Adrian Columbia University ab1247@columbia.edu
Carlini James Carlini & Associates, Inc. james.carlini@sbcglobal.net
Carlini Holly Deutsche Bank holly.carlini@db.com

Carlos Mark MISTRAS - Physical Acoustics mfcarlos@pacndt.com
Castelli Elisabeth Columbia University ecastell@gmail.com
Castor Edgar U.S. Department of Homeland Security edgar.castor@dhs.gov
Cheng Alex University of Mississippi acheng@olemiss.edu
Chiarito Vince U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Vincent.P.Chiarito@usace.army.mil
Christenson Richard University of Connecticut rchriste@engr.uconn.edu
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Observations and Conclusions

Workshop attendees deliberated on the main issues that pertain to aging infrastructures
and the general attributes and needs of infrastructures of the future. Figure 1 shows the
workshop composition and deliberation issues. Workshop attendee observations and
recommendations are presented in detail in this section.

Figure 1 – Composition of the workshop

1. ROLES, CHALLENGES, AND RECOMMENDED SOLUTIONS

The many stakeholders of infrastructures have varying responsibilities, techniques,
operations, goals, and objectives. However, the objectives and goals of all stakeholders
are usually the same: operate infrastructures in a safe, functionally efficient, and cost-
effective manner.

Given the multitude of stakeholders and their different practices, the workshop tried to
address how different roles can be streamlined to ensure consistent goals.

Workshop attendees observed that all stakeholders face certain common challenges, such
as:

1. Potential inconsistencies among the plethora of potential solutions to similar
problems (deterioration, investment needs, security, management techniques,
etc.). The stakeholders need to communicate potential solutions and utilize similar
approaches, while avoiding redundancy whenever possible.
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2. Inconsistent methods and techniques to accommodate interdependencies.
Stakeholders should remove any inconsistencies in operations and improve on
similarities. For example, lack of expertise/equipment/resources in one
stakeholder might be overcome by the resources of another stakeholder.

3. Defining the risks that infrastructures are facing. There is a need to ensure that
these risks are being addressed consistently and efficiently by all stakeholders.

Workshop attendees came up with several recommendations to meet the above
challenges:

1. Clearly identify who the stakeholders are for different infrastructures.
2. Standardize the process and language across agencies.
3. Set funding priorities. Such priorities need to be consistent among the

stakeholders to ensure maximum efficiency.
4. Develop consistent manner for disseminating information.
5. Build consensus among stakeholders. This can be achieved by designing a

dedicated outreach program to gain consensus and encourage thinking outside the
box.

Short-Term Challenges

Short-term challenges identified by workshop attendees include:

1. Increasing interaction among stakeholders and their awareness of decisionmakers’
techniques

2. Lack of informed leadership
3. Assessment and prioritization of current environment
4. Lack of funding/sufficient resources
5. Lack of quality information
6. Lack of coordinated initiatives

Long-Term Challenges

Long-term challenges identified by workshop attendees include:

1. Lack of funding/sufficient resources
2. Developing a long-term vision
3. Deciding what is critical/necessary/optimal
4. Increasing interaction among stakeholders and their awareness of decisionmakers’

techniques
5. Lack of informed leadership
6. Lack of information among industry leaders
7. Lack of coordinated initiatives
8. Lack of sustainable solutions
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Improving Multidisciplinary Cooperation

Finally, workshop attendees recommended specific methods to improve
stakeholder/multidisciplinary cooperation in:

1. Using consistent simulation and exercises across different disciplines
2. Identifying all potential common denominators
3. Coordinating planning among different stakeholders
4. Developing objective methodologies across disciplines and stakeholders
5. Providing a clearinghouse of best practices
6. Linking the practices and basic sciences through entities like DHS
7. Organizing workshops and symposia to bring all disciplines together and continue

interaction among them

The methods are illustrated in figure 2.

Consistency of simulation
and exercises

Identify commonalities

Coordinated planning
Common objective

methodologies

Common best practices
Role of DHS as potential link

between disciplines

Improving Coordination Between
Infrastructure Disciplines

Bring disciplines together through
workshops, symposia, etc.

Figure 2 – Methods of improving coordination

2. INFRASTRUCTURE HEALTH

If we consider infrastructures as organisms, protecting their health is one way of
providing solutions to their aging problems. As such, infrastructure health involves many
interrelated issues, including hazard definition and mitigation, monitoring damage and
behavior, asset management techniques as they relate to optimizing infrastructure health,
decisionmaking processes, and methods that reduce operational (inspection, maintenance,
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rehabilitation, and replacement) costs while maximizing functional benefits of
infrastructures.

Workshop attendees agreed that the infrastructure health issues are too complex and
wide-ranging to be covered in such a short time; however, they agreed on some of the
main principles that would improve infrastructure health, thus helping in addressing the
problem of infrastructure aging:

1. Decisionmakers should consider using a risk-based approach to infrastructure
investments (including health of infrastructure) and focus on better defining
methodology components (threat/hazard, vulnerability, consequences). Some
workshop attendees noted that emerging engineering paradigms, such as
performance-based design, are good steps toward using risk-based methodologies
in the infrastructure health field.

2. Attendees observed that as infrastructures age, their engineering capabilities
deteriorate. This might result in reduction of resilience in response to a terrorist
attack. The community needs more information and research about terrorist
threats related to infrastructure aging and other natural hazards (both disasters
such as earthquakes, wind, and flood, and environmental, such as corrosion, wear
and tear, and fatigue).

3. Fatigue and corrosion are important hazards that affect aging infrastructures.
However, these two hazards are only part of the problem; accidents and other
natural hazards are very important causes for loss of service of many
infrastructures.

4. Aging process is a balance between capacity and demands of the infrastructure.
Accurate knowledge of both is essential to an accurate decisionmaking process.
Technology tends to measure capacity and generally ignore demand. Modern and
advanced sensor technology should measure demand. Thus, there is a need to
correlate damage detection to capacity and the demands to the expected use of the
infrastructure.

5. Awareness, education, and outreach are important. The ASCE report card is
successful in raising awareness of the infrastructure aging problems.

6. Taking a long view in managing infrastructures is essential. There is a need for
stakeholders to focus on life-cycle analysis. Life-cycle cost considerations are
only part of the process. Life-cycle benefit considerations are also essential, but
more difficult to consider. Infrastructure owners must be educated on how the
incremental costs of enhanced infrastructure designs will yield a cost savings and
other benefits in the long term.
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Specific Critical Infrastructures Health Issues

In addition to the general infrastructure health issues above, workshop attendees provided
the following specific critical infrastructures health issues:

1. Critical infrastructures must be inventoried and quantified.
2. The condition of critical infrastructure must be accurately assessed. An

assessment should include their exposure to different hazards as well as their
vulnerabilities to such hazards.

3. The interdependency and resiliency of critical infrastructures must be accurately
understood and recorded.

4. Funding for bridge, and other types of infrastructures, inspections must increase.
Efforts should include more time on site, as well as better training and advanced
technologies for the inspectors. Inspection programs for infrastructures, especially
bridges, should drive preventative maintenance programs. Bridge inspectors and
bridge designers should be working together to maximize efficiency.

5. Reactive maintenance, which is the current norm in infrastructure management, is
not enough. Investment in increasing awareness and prevention management are
needed. This could be achieved through reliance on life-cycle management
processes.

Short-Term Priorities to Improve Infrastructure Health

Workshop attendees devised the following as short-term priorities for improving
infrastructure health:

1. Advanced decisionmaking techniques, such as cost-benefit paradigms, need to be
considered in infrastructure management. Methods to prioritize investments are
also part of advanced decisionmaking processes and must be integrated within the
infrastructure health community. These methods should focus on balancing the
investments in retrofits versus new construction.

2. Advanced materials must be created based on projected demands of the critical
infrastructure. The current efforts by DHS to create an advanced materials
database should promote awareness and encourage the utilization of advanced
materials for both aging and new infrastructures.

3. A gap exists between efforts to collect infrastructure health data and the
decisionmaking process on how to best use the data. Research is needed on how
to apply collected data to the decisionmaking process.

4. Research should consider what is causing the infrastructure to fail or deteriorate,
not just measure its failure or deterioration.
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3. ROLE AND IMPORTANCE OF MULTIHAZARDS
CONSIDERATIONS

Multihazards considerations have gained importance lately because of the increasing
costs of hazards (earthquakes, floods, hurricane, tornadoes, etc.). The main premise of
multihazards considerations is that different hazards can affect given infrastructures in
one of two manners: a beneficial manner or an inconsistent manner. If the stakeholders
accommodate the beneficial effects of different hazards, cost savings can be realized. If
the stakeholders accommodate the inconsistent effects of different hazards, safer designs
can be realized.

Workshop attendees deliberated on the roles and importance of multihazards
considerations as they affect aging infrastructures. Attendees observed that there was too
much breakdown of stakeholders into “stovepipes.” DHS can take a leadership position
in bringing Federal groups together. Considerable work being done in the private sector is
not being shared across country. Bringing together all stakeholders and seek consensus in
the priorities, roles, and responsibilities is critically important. The Federal Government
can have an important role in encouraging development and sharing of baseline metrics,
e.g. in award; similar to the IRB process. Also, some attendees noted the need for
discussions to clarify the roles and responsibilities of all stakeholders and find ways to
work together. In addition, top-down and bottom-up approaches should be pursued
simultaneously to fully integrate local stakeholders: institutional processes are needed.

Attendees suggested re-consideration of regulatory policy as an area for research. So as
not to be coercive, also look at areas where insufficient data are available for decisions so
regulatory agencies might play a role. During the discussion of multihazards research,
attendees noted that private industry/research entities are VERY reluctant to receive risk
assessments due to potential liabilities. Attendees suggested that this is a real impediment
to fulfilling the promise of multihazards considerations. Another area of potential
research is multihazard risk modeling. While success has been achieved in integrating
security methods with risk assessment methodology, it has not been done for
multihazards. Multihazard risks need to be modeled, including multi-failure mechanisms.

Attendees observed a lack of accepted risk assessment methodology across
infrastructures. Sector interdependencies need to be modeled and better understood.
Some attendees mentioned a need for valid performance metrics and standards to design,
build, assess, and test systems for higher degrees of performance. This need includes
agreement among stakeholders on the scientific basis of standards and work toward
establishing more performance standards.

Several additional factors emerged during workshop discussions, including structural
aspects of infrastructure and functional obsolescence. Functional obsolescence is
probably a growing issue; i.e., consider de-prioritizing efforts to extend life of soon to be
obsolescent systems. In this regard, DHS can play a role in developing guidelines to
avoid committing time and money to obsolescent systems (e.g., transportation, energy).
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Another recommendation by attendees in the field of multihazards is the development of
a means of information sharing, e.g., an integrated database (although there are logistic
issues). The complex challenges of multihazards require access to many more kinds of
information (in addition to security issues). An excellent example of a challenge is how
to expand the National Bridge Inventory (NBI) by explicitly incorporating aging.
Building similar databases for other infrastructures was also suggested.

4. INVESTMENTS IN INFRASTRUCTURES

Improving the conditions of aging infrastructures and building newer and healthier
infrastructures require investment. Workshop attendees deliberated on the importance of
investing for healthy infrastructures. General guidelines recommended by the workshop
body include:

1. Base investment decisions on technical, social, and economic information.
Politics should be kept out of funding decisions.

2. Risk communication is important to infrastructure investment and requires
obtaining effective buy-in from the general public.

3. Given the limited resources, balance resources to provide basic services. Such a
balance can be achieved by various decisionmaking processes.

4. In the short term, improve inspection and maintenance. In the long term, develop
new technologies and deploy new materials and new types of structures with
better performance characteristics (higher redundancies, for example).

5. Develop better condition assessment techniques for both existing and new
construction. Advanced technologies and prioritization methods can be of help in
achieving this important task.

6. The extra focus on bridges as an infrastructure may be warranted due to the
multimodal and bottleneck nature of bridges, and the possibility of serious
casualties.

7. Maintain current systems in optimal condition by optimizing the allocation of
resources. For the long term, collaborative transition planning (e.g., design build
perspective) with public buy-in is possible solution.

8. Caution is needed when executing shovel-ready projects. Such projects can be
obsolete and not beneficial in the short and long terms. (These are projects that
otherwise wouldn’t have been executed because of scarce funding.)

9. Because many stakeholders may be hesitant to adopt new technologies, encourage
adoption by:
 Federal Government taking the risk
 State or Federal governments mandating adoption
 Considering out of the box methods for collaboration of the public and private

sectors
 Providing incentives

Workshop attendees went on to explore specific priorities for short- and long-term
investments, as follows.
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Infrastructure Short-Term Priorities

The dilemma with short-term investments is that it requires balancing immediate needs
with a long-term view. Achieving such a balance is not an easy task. Workshop attendees
offered these specific short-term investment priorities:

1. Perhaps the most important priority in the short term is to keep the current
systems running, starting with basic services that are offered by each
infrastructure.

2. Use stimulus funding to jump start new technology for industries that may not
want to undertake the risk.

3. Improve inspection techniques to incorporate, among other things, structural
health monitoring and nondestructive testing.

4. Balance short- vs. long-term investment considerations using life-cycle analysis,
cost-benefit considerations, and resiliency considerations.

Infrastructure Long-Term Priorities

Long-term investments offer the key to resolving infrastructure aging problems and
ensuring their health in the long term. Workshop attendees offered the following specific
long-term investment priorities:

1. Newer materials are a basic need for the long-term infrastructures health.
Investments in finding such materials are essential. Materials should be
multifunctional, environment friendly, and energy efficient, and should offer
superior engineering properties such as resistance to deterioration and corrosion.
They must also be cost effective, self sensing, and self healing.

2. Investment in new methods to design, conduct analyses, and perform inspections.
This includes shift design paradigms to build infrastructures with maintenance in
mind. An example of an investment that has the potential of reaching such a goal
is the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)-sponsored long-term bridge
program(LTBP).

3. When designing new infrastructures, plan for future expansion, alternative use, or
demolition. An example of successful expansion is expanding George
Washington Bridge in New York / New Jersey to have a second level.

4. Utilize Building Information Modeling (BIM) for other infrastructures. BIM is a
successful new technique being used in the building community. It offers the
promise of efficient future maintenance/rehabilitation and restoring of buildings.

5. Develop and invest in infrastructures that perform self diagnostics and are self-
healing.
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5. SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC IMPACTS

The social and economic issues of aging infrastructures are closely related. Given the
essential functions and costs of infrastructures (e.g., bridges), these relationships are not
surprising. Workshop attendees discussed these relationships and various methods to
accommodate social and economic impacts of aging infrastructures. Attendees drew the
following conclusions:

1. More comprehensive cost-benefit analyses are needed to better communicate
different needs to decisionmakers and the public (risk communication). The
resulting information must be simple, accurate, and comprehensive. The methods
must also include environmental, energy, and security issues, in addition to social,
economic, and cost/benefit aspects.

2. In general, the public must be better educated and kept in the loop during the
decisionmaking process. Educating the public on the true value of infrastructure
could increase infrastructure investments.

3. Research is needed to demonstrate the relationships between improving
infrastructure and improvements to local, regional, and national businesses and
communities.

4. Investments in public education should include education of students and future
decisionmakers is especially important.

5. Civil Engineering education has become a commodity with no innovative
thinking. Civil engineering education must be improved to teach thinking “out of
the box.”

6. Appropriate documentation of infrastructure projects is needed (1 percent of all
project costs was suggested as a goal for documentation cost). Such
documentation will allow for a better understanding of the infrastructure’s future
performance. BIM can be used to achieve such a goal.

7. The interaction of new and old construction materials should be researched. In
many situations, interconnections of newer materials with older materials have
not performed well in the long run. Neglecting this important issue can result in
negative safety and cost implications.

Important Social and Economical Issues with the Largest Impacts That
Should Be Maximized

Workshop attendees provided specific important social and economic issues that would
impact aging infrastructures most:

1. Educating the public and decisionmakers regarding the value of infrastructures,
and the need for continued and improved investment opportunities, will have the
greatest impact on improving aging infrastructures. Abnormal hazards
occurrences, such as hurricanes or earthquakes, might provide opportunities to
demonstrate the importance of healthy and resilient infrastructures.
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2. A holistic community approach to infrastructure security is needed to optimize the
social and economic performance of infrastructures. Such an approach will
require some changes in the culture and attitude towards infrastructure
management (inspection, maintenance, rehabilitation, etc.). This is also a risk
communication issue.

3. The essential and close relationships between investment and healthy and resilient
infrastructures must be communicated to stakeholders. Also, for optimal
improvements of infrastructures (cost and function), competitive practices will
naturally result.

4. Research is needed to study connections between aging infrastructure and the
green movement (sustainability and energy efficiency), as well as security. A
pioneering activity in this direction is the upcoming (December 2009) summit for
Security, Energy and Environment being coordinated by National Institute of
Building Sciences (NIBS) for DHS S&T/IGD.

Investments That Would Maximizes Those Issues

Among potential solutions that workshop attendees suggest in this regard:

1. Develop and build tools that tie infrastructure to investment and competitiveness.
These tools can be based on decisionmaking processes. Validation of these tools
is paramount so that decisionmakers can comfortably make the right decision,
even if such a decision is not popular.

2. Change the public attitude towards infrastructure. One possible way to achieve
this goal is market infrastructure in a way that the public sees value. This is
another use for risk communication methodologies.

6. DECISIONMAKING PROCESSES: PRIORITIZATION
METHODS

Given the large number of infrastructures and the even larger number of maintenance,
rehabilitation, and retrofit projects needed for aging infrastructures, as well as the limited
funding for such projects, they must be prioritized. To accurately prioritize infrastructures
projects, metrics must be defined. The workshop assembly deliberated on the metrics
issue. Attendees discussed three specific topics regarding metrics of infrastructures
prioritization methods:

Performance Requirements for Metrics

Workshop attendees came up with the following performance requirements for
prioritization metrics:
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1. Metrics should be different for different types of investments. For example,
metrics used to prioritize retrofit projects should be different from metrics to
prioritize new construction.

2. Several metrics should be used; no single evaluation system is sufficient or
practical. For example, the National Bridge Inventory (NBI) uses condition rating,
serviceability rating, etc. for metrics, while the NY State Bridge management uses
structural condition, potential hazards, and vulnerability as metrics.

3. If resiliency is used as a metric, a consensus definition of the 2-Rs (or 4-Rs) must
be established.

4. Differentiate between disaster recovery and business continuity approaches to
assets. An example is mission critical networks (resiliency of processes vs.
resiliency of structural systems). Also, the quality of procedures in place to shut
down and bring back service in orderly fashion must to consider the variability of
those systems.

5. Consider weighting measures for interdependent assets.
6. Functional/impending obsolescence should be a weighting/ranking factor.
7. Metrics, codes, and standards may not be applicable across the Nation; adapt to

regional/sector-specific issues.
8. Metrics must be “living,” flexible, and adaptable.
9. Metrics must be standardized.

Workshop Suggestions for Metrics (using resiliency as an example):

Workshop attendees provided the following suggestions for infrastructures prioritization
metrics:

1. The 4 Rs can be used as metrics, but they need standardized definitions.
2. Resiliency is an emerging important decisionmaking concept and should be used.

As a metric it can be defined in terms of length of time until service is restored:
Resiliency _ _ X _ _Disruption of Service Number of Days

3. A combination of criticality and vulnerability of assets can be used as
prioritization metric.

4. The probability of events might be a useful metric in certain conditions.
5. Single points of failure should be accounted for in establishing metric.
6. Risk is a popular metric that should be used and is generally defined as:

 Risk Vulnerability x Exposure hazard x Consequence

7. When used as a prioritization metric, consequence should be considered as loss of
asset or denial of service, and should be based on public health/safety,
socioeconomic impact, and environmental impact.

8. For a financial value/cost-benefit analysis approach, investment and returns on
investment could be the basis for a metric.

9. Use metrics that are used by engineering network reliability professionals in
designing networks. This will help in developing optimal reliability metrics.

10. No reliability analysis is available for infrastructure needs, so a method would
need to be determined.
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11. Probabilistic tools such as Bayesian network analysis with many nodes for
resilience and sensitivity analyses are especially good for increasing data points.

12. DHS IP has successfully developed and applied risk analysis tools that can be
adapted to infrastructure prioritization metrics.

13. Use current national code standards to develop pertinent metrics. Those codes
were developed based on rigorous engineering criteria; they can be valuable and
accurate prioritization metrics.

Role of Private Sector in Adopting Metrics

Private sector investments in infrastructures can be a major source of funding. A major
step in achieving this important goal is to encourage the private sector to adopt
standardized infrastructures prioritization metrics. Workshop attendees deliberated on
different methods of encouraging the private sector to adopt prioritization metrics and
produced the following ideas:

1. DHS can help private sector develop metrics.
2. DHS can provide metrics and strongly recommend that the private sector use

these metrics.
3. Develop strong standards and prioritization methods that are perceived to be

rigorous.
4. Encourage the private sector to participate in developing prioritization metrics.

7. INFRASTRUCTURES OF THE FUTURE

General Issues

The workshop defined many general issues that relate to infrastructures of the future.
Some of these issues are:

1. Build for renewal and ease of replacement into original design.
2. Be much more modular looking forward—infrastructure must be inexpensive and

temporary, have mid-life service, and be longer lasting—and have a menu of
options.

3. Infrastructure of the future should have a lower level of maintenance. This means
improving awareness of lifetime maintenance needs.

4. Need to build funding to maintain and replace the infrastructure we build today.
5. Short-term sacrifices for owner/operators may be needed to yield long-term

dividends. Need to also focus on multihazards approach.
6. Need a specific list of priorities, more than the ASCE report card offers. How do

we go from infrastructures with a “D” grade to a “B” grade?
7. Need to focus on future demands (how much water? how much traffic? etc.), then

look at ways of providing it that fit the standards, objectives, and key metrics.
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8. Need a national initiative with buy-in from the public—we need public outreach
to gain support => Risk communication.

9. Need an attractive vision. Governments at all levels need to put together this story
and make a business case as to how to create this infrastructure of the future. We
will need a public campaign, starting with the youngest generation.

10. Need to deal with political realities and constraints.
11. Need to consider population trends, not just population growth (i.e., where is the

growth).
12. Need national leadership for replacement vehicle to generate funding.

Characteristics of Infrastructures of the Future

When asked to describe the attributes of infrastructures of the future, the workshop
assembly offered the following attributes:

1. Flexibility: Future infrastructures need to provide services, be sustainable, and
accommodate future capacity and uncertain needs.

2. Maintainability: Maintenance efforts need to be built-in from the ground up.
These efforts might include the utilization of self-healing and self-sensing
materials. Newer structural systems that incorporate features of advanced
materials need to be developed.

3. Inspectability and access to power: Future infrastructures need to be inspection-
friendly, which could involve using advanced materials with built in sensing
mechanisms.

4. Rapid Assessments: Tools are needed to allow rapid assessment of infrastructure.
5. Sustainability.
6. Visibility: Infrastructures need to connect with the public.
7. High social capital: Designing infrastructure with high social capital will help to

increase resiliency.
8. Broad applicability: Infrastructures should serve many goals and objectives—

sustainability, serviceability, and security.
9. Green: Infrastructures should use recyclable materials and new materials that

minimize human health issues.
10. Multi-functionality: Future infrastructures should consider the effects of decisions

on other systems.
11. Clear Metrics: The standards, objectives, and definitions of key metrics

(environmental, social-health-safety) should be clear.
12. Holistic: Need a holistic approach to designing new infrastructures.

Investments for Infrastructures of the Future

Workshop attendees focused their attention on the issue of investments for the
infrastructures of the future. Given the safety and cost needs of infrastructures, attendees
felt that one way to showcase new designs, materials, and concepts is to invest in pilot
projects. The infrastructures owners must be convinced not to repeat existing designs, and
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to take bolder steps to incorporate more advanced concepts. Funding from Federal, State,
and local levels should have “strings attached” to mandate new approaches and concepts.
Finally, creative and “out of the box” models are needed for funding and investments.
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Papers Submitted to the 2009 Aging Infrastructures Workshop
These proceedings do not include the papers that were submitted to the workshop. DHS

will be providing these in a separate future publication. The titles and authors of the

papers are presented below, categorized by subject.

OUR AGING INFRASTRUCTURE: OVERVIEW

Report Card for America’s Infrastructure
American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE)

The Age of Infrastructure in a Time of Security and Natural Hazards
R. Zimmerman, C.E. Restrepo, and J.S. Simonoff

The Impact of Aging Infrastructure on Security
Harry A. Capers Jr., P.E. and Meghann M. Valeo

A Bridge to Prosperity: Resilient Infrastructure Makes a Resilient Nation
Mitchell D. Erickson, Ph.D.

BRIDGES: A CRITICAL ISSUE

Aging Infrastructure – Roles and Challenges
Sheila Rima Duwadi

Suspension Bridge Cables: 200 Years of Empiricism, Analysis and Management
Dr. Bojidar Yanev

Aging Cables in Suspension Bridges
Raimondo Betti, Ah Lum Hong, Dyab Khazem, Mark Carlos, and Richard Gostaudas

Integrating Baseline Structural Modeling, Structural Health Monitoring and
Intelligent Transportation Systems for Condition Assessment of In-Service Bridges
E.S. Bell and J.D. Sipple

Bridge Vulnerabilities and the Practical Application of Advanced Composite
Materials for Hardening, Strengthening, and Extending Service Life
Amjad Aref, Ph.D. and Jerome S. O’Connor, P.E.

PRIORITIZATION, DECISIONMAKING, AND MANAGEMENT

Decision Technology for Rational Selection of Infrastructure Investments: A
Pressing Research Need and Grand Opportunity at an Historic Moment
J. Reese Meisinger
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A Threat Independent Approach to Evaluating the Sustainability of Our Critical
Infrastructure
By Shalva Marjanishvili, Ph.D., P.E., S.E. and Eve Hinman, Eng. Sc.D., P.E.

Five Integrated Aspects of Aging Infrastructure Management: A Basis for Decision-
Making at the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)
Richard W. Woolridge, Jose E. Sanchez, David P. Hale, and G. Edward Gibson, P.E.

Managing Aging Bridges and Their Networks
R.B. Testa, H-C. Wu, M.J. Garvin, and B. Yanev

A Multi-Objective Approach for the Management of Aging Critical Highway
Bridges
Z. Lounis, L. Daigle, D. Cusson, and H. Almansour

Intelligent Infrastructure: Insuring Security for Regional Sustainability
James Carlini

ADVANCED METHODS FOR EVALUATION

Centrifuge Modeling of Steel Piles Under Lateral Impact Loads
Hoe I. Ling, Logan Brant, Rene B. Testa, Raimondo Betti, and Andrew Smyth

Digital Color Image Processing Methods for Assessing Bridge Coating Rust Defects
Sangwook Lee, Ph.D.

The Electrochemical Fatigue Sensor (EFS)
Monty A. Moshier, Ph.D. and Marybeth Miceli

Health Monitoring of Reinforced and Pre-Stressed Concrete Structures Using Time
of Flight Information of Guided Waves
Tribikram Kundu, Tri Huu Miller, Tamaki Yanagita, Julian Grill, and Wolfgang Grill

A Hierarchical Fuzzy Expert System for Risk of Failure of Water Mains
Hussam Fares and Tarek Zayed

Integrated Condition Assessment Model and Classification Protocols for Sewer
Pipelines
Fazal Chughtai and Tarek Zayed

Strength Prediction for Adhesive Anchors: Elastic Analysis
H.M. Yin and R.B. Testa

A Stochastic Diagnostic Model for Subway Stations
Nabil Semaan and Tarek Zayed
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Power Point Presentations
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Emergent Materials and the Future of Infrastructure
Blaine Brownell
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Emergent Materials and the Future of Infrastructure
Blaine Brownell
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Emergent Materials and the Future of Infrastructure
Blaine Brownell
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Emergent Materials and the Future of Infrastructure
Blaine Brownell
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Emergent Materials and the Future of Infrastructure
Blaine Brownell
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Emergent Materials and the Future of Infrastructure
Blaine Brownell
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Emergent Materials and the Future of Infrastructure
Blaine Brownell
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Emergent Materials and the Future of Infrastructure
Blaine Brownell
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Emergent Materials and the Future of Infrastructure
Blaine Brownell
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Aging Infrastructure – Roles & Challenges
Sheila Rimal Duwadi

TURNERTURNER--FAIRBANK HIGHWAY RESEARCH CENTERFAIRBANK HIGHWAY RESEARCH CENTER

U.S. Department of Transportation

Federal Highway Administration

Aging InfrastructureAging Infrastructure –– Roles &Roles &
ChallengesChallenges

Sheila Rimal Duwadi, P.E.Sheila Rimal Duwadi, P.E.

Federal Highway AdministrationFederal Highway Administration

TurnerTurner--Fairbank Highway Research CenterFairbank Highway Research Center

U.S. Department of Transportation

Federal Highway Administration

TURNERTURNER--FAIRBANK HIGHWAY RESEARCH CENTERFAIRBANK HIGHWAY RESEARCH CENTER

FHWAFHWA’’ss traditional roletraditional role

•• Federal aid programFederal aid program

•• Design, construction, inspection &Design, construction, inspection &
maintenance of all federally ownedmaintenance of all federally owned
highway networkhighway network

•• Research & developmentResearch & development

•• Education & technology transferEducation & technology transfer

U.S. Department of Transportation

Federal Highway Administration

TURNERTURNER--FAIRBANK HIGHWAY RESEARCH CENTERFAIRBANK HIGHWAY RESEARCH CENTER

Transportation R&DTransportation R&D

•• TraditionallyTraditionally
–– Transportation ResearchTransportation Research

BoardBoard

–– State DOT sponsoredState DOT sponsored
researchresearch

–– Federal HighwayFederal Highway
AdministrationAdministration

–– Industry sponsored researchIndustry sponsored research

•• Current approachCurrent approach
–– Transportation ResearchTransportation Research

BoardBoard

–– State DOT sponsoredState DOT sponsored
researchresearch

–– Federal HighwayFederal Highway
AdministrationAdministration

–– Industry sponsored researchIndustry sponsored research
–– University TransportationUniversity Transportation

CentersCenters
–– National Science FoundationNational Science Foundation

–– National Institute of Science &National Institute of Science &
TechnologyTechnology

–– Department of HomelandDepartment of Homeland
SecuritySecurity

U.S. Department of Transportation

Federal Highway Administration

TURNERTURNER--FAIRBANK HIGHWAY RESEARCH CENTERFAIRBANK HIGHWAY RESEARCH CENTER

Who owns our highways?Who owns our highways?

•• State and local agenciesState and local agencies –– majoritymajority

•• Federal governmentFederal government –– small percentagesmall percentage
(parklands)(parklands)

•• FHWAFHWA -- nonenone

•• FHWAFHWA
–– Not a regulatory agencyNot a regulatory agency

–– Work in partnership with other infrastructureWork in partnership with other infrastructure
ownersowners

U.S. Department of Transportation

Federal Highway Administration

TURNERTURNER--FAIRBANK HIGHWAY RESEARCH CENTERFAIRBANK HIGHWAY RESEARCH CENTER

Highway InfrastructureHighway Infrastructure

•• HighwaysHighways

–– 47,000 mi47,000 mi –– InterstateInterstate

–– 114,000 mi114,000 mi –– other NHS roadsother NHS roads

–– 4,000,000 mi4,000,000 mi –– other roadsother roads

–– 600,000 bridges600,000 bridges

–– 300 tunnels300 tunnels

•• National Highway System (NHS)National Highway System (NHS)

–– Carries 60% of all trafficCarries 60% of all traffic

–– 8% of all truck traffic8% of all truck traffic

U.S. Department of Transportation

Federal Highway Administration

TURNERTURNER--FAIRBANK HIGHWAY RESEARCH CENTERFAIRBANK HIGHWAY RESEARCH CENTER

Condition of our BridgesCondition of our Bridges

•• Bridge PopulationBridge Population

•• AgeAge

•• ConditionCondition

–– National Bridge InventoryNational Bridge Inventory

•• 25% SD or FO25% SD or FO

–– 2009 ASCE Report Card2009 ASCE Report Card

•• C for bridgesC for bridges

•• DD–– for roadsfor roads
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Aging Infrastructure – Roles & Challenges
Sheila Rimal Duwadi

U.S. Department of Transportation

Federal Highway Administration

TURNERTURNER--FAIRBANK HIGHWAY RESEARCH CENTERFAIRBANK HIGHWAY RESEARCH CENTER

HighwaysHighways –– essential foressential for……..

•• …….movement of people and goods.movement of people and goods

•• EconomyEconomy –– dependent on the systemdependent on the system
being open and accessiblebeing open and accessible

•• Evacuation, response and recoveryEvacuation, response and recovery

Rita - evacuation

U.S. Department of Transportation

Federal Highway Administration

TURNERTURNER--FAIRBANK HIGHWAY RESEARCH CENTERFAIRBANK HIGHWAY RESEARCH CENTER

Culvert failure – NY - 2006

Laval, Quebec - 2006

FailuresFailures –– age or other factors?age or other factors?

–– Natural hazardsNatural hazards

–– Human inducedHuman induced

–– Environmental causesEnvironmental causes –– agingaging

–– Design and/or construction errorsDesign and/or construction errors

Northridge - 1994

I-35 bridge failure - MN

Popps Ferry Bridge – MS –
2009

I-10 Escambia Bay – Ivan - 2004

Deterioration out pacing investment inDeterioration out pacing investment in
maintenance/renewalmaintenance/renewal

U.S. Department of Transportation

Federal Highway Administration

TURNERTURNER--FAIRBANK HIGHWAY RESEARCH CENTERFAIRBANK HIGHWAY RESEARCH CENTER

•• Issues different for each situationIssues different for each situation
•• Each situation is uniqueEach situation is unique

–– FireFire
–– BlastBlast
–– EarthquakeEarthquake
–– Flooding and scourFlooding and scour
–– Wind eventsWind events
–– Wave forcesWave forces

•• Older structures may be more vulnerable toOlder structures may be more vulnerable to
hazard events but designing for each situation ishazard events but designing for each situation is
unique and often do not overlapunique and often do not overlap

Aging InfrastructureAging Infrastructure vsvs other hazardsother hazards

-Impact
-Fatigue
-Corrosion

U.S. Department of Transportation

Federal Highway Administration

TURNERTURNER--FAIRBANK HIGHWAY RESEARCH CENTERFAIRBANK HIGHWAY RESEARCH CENTER

Concrete BridgesConcrete Bridges

–– What are the issues?What are the issues?

•• Deterioration leading to cracking, scaling,Deterioration leading to cracking, scaling,
delaminationdelamination,, spallingspalling, etc. of concrete, etc. of concrete

•• Corrosion of reinforcing steelCorrosion of reinforcing steel

Source - Yazdani

Source - Yazdani

Pennsylvania

U.S. Department of Transportation

Federal Highway Administration

TURNERTURNER--FAIRBANK HIGHWAY RESEARCH CENTERFAIRBANK HIGHWAY RESEARCH CENTER

Timber BridgesTimber Bridges

–– What are the issues?What are the issues?

•• Decay andDecay and
deteriorationdeterioration

Source - Wacker

U.S. Department of Transportation

Federal Highway Administration

TURNERTURNER--FAIRBANK HIGHWAY RESEARCH CENTERFAIRBANK HIGHWAY RESEARCH CENTER

Steel BridgesSteel Bridges
–– What are the issues?What are the issues?

•• CorrosionCorrosion

•• Fatigue & fractureFatigue & fracture

•• Older structuresOlder structures –– reaching endreaching end
fatigue lifefatigue life

Source - Herman

Source - Herman

Ohio-truss corrosion
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Sheila Rimal Duwadi

U.S. Department of Transportation

Federal Highway Administration

TURNERTURNER--FAIRBANK HIGHWAY RESEARCH CENTERFAIRBANK HIGHWAY RESEARCH CENTER

Cable Supported BridgesCable Supported Bridges
–– What are the issues?What are the issues?

•• Vulnerability of wiresVulnerability of wires
– Corrosion

– Breakage

•• Ineffective cable protection systemsIneffective cable protection systems

•• Overall corrosionOverall corrosion

•• FatigueFatigue

•• Excessive vibrationsExcessive vibrations

Source - Mahmoud

U.S. Department of Transportation

Federal Highway Administration

TURNERTURNER--FAIRBANK HIGHWAY RESEARCH CENTERFAIRBANK HIGHWAY RESEARCH CENTER

SecuritySecurity vsvs Aging InfrastructureAging Infrastructure
•• What are the issues ?What are the issues ?

•• Ever changing threatsEver changing threats
•• Vulnerability of critical componentsVulnerability of critical components
•• Low riskLow risk

•• ChallengesChallenges
•• Older structuresOlder structures

– Limitations on what can be done
• Structural retrofits
• Providing standoff

– Weight limitations?
– Roadblock to security improvements

•• Security measuresSecurity measures
– incompatible with other hazard mitigation measures

•• Mitigation implemented in face of overwhelming needsMitigation implemented in face of overwhelming needs

Source - Ray

U.S. Department of Transportation

Federal Highway Administration

TURNERTURNER--FAIRBANK HIGHWAY RESEARCH CENTERFAIRBANK HIGHWAY RESEARCH CENTER

SummarySummary

•• What we need to achieveWhat we need to achieve

–– General level of awareness of issues byGeneral level of awareness of issues by
agency leadersagency leaders

–– Necessary level of technical expertise inNecessary level of technical expertise in

agency personnelagency personnel

–– Necessary interNecessary inter--agency relationshipsagency relationships

–– Sufficient resourcesSufficient resources

U.S. Department of Transportation

Federal Highway Administration

TURNERTURNER--FAIRBANK HIGHWAY RESEARCH CENTERFAIRBANK HIGHWAY RESEARCH CENTER

Thank youThank you
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Management of Aging Infrastructures: An Owner's Perspective
Sreenivas Alampalli

Management of AgingManagement of Aging
Infrastructures: An Owner'sInfrastructures: An Owner's

PerspectivePerspective

Dr. Sreenivas Alampalli, P.E., MBADr. Sreenivas Alampalli, P.E., MBA

New York State DOTNew York State DOT

DHS Aging Infrastructure Workshop

New York City, NY

July 21, 2009

SummarySummary

 ProblemProblem

–– The Infrastructure is aging and the investmentThe Infrastructure is aging and the investment
needed to keep it in good condition far exceedsneeded to keep it in good condition far exceeds

what is spent.what is spent.

–– Not investing and not using resources optimallyNot investing and not using resources optimally
is costing us all more now and will cost us moreis costing us all more now and will cost us more
in the foreseeable future.in the foreseeable future.

SummarySummary

 Solution to get a better handle on itSolution to get a better handle on it
–– Know what we haveKnow what we have

–– Know stakeholders present and futureKnow stakeholders present and future
expectationsexpectations

–– Define and manage performance (all are notDefine and manage performance (all are not
equal) in a unified and integrated fashionequal) in a unified and integrated fashion

 Network vs. ComponentNetwork vs. Component

–– ProPro--activeness and preventionactiveness and prevention

–– Utilize and emphasize the right human resourceUtilize and emphasize the right human resource
development and organizational structuredevelopment and organizational structure

Highway InfrastructureHighway Infrastructure

 HighwaysHighways

 BridgesBridges

 Large and Small CulvertsLarge and Small Culverts

 TunnelsTunnels

 Overhead Sign StructuresOverhead Sign Structures

 Retaining WallsRetaining Walls

 ……....

HighwaysHighways

 Total public highway system: 4 million milesTotal public highway system: 4 million miles

(NYS 114,000 miles)(NYS 114,000 miles)

 Interstate: 47,000 miles (NYS 1650 miles)Interstate: 47,000 miles (NYS 1650 miles)

 2.9 trillion annual miles driven: 66% urban2.9 trillion annual miles driven: 66% urban

(NYS:141 billion miles)(NYS:141 billion miles)

 15 billion tons of freight annually15 billion tons of freight annually

Highway ConditionHighway Condition
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HighwaysHighways

 Condition (based on IRI):Condition (based on IRI):

–– Good and fair: 65% (54% in NYS, 18% in NYC)Good and fair: 65% (54% in NYS, 18% in NYC)

 Average user costs due to rough roadsAverage user costs due to rough roads

–– US: $300US: $300--$750 (Avg.: $335)$750 (Avg.: $335)

–– NYS: $405, NYC: $638, LA: $746NYS: $405, NYC: $638, LA: $746

 IssuesIssues

–– Increased use (loads and volume)Increased use (loads and volume)

–– Increased construction costs (purchasing power declineIncreased construction costs (purchasing power decline
of 60% from 1993 to 2007)of 60% from 1993 to 2007)

–– Investment is less than what is needed (166 billionInvestment is less than what is needed (166 billion
needed vs. 76 billion spent in 2006)needed vs. 76 billion spent in 2006)

–– Lack of or deferred preservation activitiesLack of or deferred preservation activities

HighwaysHighways

Highways SummaryHighways Summary

 Excellent Nationwide InventoryExcellent Nationwide Inventory

 Uniform/Established Evaluation StandardsUniform/Established Evaluation Standards

 Long Experience in Design, Evaluation, andLong Experience in Design, Evaluation, and
Maintenance ActivitiesMaintenance Activities

 Documented IssuesDocumented Issues

 Established Remedial PracticesEstablished Remedial Practices

 Main issuesMain issues

–– AgingAging

–– Lack of resourcesLack of resources

–– Lack of preservation activitiesLack of preservation activities
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Highway Bridges - United States
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Bridge Failure Database Deterioration

• Age and Deterioration Cycle

• Deterioration Acceleration

• Lack of Preventive Maintenance

• Lack of Right Analysis Tools

• Lack of Remediation Tools due

to Design Type

Typical Bridges Bridge Critical Issues (Flags)

Deficient Bridges by Number of Bridges
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746 Major Rehab or
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5.8

$3.7M
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Bridge Preservation
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Bridges SummaryBridges Summary

 Excellent Nationwide InventoryExcellent Nationwide Inventory

 Uniform and Established Inspection StandardsUniform and Established Inspection Standards

 Long Experience in Design, Inspection, andLong Experience in Design, Inspection, and
Maintenance ActivitiesMaintenance Activities

 Documented IssuesDocumented Issues

 Established Remedial PracticesEstablished Remedial Practices

 Main issuesMain issues

–– Resources (Need $4.5B to maintain the 2007 condition)Resources (Need $4.5B to maintain the 2007 condition)

–– Increased PreservationIncreased Preservation

Typical Large Culverts

Typical Large Culverts Culvert Problems and Failures

Culvert Problems and Failures
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Large CulvertsLarge Culverts

 Number of culverts nationwide is unknownNumber of culverts nationwide is unknown
–– About 8000 exist in NYS on State HighwaysAbout 8000 exist in NYS on State Highways

–– Number on local system unknownNumber on local system unknown

 Management IssuesManagement Issues
–– Failure can cripple the transportation system similar to aFailure can cripple the transportation system similar to a

bridge failurebridge failure

–– Mostly replaced when they fail or serious problems areMostly replaced when they fail or serious problems are
noticednoticed

–– Need about $120 million to reach state of good repair inNeed about $120 million to reach state of good repair in
NYSNYS

–– Maintenance costs are high due to emergency repairsMaintenance costs are high due to emergency repairs

Large CulvertsLarge Culverts

 Management IssuesManagement Issues
–– No inspection standards across the state or nationNo inspection standards across the state or nation

–– Rehabilitation procedures are nonRehabilitation procedures are non--standardstandard

–– Required resources to inventory and inspect could be aRequired resources to inventory and inspect could be a
major taskmajor task

 Inventory to understand condition and extent ofInventory to understand condition and extent of
problems is a first stepproblems is a first step

 NY State owned Large Culvert CostsNY State owned Large Culvert Costs
–– Inspection: About $10M/yrInspection: About $10M/yr

–– Maintenance and capital: About $30MMaintenance and capital: About $30M--$50M/yr$50M/yr

 Small Culverts are in similar or worse condition,Small Culverts are in similar or worse condition,
but impact could be lessbut impact could be less

Typical Overhead Sign Structures (OSS) Typical OSS Problems and Failures

Typical OSS Problems and Failures OSS SummaryOSS Summary

 Number of sign structures nationwide is notNumber of sign structures nationwide is not
well documentedwell documented

–– About 4500 exists in NYS on State HighwaysAbout 4500 exists in NYS on State Highways

–– Number on local system unknownNumber on local system unknown

 NYSDOT CostsNYSDOT Costs

–– Inspection: About $5M/yrInspection: About $5M/yr

–– Repair: About $4M/yrRepair: About $4M/yr

–– Replacement: About $15M/yrReplacement: About $15M/yr
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Sign StructuresSign Structures

 Management IssuesManagement Issues
–– No inspection standards across the State or NationNo inspection standards across the State or Nation
–– Rehabilitation procedures are nonRehabilitation procedures are non--standardstandard
–– Required resources to inventory and inspect could be aRequired resources to inventory and inspect could be a

major taskmajor task
–– Structures designed before this decade may not beStructures designed before this decade may not be

designed adequately for fatiguedesigned adequately for fatigue
–– Adequate information not available to judge theirAdequate information not available to judge their

capacity when deterioration is foundcapacity when deterioration is found
–– Aluminum structures have fatigue issues and can not beAluminum structures have fatigue issues and can not be

welded easilywelded easily
–– QC/QA issues in new constructionQC/QA issues in new construction

Typical Tunnels

TunnelsTunnels

 366 tunnels in U.S. (16 in NY State)366 tunnels in U.S. (16 in NY State)

 8 tunnels in planning stage, 3 in design, 6 in8 tunnels in planning stage, 3 in design, 6 in
constructionconstruction

 1999 thru 2002: More than 60 fatalities1999 thru 2002: More than 60 fatalities
recorded around the worldrecorded around the world

 Replacement is not easy and is timeReplacement is not easy and is time
consumingconsuming

TunnelsTunnels

 Management IssuesManagement Issues

–– Better inventoryBetter inventory

–– Inspection Guidelines are neededInspection Guidelines are needed

–– Regulations for design and constructionRegulations for design and construction

–– Regulations for maintenance and operationsRegulations for maintenance and operations

–– Safety and security guidelinesSafety and security guidelines

–– Multidisciplinary teams neededMultidisciplinary teams needed

Typical Retaining Walls Typical Wall Problems
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Walls SummaryWalls Summary

 Thousands existThousands exist

 No inventoryNo inventory

 No inspection standardsNo inspection standards

 No clear estimate on magnitude of problemNo clear estimate on magnitude of problem
and resources requiredand resources required

 Interaction between failure of walls withInteraction between failure of walls with
other structural failures is not well studiedother structural failures is not well studied

IssuesIssues

 Diverse Network: Characteristics do matterDiverse Network: Characteristics do matter
–– SizeSize

–– ImportanceImportance

–– ComplexityComplexity

–– Type of ResourceType of Resource

–– OwnerOwner
 ResourcesResources

 ExpertiseExpertise

–– Type of Assets and Total RiskType of Assets and Total Risk
 Risk of one asset failure can lead to failure of anotherRisk of one asset failure can lead to failure of another

asset or another asset use may be jeopardizedasset or another asset use may be jeopardized

Hazard implications faced and associated decisionsHazard implications faced and associated decisions
depend on all the abovedepend on all the above

IssuesIssues

 Asset Management TodayAsset Management Today

–– Manage each class of assets individually and regionallyManage each class of assets individually and regionally

–– Funding not based on performance/riskFunding not based on performance/risk

–– Performance is uniform across the board for each assetPerformance is uniform across the board for each asset
class, irrespective of location and useclass, irrespective of location and use

–– Stakeholders expectations have changed butStakeholders expectations have changed but
organization and culture have not changedorganization and culture have not changed

–– Reactive system rather than proReactive system rather than pro--activeactive

 Design, Inspection, Maintenance, etc., are not well linkedDesign, Inspection, Maintenance, etc., are not well linked

Concluding RemarksConcluding Remarks

 Inventory of all assetsInventory of all assets
–– You have to know what you have to manageYou have to know what you have to manage

 Know your stakeholdersKnow your stakeholders
–– Understand the competing/complementaryUnderstand the competing/complementary

needs of all stakeholders and the expectedneeds of all stakeholders and the expected
performanceperformance

 Risk ManagementRisk Management
–– ShortShort--Term and LongTerm and Long--Term Hazards/ThreatsTerm Hazards/Threats

–– ConsequencesConsequences

Concluding RemarksConcluding Remarks

 Manage the System not ComponentsManage the System not Components
–– Cannot have one size fits all requirementsCannot have one size fits all requirements

–– Risk and needsRisk and needs--based engineering decisionsbased engineering decisions
 Design Standards, Specifications, Inspection,Design Standards, Specifications, Inspection,

Maintenance, etc.Maintenance, etc.

 Resiliency ConceptsResiliency Concepts

 InteractionsInteractions

–– TradeTrade--off analysis/managementoff analysis/management

 Communicate better with stakeholdersCommunicate better with stakeholders
 RiskRisk

 Performance StandardsPerformance Standards

Concluding RemarksConcluding Remarks

 Be ProBe Pro--activeactive

–– Preservation goes a long wayPreservation goes a long way

 Better Human Resource ManagementBetter Human Resource Management

–– Hiring right people for right jobHiring right people for right job

–– MultiMulti--disciplinary aspectsdisciplinary aspects

 NeedsNeeds

–– Better DataBetter Data

–– Better Decision Making ToolsBetter Decision Making Tools
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QUESTIONS?QUESTIONS?

Contact Information

Dr. Sreenivas Alampalli, P.E., MBA

Director, Bridge Evaluation Services Bureau

NYSDOT

Albany, NY 12232

Tel: (518) 457-5498

E-mail: salampalli@dot.state.ny.us
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Advanced Sensing Technologies:Advanced Sensing Technologies:
Fatigue HazardFatigue Hazard

Prepared ForPrepared For

Department of Homeland SecurityDepartment of Homeland Security’’ss

Aging Infrastructures WorkshopAging Infrastructures Workshop

Columbia UniversityColumbia University

July 21, 2009July 21, 2009

Prepared ByPrepared By

Marybeth MiceliMarybeth Miceli

MATECHMATECH CorpCorp., COO., COO

Current State of US BridgesCurrent State of US Bridges
•• According to the Federal government,According to the Federal government, 25%25% ofof

U.S. bridges are:U.S. bridges are:

–– Functionally Obsolete orFunctionally Obsolete or

–– Structurally DeficientStructurally Deficient

•• Aging has passed critical level:Aging has passed critical level:

–– Average Design Life = 50 yearsAverage Design Life = 50 years

–– Average US Service Life > 50 yearsAverage US Service Life > 50 years

–– Average Europe Service >> 50 yearsAverage Europe Service >> 50 years

•• Steel quality changed in 1970Steel quality changed in 1970’’ss

–– Fracture toughness considerationsFracture toughness considerations

Design
Life

Europe
US

25%

Fatigue CrackingFatigue Cracking

•• FHWAFHWA -- the primary damage mechanisms inthe primary damage mechanisms in

steel structural components.steel structural components.

•• Generally a sign of the bridge not behavingGenerally a sign of the bridge not behaving

as expected.as expected.

•• Result of cyclic stresses below the ultimateResult of cyclic stresses below the ultimate

tensile strength (often the yield).tensile strength (often the yield).

•• Three StagesThree Stages
–– InitiationInitiation –– Persistent Slip Bands,Persistent Slip Bands, MicrocracksMicrocracks

–– Slow, Stable Crack GrowthSlow, Stable Crack Growth

–– Rapid FractureRapid Fracture

TheThe MianusMianus River Bridge, CTRiver Bridge, CT
•• II--9595 –– Critical East CoastCritical East Coast

InterstateInterstate

•• Interrupted commerce andInterrupted commerce and
transportation for months.transportation for months.

•• Had been inspectedHad been inspected
one week prior.one week prior.

•• Collapse killed threeCollapse killed three
Injured dozensInjured dozens

•• Collapse ultimatelyCollapse ultimately
a result of a growinga result of a growing
fatigue crack.fatigue crack.

TheThe MianusMianus River Bridge, CTRiver Bridge, CT

•• II--9595 –– Critical East Coast InterstateCritical East Coast Interstate

•• Interrupted commerce and transportationInterrupted commerce and transportation

for months.for months.

•• Had been inspected oneHad been inspected one

week prior.week prior.

•• Collapse killed threeCollapse killed three InjuredInjured

dozensdozens

•• Collapse ultimatelyCollapse ultimately

a result of aa result of a growinggrowing

fatigue crackfatigue crack..

National TransportationNational Transportation

Safety Board cited:Safety Board cited:

“…“…deficiencies in the State ofdeficiencies in the State of

Connecticut's bridge safetyConnecticut's bridge safety

inspection and bridgeinspection and bridge

maintenance program.maintenance program.””

Inspecting for Fatigue CracksInspecting for Fatigue Cracks

•• Federal Highway AdministrationFederal Highway Administration --
Reliability of Visual InspectionReliability of Visual Inspection
Study of 49 State DOT bridge inspectors.Study of 49 State DOT bridge inspectors.

–– Multiple fatigue crack indications at multipleMultiple fatigue crack indications at multiple
locations.locations.

•• All at obviously fatigue sensitiveAll at obviously fatigue sensitive locations.locations.

–– Inspectors correctly identified the crack indicationsInspectors correctly identified the crack indications
less than 10% of the time.less than 10% of the time.

•• That means 90 out of every 100 fatigue cracks are missedThat means 90 out of every 100 fatigue cracks are missed
by conventionalby conventional methods.methods.

–– Also repairs are being made 4 out of 5 times at areasAlso repairs are being made 4 out of 5 times at areas
which do not require it (80% false positives).which do not require it (80% false positives).
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Primary Factors AffectingPrimary Factors Affecting
Fatigue Crack GrowthFatigue Crack Growth

•• BuiltBuilt--in stressesin stresses

•• Material flawsMaterial flaws

•• InIn--service stressesservice stresses

•• CyclesCycles

•• Material propertiesMaterial properties

Conventional Advanced PracticesConventional Advanced Practices

•• NDTNDT –– MT, PT, UTMT, PT, UT

•• Fracture Toughness DeterminationFracture Toughness Determination

•• Strain Gauge MeasurementsStrain Gauge Measurements

•• ModelingModeling

•• CalculationsCalculations
–– Crack Growth Rate vs. Stress IntensityCrack Growth Rate vs. Stress Intensity

Factor at crack tipFactor at crack tip

–– DaDa/DN vs. DK/DN vs. DK

•• Determine Propagation ThresholdDetermine Propagation Threshold

•• Calculate Remaining LifeCalculate Remaining Life

Advanced Sensing TechnologiesAdvanced Sensing Technologies

Offer:Offer:

•• More Direct MeasurementsMore Direct Measurements

•• Faster ResultsFaster Results

•• More Efficiency and Cost EffectivenessMore Efficiency and Cost Effectiveness

•• First Line of DefenseFirst Line of Defense

FHWAFHWA--TFRCTFRC’’ss
SteelSteel Bridge Testing ProgramBridge Testing Program
Objective: Detecting Growing Fatigue Cracks in Steel GirdersObjective: Detecting Growing Fatigue Cracks in Steel Girders

•• Facilitate the development and fieldFacilitate the development and field

deployment of NDE technologies that aredeployment of NDE technologies that are

able to detect the presence of fatigue cracksable to detect the presence of fatigue cracks

in steel girders at fatigue prone, high stress,in steel girders at fatigue prone, high stress,

or critical detail locations.or critical detail locations.

•• FHWAFHWA’’ss interest is bothinterest is both

crack detection and crackcrack detection and crack

growth detection in steelgrowth detection in steel

girders.girders.

Two Growth Detection DevicesTwo Growth Detection Devices

JalinoosJalinoos, Frank, Frank

Phone: (202) 493Phone: (202) 493--30823082

Fax: (202) 493Fax: (202) 493--31263126

Email:Email: frank.jalinoos@fhwa.dot.govfrank.jalinoos@fhwa.dot.gov

•• 1616--Channel AE Sensor Highway IIChannel AE Sensor Highway II --

AcousticAcoustic EmissionEmissionTMTM (AE) System(AE) System
•• MistrasMistras’’ Physical Acoustics CorporationPhysical Acoustics Corporation

•• The Electrochemical FatigueThe Electrochemical Fatigue SensorSensorTMTM

(EFS) System(EFS) System
•• MATECH Corp.MATECH Corp.

Fundamentals ofFundamentals of AEAE

•• UsesUses generation ofgeneration of
transient elastic wavestransient elastic waves
produced by a suddenproduced by a sudden
redistribution of stress inredistribution of stress in
a material toa material to fatiguefatigue
damage:damage:

–– Localized sources triggerLocalized sources trigger
the release of energy, inthe release of energy, in
the form of stress waves,the form of stress waves,
which propagate to thewhich propagate to the
surface and are recordedsurface and are recorded
by sensors.by sensors.
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ResultsResults

•• Filtered data isFiltered data is

statisticallystatistically

analyzed andanalyzed and

displayed in adisplayed in a

number ofnumber of

ways.ways.

1616--Channel AE Sensor Highway IIChannel AE Sensor Highway II

AdvantagesAdvantages

•• Remote monitoringRemote monitoring

•• Hard to access placesHard to access places

•• Global monitoringGlobal monitoring

•• Wide temperatureWide temperature

rangerange

•• Wire breaks inWire breaks in

suspension cablessuspension cables

•• Monitoring crackMonitoring crack

activity over timeactivity over time

DrawbacksDrawbacks

•• IndicatesIndicates ““FlawFlaw--likelike””

activityactivity

•• Can be difficult toCan be difficult to

calibrate for thresholdcalibrate for threshold

•• Ambient noise andAmbient noise and

baseline databaseline data

•• Pinpointing problemPinpointing problem

areasareas

•• CostCost

Fundamentals of EFSFundamentals of EFS

•• UsesUses passivationpassivation of steel toof steel to
measure fatigue damage:measure fatigue damage:

–– AnodicallyAnodically polarizespolarizes thethe
inspection area,inspection area, smallsmall appliedapplied
voltage, creating a passive film.voltage, creating a passive film.

–– Cyclic loading breaks down theCyclic loading breaks down the
layer inlayer in growinggrowing cracks incracks in
tensiontension && compression.compression.

•• MicroMicro--plasticityplasticity also changesalso changes
the amount of exposed steel.the amount of exposed steel.

–– NewNew passive film forms on thepassive film forms on the
newly exposed steel.newly exposed steel.

•• This changes the EFS signalThis changes the EFS signal
(both the frequency content(both the frequency content
and magnitude).and magnitude).

Various Installations/ResultsVarious Installations/Results

EFS SystemEFS System

AdvantagesAdvantages

•• Direct sensingDirect sensing

•• Reference includedReference included –– easyeasy

calibrationcalibration

•• Immediate resultsImmediate results

•• Good sensitivityGood sensitivity -- repair/repair/

retrofit verificationretrofit verification

•• InexpensiveInexpensive

•• Highly portable/ easyHighly portable/ easy

installationinstallation

DrawbacksDrawbacks

•• ShortShort--term monitoringterm monitoring

•• Temperature restrictionsTemperature restrictions

•• Local monitoring onlyLocal monitoring only

•• Must have armMust have arm’’s reachs reach

•• Paint removalPaint removal

Use ofUse of AE and EFSAE and EFS in Bridge Managementin Bridge Management

•• Traditional inspection tool.Traditional inspection tool.

–– Replacement of currently used NDE techniques.Replacement of currently used NDE techniques.

–– Supplement visual inspection.Supplement visual inspection.

•• Prioritization tool.Prioritization tool.

–– Determine which details need immediateDetermine which details need immediate
attention and which can be deferred orattention and which can be deferred or
eliminated.eliminated.

•• Verification of repair/retrofit tool.Verification of repair/retrofit tool.

–– Immediately know if a repair/retrofit wasImmediately know if a repair/retrofit was
effective at mitigating the fatigue stresses.effective at mitigating the fatigue stresses.

–– Decide which retrofit designs are most costDecide which retrofit designs are most cost
effective in use.effective in use.
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Global and Local MonitoringGlobal and Local Monitoring

•• AE and EFS are additional tools in theAE and EFS are additional tools in the

toolbox providing additional information.toolbox providing additional information.

•• Best used in combination at variousBest used in combination at various

stages, depending on the project.stages, depending on the project.

•• Important to have knowledgeableImportant to have knowledgeable

engineers about NDT and healthengineers about NDT and health

monitoring on project.monitoring on project.
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Presentation Outline

• Introduction

• Analytical Baseline Modeling

• Structural Health Monitoring

• Intelligent Transportation

• The Opportunity

• Case Studies

• Research Needs

3

Introduction

The development of a framework for bridge
condition assessment that integrates a
structural model and information collected
through structural health monitoring (SHM)
and intelligent transportation systems (ITS)
into a model updating program for highway
bridge decision-making and management

Return to Outline 4

Social Need

• 594,101 bridges in National Bridge Inventory
– 13.1% structurally deficient

– 13.6% functionally obsolete

• Average US bridge
– Age of 43-years

– Service life of 50-years

• Continuous structural health monitoring is an
economically viable and more objective option

Return to Outline

5

Challenges

• There are several challenges that have
limited the successful use of structural
model updating for condition assessment.

• Two major challenges are the development
of the a priori model that creates a well-
conditioned parameter estimation scenario
(modeling error) and the quality of the
collected data (measurement error).

Return to Outline 6

Principal Objectives

• Relate fundamental SHM and ITS information
with model updating so that researchers and
managers can conveniently ascertain the
condition of a specific bridge structure.

• Through thoughtful planning and coordination
with bridge managers, traffic bureaus, bridge
designers and researchers in the area of SHM
and ITS, a deployment plan will be developed to
satisfy both the structural condition and the
traffic and safety sides of bridge management.

Return to Outline
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7

Baseline Modeling

• Structural engineers use design programs to
aid in design process

• Designed based models with code
requirements arrive at building plan

• SAP2000®, RAM®, STADD®

– Bridge Information Modeler (BrIM™)

Return to Outline 8

Structural Baseline Modeling

 Implementing a Baseline Model
into the bridge design process will
shift the paradigm to focus on long-
term performance.

 Keep the Baseline Model simple for
usability, while still capturing the
desired level of response accuracy.

 The Baseline Model will be created
with condition assessment in mind
using input from the bridge
management and design divisions.

Figure 2: Beam elements in a FEM
for a bridge bent of the C/AT
Underpinning (SAP 2000)

Return to Outline

9

Structural Health Monitoring

 The goal of SHM system is to employ sensing
instruments to provide information pertaining to the
condition of the structure.

 Recent advancements in technology have made
bridge structure instrumentation very popular and
relatively easy to implement

 This collected data must then be post-processed to
provide beneficial information for bridge owners.

 FHWA envisions sensing and measurement
capabilities fully integrated into the design,
construction and operation of the bridge of the future
(ISHMII, 2005).

Return to Outline 10

Intelligent Transportation

• The goal of any ITS, as stated by the U.S.
Department of Transportation is to improve
“transportation safety and mobility and
enhance productivity through the use of
advanced communications technologies”.

• One ITS application is monitoring traffic
conditions through video image processing
and sensors such as loop detector, ramp
meters , pressure plates and weigh-in motion
stations (WIMS). Return to Outline

11

The Opportunity

The whole is greater than the sum of the
parts.

As many state and federal agencies develop a
replacement and rehabilitation strategy for the
aging infrastructure, this is an opportune time to
provide an integrated condition assessment
framework that exploits all available data to be
included in the initial design and construction or
rehabilitation of bridge structures.

Return to Outline 12

How do we get there?

 In current AASHTO design practices, bridges
are designed on an elemental basis. AASHTO
specifies that each structural element is to be
designed for the loads it will experience during
the life of the bridge.

Develop a “baseline” model and suggest certain
modifications to the traditional bridge design
process to take advantage of modern
computing capabilities to create a refined
baseline model.

Return to Outline
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13

How do we get there?

Next, two questions must be answered:

“What type of data will be beneficial to both
ITS and structural condition assessment?”

“How is this data used for effective bridge
management?”

The answer is the integration of major
components of ITS, weigh in motion stations
(WIMS) and digital imaging, with a SHM
program.

Return to Outline 14

Integrating ITS-SHM for Condition
Assessment of Highway Bridges

Return to Outline

15

Value-Added Relationship

• Establishing a relationship between SHM,
ITS and model updating will provide a link
between traffic and bridge management.

• The combination of these two departments
in most state DOTs will provide a significant
cost savings and more effective allocation of
funding and manpower.

Return to Outline 16

Case Studies:

Maurice J. Tobin Memorial Bridge, Boston, MA

Rollins Road Bridge, Rollinsford, NH

Vernon Ave Bridge, Barre, MA

Return to Outline

17

Maurice J. Tobin Memorial Bridge

• Connects Chelsea and Charlestown via US Rte
1

• Upper level - 3 northbound lanes
• Lower level - 3 southbound lanes

•Collaborative Project with Fay, Spofford and
Thorndike, Inc. and Tufts University Return to Outline 18

AutoCAD “Stick” Models

The Little Mystic Span of the Tobin Bridge CAD model

Return to OutlineReturn to Case Studies
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19

Structural Analysis Models

Return to OutlineReturn to Case Studies 20

Preliminary Connection Stiffness
Findings

Return to OutlineReturn to Case Studies

Table Redacted

21

Special Study – Connection Stiffness

Special study
needed for
continuity
conditions

Return to OutlineReturn to Case Studies 22

Instrumentation and Structural Health
Monitoring

• Sensors used for bridge instrumentation include:
• Strain gages
• Accelerometers
• Tiltmeters
• Thermistors

• Validate and calibrate analytical computer models
• Combine for a structural health monitoring (SHM)

system
• Maintenance costs
• Serviceable lifespan
• Improves load rating and permitting efforts

Return to OutlineReturn to Case Studies

23

Intelligent Transportation

Return to Outline

Closed-Loop Video Monitoring for
Traffic Pattern

Pressure Plates and Weigh-in-
Motion Stations for Pavement
Management

Return to Case Studies 24

Rollins Road Bridge

Return to OutlineReturn to Case Studies
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25

Rollins Road Bridge Specifics

Plan courtesy of NHDOT (1999)

Return to OutlineReturn to Case Studies

Image Redacted

26

Structural Health Monitoring

• Displacement

• Internal strain and temperature

• Ambient temperature

NHDOT Sand
Truck

NHDOT Survey

Crew

Image courtesy of
Fosters Newspaper

Return to OutlineReturn to Case Studies

27

Empirical Environmental Correction

Return to OutlineReturn to Case Studies

Image Redacted

•Graph of raw, theoretical, and empirical data showing relative
strain over time when a truck passes

•Graph showed how zero-load readings were used to create
theoretically and empirically corrected data

28

Empirical Environmental Correction

Return to OutlineReturn to Case Studies

Image Redacted

•Graph of empirical data, truck location, and modeled
response

•Graph verifies that modeled response is accurate

29

Monitoring Based Modeling

• Takes design models a step further by including
specific elements into modeling

• Elements include

– CFRP

– Prestressed reinforcement

– Bridge rail

– Spring boundary conditions

• Goal: To make usable model that accurately
captures bridge behavior

Return to OutlineReturn to Case Studies 30

Including CFRP Reinforcement

• Needed to modify modulus of elasticity so
can put as layer throughout entire width

• Maintain thickness to preserve behavior

Return to OutlineReturn to Case Studies

Image Redacted
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31

Including Prestressing Forces

• Girders contain prestressing
strands

• Needed to be included into
the model to capture the
behavior the prestressing
strands induce

• NCHRP Report 496 –
Prestress Loss in
Pretensioned High-Strength
Concrete Bridge Girders

Return to OutlineReturn to Case Studies

Image Redacted

32

Modeling Bearing Pads as Springs

• Three different methods of
movement for bearing pads

• Stanton et al. (2004) provides
equations for axial and rotational
stiffness

• Will use shear stiffness as
updated parameter

• NCHRP Report 596 –Rotation
Limits for Elastomeric Bearings

Return to OutlineReturn to Case Studies

33

SAP2000® Model

Return to OutlineReturn to Case Studies 34

Intelligent Transportation

• Digital Image Correlation for Deflection
Measurement

• Inclusion of strain data on the ITS GIS
mapping system at the NHDOT

Return to OutlineReturn to Case Studies

35

Vernon Avenue Bridge

Under Construction

Return to OutlineReturn to Case Studies

•Collaborative Project with Fay, Spofford and Thorndike, Inc. and Tufts
University

Image Redacted

36

Instrumentation Plan

Return to OutlineReturn to Case Studies

Image Redacted
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Bridge Model

Return to OutlineReturn to Case Studies

Image Redacted

38

Steel Erection

Return to OutlineReturn to Case Studies

39

Concrete Pour

Return to OutlineReturn to Case Studies 40

Research Needs

• Analytical studies with field verification of the
environmental effects on bridge response

• Integration of these bridges into a state-wide
bridge management programs

• Incorporate a modeling and instrumentation
protocol into bridge design practice

• Collaborative Effort between multiple bureaus
associated with Bridges

Return to OutlineReturn to Case Studies

41

Impact of This Research

• Shift in the Bridge Design Paradigm to include
System Behavior, Instrumentation, Model Creation,
Model Updating

• Apply the same protocols to bridge rehabilitation
and repair project

• Decrease in long-term cost of Bridge Management

• Value-added to Condition Assessment and Asset
Management

Return to OutlineReturn to Case Studies 42

Thank you for your Attention!

Erin Santini Bell, Ph.D., P.E.

University of New Hampshire

Erin.bell@unh.edu

Return to OutlineReturn to Case Studies
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The Problem:
Develop the Decision Model

Issue: Prioritizing Resource Allocations when

 Multiple heterogeneous infrastructure systems
(navigation, power, water supply, recreation, environment, …)

 Multiple Risk Types
(loss of life, social, economic)

 Temporal
(current, intermediate, long-term)

2
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U.S. Army Corps of Engineer’s (USACE)
Manages a Large Inventory of Watershed
Infrastructure Assets Assets

“Short list”
43,000 Structures
285000 Tracts of land
12000 Buildings

Includes:
1000 Coastal Structures
600 Dams

2500 Recreational Areas
250 Locks
75 Hydropower

VALUE: Current ?
Socioeconomic Impact: ?
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Background

 The Asset Management Framework (AMF)
is a conceptual framework that serves:
 To create an integrated holistic plan for

assessment of USACE infrastructure assets

 To provide portfolio investment strategies for
maintenance, recapitalization and new
investment that
 improves reliability and resilience
 minimizes risk
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Starting Point: Components
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Creating Asset Knowledge Aspects
MechanismPurpose

Artifact Action
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Five Aspects of Asset Management
Civil Works

Mission & Policies

Value to the
Nation Metrics

Performance
(Benefits &Risks)

Structural
Condition

USACE

Stakeholders
& Customers

Requests

HQ

District

Division

Portfolio Anal ysis

(Trade-Off Analysis)

Investment
Decision

Assets Assets

Sub-

components

Watershed

Systems

Assets

Components

Sub-
components

Watershed
Systems

Components

Sub-
components

Watershed

Systems

Asset Hierarchy

Costs

Measures Organization

Components

Business
Lines

Identifies emergent value and
risk for stakeholders

Specifies required and
current condition of

some asset to achieve
some purpose at
multiple levels of

detail

Closes the
gap between
current and

required
condition

Provides
means to
perform
actions

Tools, that is
people, process,
instruments, etc.

needed to
perform action
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Purpose - Multidimensional Mission

Navigation

Flood Risk
Management Water Supply

Recreation

Hydropower

Environmental Stewardship

Emergency
Management
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Purpose – Value and Risk

Purpose includes both
value and risk

Purpose is composed
of goal, metric, and

measure
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Artifact – At Each Level of Hierarchy
Artifact Conditions

Required
Conditions

For Purpose

Required
Conditions

For Purpose

Current
Conditions
Of Artifact

Lock & Dam No. 2

At least one Lock fully

operational at all times

Stressed Hinge on
one Lock Chamber

Insufficient Cameras
for Full Coverage

Cameras present,
positioned, and

operational

Staffed for Normal

Business Hours

Staffed for Normal
Business Hours

Handrail Damaged for
one Staircase

Handrails for all Stairs

Zero Security
Breaches

Zero Safety
Incidents

Pass x Tons
Annually

Value

Risks

Artifact is hierarchically
decomposed by

purpose and for each
purpose an artifact

identifies both current
and required condition
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Action – Physical and Informational

• Action performed to fill gap
between current and required
condition

• Two perspectives on action:
physical and informational

• Four kinds of actions:
develop, operate, maintain,
and decommission
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Mechanism – Physical and Informational

Mechanisms are tools (which includes people,
processes, instruments and data) and are not

consumed

Mechanisms are assets
that require

investment through
the same actions as
infrastructure assets
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Resources – Four Faceted Portfolio
The result is that for an organization to sustain an infrastructure it must allocate

resources within a four faceted portfolio which balances investments across
physical, informational, action, and mechanism dimensions
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Mechanism and Action
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Physical and
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The Challenge:
Top-Down Design & Bottom-Up Implementation

Asset management must coordinate the five aspects in order to achieve goals
of consistency and transparency in decisions; the coordination includes:
 Governance

 Established top-down through identification of value and risk of each system, asset,
component, and sub-component though local-level purposes may be outside the top-
down hierarchy

 Inventory
 Established top-down from a purpose perspective and bottom-up from an asset

composition perspective

 Condition
 Established top-down for required condition and bottom-up for current condition

 Choice
 Candidate choices identified bottom-up based on current / required condition gaps and

choices are made top-down based on balancing the four faceted portfolio

 Feedback
 Based on comparisons across the five aspects

 i.e., assigned measures versus actual measures of purpose, required versus current
conditions for artifact, expected post-condition versus actual post-condition for actions,
estimated versus actual capability measures for mechanism, and estimated costs versus
actual costs for resources
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The Challenge:
Prioritization and Allocation
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Top-Down Design & Bottom-Up
Implementation

Design Implementation
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utilized resources
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Benefits of a Complex Adaptive Systems
(CAS) Approach

 Aligns with highly complex problems

 Recognizes decentralized adaptation

 Seeks satisficing answers in dynamic environments

 Continually adapts in a changing environment

 Direction - Can be influenced by establishment of
“attractors” such as goals, metrics, and measures

 Control - Can be influenced by resource constraints

© AISCE - The University of Alabama September 25, 2009
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Questions:

Richard Woolridge

Aging Systems Center of Excellence (AISCE)

The University of Alabama

aisce@ua.edu

205.348.5525
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Managing Aging Bridges
and

Their Networks

Rene B. Testa

Huang-Chih Wu

Michael J. Garvin

Bojidar Yanev

Aging Infrastructures Workshop

Department of Homeland Security S&T Directorate

& Columbia University

July 21 - 23, 2009

Columbia University in the City of New York Department of Civil Engineering & Engineering Mechanics

The Bridge Management Challenge

• Parameters and decision variables

• Outcomes of interest

• Data and data sources

• Functional relations - outcomes(variables, parameters)

• Objectives - desirable outcomes

• Potential management strategies and their outcomes

• Select among optimal strategies/outcomes

• Individual bridges

• Network of interdependent bridges.

Columbia University in the City of New York Department of Civil Engineering & Engineering Mechanics

Decision Variables/Parameters

• Routine maintenance – tasks, level
• Repairs – when, how
• Rehabilitation
• Upgrade
• Replacement
• Age
• Budget (annual)
• Political factors
• ….

Columbia University in the City of New York Department of Civil Engineering & Engineering Mechanics

Outcomes

• Life

• Lifetime costs

• Serviceability – appearance, user satisfaction,
traffic delays, adequacy/obsolescence

• Vulnerability – natural/man made hazards

• Societal impact

• Economic impact to community

• ….

Columbia University in the City of New York Department of Civil Engineering & Engineering Mechanics

Data Sources

Outcomes = Fns(variables/parameters)

Managerial experience

Empirical

Columbia University in the City of New York Department of Civil Engineering & Engineering Mechanics

Functional Relationship

• Inspections – rating systems

• Health monitoring

• Historical data

Columbia University in the City of New York Department of Civil Engineering & Engineering Mechanics
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TN 2

Single Bridge

• Key variables - M&R in a system of bridges

• Deterioration model

• Key outcomes - life, cost

• M&R strategies and their outcomes.

• Compare outcomes for various M&R strategies and
various other possible managerial options and estimates

Notes: Deterministic approach vs. probabilistic

NYC/NYS bridges

Columbia University in the City of New York Department of Civil Engineering & Engineering Mechanics Columbia University in the City of New York Department of Civil Engineering & Engineering Mechanics

Material of Members

Yes No steel (s)

Mono case a case b concrete (c)

Overlay case c case d

choose case: c n

0.50 Debris Removal

Component Lio Li1 Ric Rio Rri dRi nRi 0.50 Sweeping

Bearings 20 120 1 7 2 2 3 0.50 Cleaning Drainage

Backwalls 35 120 1 7 2 3 1 0.50 Clean Abutments& Piers

Abutments 35 120 2 7 3 2 2 0.50 Clean Open Grating Deck

Wingwalls 50 120 1 7 2 3 1 0.50 Clean Expansion Joints

Bridge seats 20 120 1 7 2 3 s 2 0.50 Wash Deck & Splash Zone

Primary memb. 30 120 2 7 3 2 s 2 0.50 Paint

Second. memb. 35 120 1 7 2 3 s 1 0.50 Spot Paint

Curbs 15 60 1 7 2 5 3 0.50 Sidewalk & Curb Repair

Sidewalks 15 60 1 7 2 5 3 0.50 Pavement & Crack Sealing

Deck 20 60 2 7 3 4 2 0.50 Elect Device Maintenance

Wearing surf. 10 20 1 7 2 5 8 0.50 Mech. Component Maint.

Piers 30 120 2 7 3 2 s 2 0.50 Replace Wearing Surfaces

Joints 10 30 1 7 2 4 6 0.50 Wash Underside

Lio….Life of component i starting from Rating R=7, if no maintenance M = 50.0 %

Li1….Life of component i starting from Rating R=7, if full maintenance

Ric….Critical rating of component for failure L = 86.4 yrs.

Rio….Starting value of component rating

Rri….Value of component rating to trigger repair Failures: Abutments No

dRi….Increase in component rating due to repair or replacement Primary Member No

nRi….Number of repairs of component i within life of bridge Deck Yes

Kmi…Influence of each maintenance task to the overall Maintenance Level Piers No

Deck Structure

maintenance-level for task

Joints

Open Grating Y/N

BRIDGE LIFE CALCULATION

INPUT - OUTPUT SHEET

0.109

m

a

t

r

i

a

l

Maintenance Level:

0.049

0.114

0.103

0.000

0.055

0.055

0.032

0.102

0.011

0.109

Expected Life:

0.060

0.000

0.082

0.119

Kmi

Columbia University in the City of New York Department of Civil Engineering & Engineering Mechanics

COST CALCULATION - NEW YORK CITY BRIDGES

REPAIR COSTS

Maintenance Task Cm1i Mi Cmi Component dRi Cost per repair Total annual /sqft of br Repairs
Debris Removal 0.15 0.50 0.08 Bearings 2 100,000 $ each 38,200.77 1.27 3
Sweeping 0.04 0.50 0.02 Backwalls 3 100,000 $ each 2,315.20 0.08 1
Cleaning Drainage 0.06 0.50 0.03 Abutments 2 100,000 $ each 4,630.40 0.15 2
Clean Abutm.& Piers 0.18 0.50 0.09 Wingwalls 3 100,000 $ each 2,315.20 0.08 1
Clean Open Grat. Deck 0.00 0.50 0.00 Bridge seats 3 100,000 $ each 4,630.40 0.15 2
Clean Expansion Joints 0.21 0.50 0.11 Primary m. 2 100.00 $/sqft 69,455.94 2.32 2
Wash Deck & Splash Z. 0.09 0.50 0.05 Second. m. 3 100.00 $/sqft 34,727.97 1.16 1
Paint 2.35 0.50 1.17 Curbs 5 10.00 $/ft 416.74 0.01 3
Spot Paint 1.55 0.50 0.77 Sidewalks 5 10.00 $/sqft 7,501.24 0.25 3
Sidewalk & Curb Rep. 0.09 0.50 0.04 Deck 4 80.00 $/sqft 55,564.75 1.85 2
Pavem. & Crack Seal. 0.15 0.50 0.08 Wearing surf. 5 12.00 $/sqft 33,338.85 1.11 8
Elect Device Maint. 0.07 0.50 0.04 Piers 2 100,000 $ each 20,836.78 0.69 2
Mech. Comp. Maint. 0.07 0.50 0.03 Joints 4 25,000 $ each 15,627.59 0.52 6
Replace Wearing Surf. 0.09 0.50 0.05 9.65
Wash Underside 0.86 0.50 0.43

5.96 2.98

BRIDGE DATA NYC COSTS USER COSTS

Surface area - sqft: 30,000 # spans: 10 Repair based 25.00 $ / sqft Repair based 30.00 $ / sqft

Cny,rp = 7.81 $ / sqft / year Cu,rp = 9.38 $ / sqft /yr

50.0 % Rating based 20.00 $ / sqft Rating based 25.00 $ / sqft
86.4 years

Cny,r = 1.30 $ / sqft / year Cu,r = 1.63 $ / sqft /yr

Maintenance Costs per sqft.: $ 2.98
Repair Costs per sqft: $ 9.65

Replacement Costs per sqft: $ 20.84

NYC Costs per sqft: $ 9.12
User Costs per sqft: $ 11.01 Present cost: 1,800.00 $ / sqft

TOTAL ANNUAL COST / SQFT $ 53.59

MAINTENANCE COSTS per sqft

Expected Life
Maintenance Level

REPLACEMENT COST

ANNUALIZED COST RESULTS

Network of Bridges

Selected Network Objectives:

• Life – weakest link in network

• Costs – total network M&R costs

• Delay – total delays caused by M&R

Columbia University in the City of New York Department of Civil Engineering & Engineering Mechanics

 Maximize

 Minimize

 Minimize

• Primary variables – Maintenance levels Mi (15 per bridge)

• Repairs dictated by deterioration state
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Bridge
Data

Optimization
Engine

Lifecycle Cost
Model

Delay Model

Mi of each task

Objective values
for bridge life

and cost
Mi of each task

Objective values for
travel time delay due

to M&R

Optimal
strategies (Mi)

Starting
Maintenance

Level Mi

Starting
Maintenance

Level Mi

Network Description & Delay Model

• Configuration – topology of network

• Bridge dimensions

• Multiple routes

• Entrances and exits

• No closed loops or by-pass

• Impact of maintenance and repair to
bridge users

T = delay due to M&R

= Tmaint + Trepair

Columbia University in the City of New York Department of Civil Engineering & Engineering Mechanics

Optimization Engine
– Genetic Algorithm

Columbia University in the City of New York Department of Civil Engineering & Engineering Mechanics

Binary coding of variables:
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HHP

Br. 1 @ 72nd st.

Br. 2 @ Riverside Park (80th st.)

Br. 3 @ 95th st.

Br. 8 @ 148th st.

Br. 10, 11 @ Inwood Hill Park

Br. 9 @ 158th st.

Br. 12 @ Kappock st.

Br. 13 @ Broadway

Br. 4, 5, 6, 7 @ 96th st.

Br. 1 @ 72nd st.

Br. 2 @ Riverside Park (80th st.)

Br. 3 @ 95th st.

Br. 8 @ 148th st.

Br. 10, 11 @ Inwood Hill Park

Br. 9 @ 158th st.

Br. 12 @ Kappock st.

Br. 13 @ Broadway

Br. 4, 5, 6, 7 @ 96th st.

Henry Hudson Bridge

Br. 1 @ 72nd st.

Br. 2 @ Riverside Park (80th st.)

Br. 3 @ 95th st.

Br. 8 @ 148th st.

Br. 10, 11 @ Inwood Hill Park

Br. 9 @ 158th st.

Br. 12 @ Kappock st.

Br. 13 @ Broadway

Br. 4, 5, 6, 7 @ 96th st.

Br. 1 @ 72nd st.

Br. 2 @ Riverside Park (80th st.)

Br. 3 @ 95th st.

Br. 8 @ 148th st.

Br. 10, 11 @ Inwood Hill Park

Br. 9 @ 158th st.

Br. 12 @ Kappock st.

Br. 13 @ Broadway

Br. 4, 5, 6, 7 @ 96th st.

Henry Hudson Bridge

Br. 2 @ Riverside Park

Br. 1 @ 72nd st.

Br. 5 @ 96th st.

Br. 7 @ 96th st.

Br. 3 @ 95th st.

Br. 4 @ 96th st.

Br. 8 @ 148th st.

Br. 9 @ 158th st.

Br. 11 @ Inwood Hill Park

Br. 12 @ Kappock st.

Br. 13 @ Broadway

Br. 6 @ 96th st.

Br. 10 @ Inwood Hill Park

Henry Hudson Bridge
MANHATTAN

BRONX

Br. 2 @ Riverside Park

Br. 1 @ 72nd st.

Br. 5 @ 96th st.

Br. 7 @ 96th st.

Br. 3 @ 95th st.

Br. 4 @ 96th st.

Br. 8 @ 148th st.

Br. 9 @ 158th st.

Br. 11 @ Inwood Hill Park

Br. 12 @ Kappock st.

Br. 13 @ Broadway

Br. 6 @ 96th st.

Br. 10 @ Inwood Hill Park

Henry Hudson Bridge
MANHATTAN

BRONX

Columbia University in the City of New York Department of Civil Engineering & Engineering Mechanics

HHP Network:

Quantitative aid to selection of more desirable
optimal alternatives by specifying relative
importance of each objective.
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Conclusions:

• A quantitative aid for decision assistance in
bridge management

• Network vs. individual bridges

• Only most obvious variables and objectives

• Explicit role of aging not considered except
as affects deterioration

Columbia University in the City of New York Department of Civil Engineering & Engineering Mechanics

Research Needs:

• What is the explicit role of age as a variable
other than through deterioration? i.e.
quantifying obsolescence.

• Identification and inclusion of other
variables – environment, traffic,…

• Functional dependence of outcomes on
variables, especially deterioration.

• Vulnerability as a principal outcome.

Columbia University in the City of New York Department of Civil Engineering & Engineering Mechanics

Research Needs (cont’d):

• Role of health monitoring in updating
management strategy. How to incorporate.

• Delay model and network topology – more
complex networks.

• Role of subjective elements in the functional
relations – i.e. uncertainties.

Columbia University in the City of New York Department of Civil Engineering & Engineering Mechanics

The Bridge Management Challenge

• Constrained parameters

• Decision variables

• Possible strategies

• Functional relations give outcomes for each
strategy

• Optimal strategies for selected objectives

• Select among optimal strategies

Columbia University in the City of New York Department of Civil Engineering & Engineering Mechanics
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Stakeholders Perspective on Multihazards andStakeholders Perspective on Multihazards and
Natural HazardsNatural Hazards

Anil K. AgrawalAnil K. Agrawal
The City College of New York, New York, NYThe City College of New York, New York, NY

Sreenivas AlampalliSreenivas Alampalli
New York State DOT, Albany, NYNew York State DOT, Albany, NY

Mohammed EttouneyMohammed Ettouney
Weidlinger AssociatesWeidlinger Associates

AGING INFRASTRUCTURE WORKSHOPAGING INFRASTRUCTURE WORKSHOP

July 21, 2009, New York, NYJuly 21, 2009, New York, NY

Introduction

 Bridge security is one of the concerns of bridge agencies
and thus should be considered along with other hazards
bridges face in their lifetime

 Knowledge gaps

 What is bridge security? How do we treat it?

 Can multi-hazard design concepts be used to enhance
decision-making? Is it applicable to all bridges and bridge
security?

 What is performance based design in the context of bridge
security and the multi-hazard concept?

Workshop Objectives

 Objectives of the workshop was to gain an understanding of
the following topics thru a meeting of all stakeholders:

 Current status of blast analysis, design, and detailing

 Role of multi-hazard design philosophy in blast mitigation

 Bridging the gap between state of knowledge and state of
practice

 Design paradigm and emergence of performance-based
design

Workshop ParticipantsWorkshop Participants

Participant Classification

0

10

20

30

Consultants Federal Bridge Owners Researchers

28

15

24

14

Total Participants: 83

The WorkshopThe Workshop
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The WorkshopThe Workshop What is Bridge Security?What is Bridge Security?

 Bridge security means ensuring continuousBridge security means ensuring continuous
serviceability and safety of bridges for the travelingserviceability and safety of bridges for the traveling
public while minimizing disruptions, having apublic while minimizing disruptions, having a
prepared plan of action for emergency respondersprepared plan of action for emergency responders
and rapid recovery in case of a catastrophic event.and rapid recovery in case of a catastrophic event.

 The plan should include efforts such asThe plan should include efforts such as
countermeasures and denial of access to reducecountermeasures and denial of access to reduce
the consequences of the attack and shouldthe consequences of the attack and should
account for hazards, both manaccount for hazards, both man--made and natural,made and natural,
to provide the required level of service.to provide the required level of service.

What is MultiWhat is Multi--Hazards?Hazards?

 The MultiThe Multi--hazard approach is an approach thathazard approach is an approach that
systematically considers all or a combination ofsystematically considers all or a combination of
manman--made or natural, extreme and progressivemade or natural, extreme and progressive
hazards with a balance and optimization ofhazards with a balance and optimization of
demands.demands.
 Both conflicts and consistencies between various

hazards should be considered to achieve cost-
effectiveness.

 Developing and implementing details that effectively
resist more hazards is one of the keys to realize the
benefits of multi-hazard design.

 MultiMulti--hazards design might increase initial costs, buthazards design might increase initial costs, but
will have a cost advantage in the long term (a betterwill have a cost advantage in the long term (a better
life cycle performance). This is particularly true for newlife cycle performance). This is particularly true for new
construction.construction.

Hazards Intersecting with Bridge Security
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Fire Av. 6.7, Med. 7
Flood Av. 5.5, Med. 6
Wind Av. 5.6, Med. 6
Corrosion Av. 6.0, Med. 7
Fatigue Av. 5.8, Med. 6
Collision Av. 6.6, Med. 7

What is PerformanceWhat is Performance--Based Design?Based Design?

 PerformancePerformance--based design is a holistic approachbased design is a holistic approach
considering threats and their magnitudes, criticalconsidering threats and their magnitudes, critical
components, serviceability, and capacity during thecomponents, serviceability, and capacity during the
design life of a bridge to achieve performance /design life of a bridge to achieve performance /
functionality expected by the stakeholders.functionality expected by the stakeholders.
 For acceptance, performance has to be well defined along

with who will be responsible for deciding the expected
performance levels.

 Challenges in moving towards PBD include:
 Liability issues

 Need for research to develop tools to predict long term performance

 Lack of risk-based analysis tools

 Need for development of engineering skills

 Need for peer review procedures

Information Sharing and Tech Transfer Needs

 Need protocols and mechanisms to share
information and data seamlessly between all
stakeholders

 General awareness to local engineers

 Efficient and simple tools and methods for
technology transfer and education

 Software, design examples, and case studies
modules for stakeholders training
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Identified Needs in Blast Analysis, Design, and Detailing

 Simplified bridge security guidelines

 Experimental verification/validation of software

 National bridge database

 Threats

 Vulnerabilities

 Damages

 State-of-the-practice guideline for new and
existing bridges.

Identified Needs in Blast Analysis, Design, and Detailing

 Guidelines for operational security

 Lighting

 Cameras

 Fencing, etc.

 Prioritization and decision making against other
bridge needs

 Balancing high risk bridge needs and entire
bridge network

 Prioritization based on network performance to
multi-hazards.

Identified Needs in Multi-hazard Analysis and Design

 Multi-hazard failure modes and their
interactions

 Characterization of effectiveness of a bridge system
and its components under these failure modes.

 It can assure or control that mitigation of one hazard
will not attenuate the bridge in other hazards.

 Multi-hazard considerations

 Risk-based analysis and framework

 Interactions between different hazards

 Before and after event effects.

 Prioritization

Identified Needs in Redundancy and Resiliency

 Single bridge level

 Understanding relationships between redundancies

 Understanding of progressive collapse issues

 Fracture critical issues for different hazards.

 Network level

 Interrelationship between redundancy and resiliency

 Quantification of resiliency of a bridge and network for hazards

 Interrelationship between redundancy and structural
safety to hazards.

 Decision making tools on annual costs and the
implementation issues

Identified Needs in PBD and Bridge Inspection

 Performance Based Design

 Performance objectives with various levels of
demand

 Innovative bridge design philosophy incorporating
demands and capacity within a controllable damage
design approach

 Standards for inspections

 Bridge security components

 Protocols incorporating security modules

 Protocols for sharing bridge inspection reports

Short-Term vs. Long-Term Solutions

 Short Term Solutions
 Response and recovery planning

 Simple detailing within design that will improve
security

 Educational efforts

 Long Term Solutions
 Standardize bridges for easier replacement

 Overall hardening within the design

 Educational/curriculum on bridge security

 Close coordination between stakeholders to ensure
usable applications of research

 Integration of planning issues such as multi-modal/
transit/shipping with bridge security plans

 Cultural change within the transportation
organizations
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What to expect from Other StakeholdersWhat to expect from Other Stakeholders??

 Bridge Owners
 Improved communication with federal agencies
 Increased flexibility built into the federal policies
 Implementable research studies

 Federal Stakeholders
 States should implement outcomes of technology

transfer efforts by the Federal Government

 Researchers and Academicians
 Improved communication with bridge owners
 Better information sharing
 Improved funding from the federal government

What to expect from Other StakeholdersWhat to expect from Other Stakeholders??

 Consultants
 Leadership from owners
 Federal stakeholders as facilitators
 Guidance from researchers
 Better partnership with all the stakeholders
 Owners are responsible for setting performance

standards and are responsible for bridge vulnerability
assessments

 Desire considerable cultural change in communication
and information sharing within the transportation
community

How Important is Hardening to Bridge Security?

Can Multi-hazard Considerations Aid
Hardening Improve Bridge Security?

Hardening, Redundancy, and Operational Approaches to
Enhance Security: Role of Multi-Hazards

Redundancy

 Redundancy, both structural and operational, is desirable at the
system level as well as at the component level.

 Distinguish between single bridge redundancy and network
redundancy

 Redundancy should be accommodated during initial design phases

 On a network level, increased redundancy improves resiliency.

 Multi-hazards considerations can improve redundancy. On a single
bridge level, the relationships between redundancy, progressive
collapse, and fracture critical issues should be understood.

 Fire and collision are some of the important hazards that can
benefit from increased bridge redundancy; however, it is
recognized that redundancy can help in mitigating most hazards.

How important is Increasing Redundancy to Bridge
Security?

Can Multi-hazard Considerations Aid
Redundancy in Improving Bridge

Security?

Investment Issues

 A higher level of funding is needed to consider security aspects of
bridges.

 Additional costs that enhance bridge security might be reasonablAdditional costs that enhance bridge security might be reasonablee
if they are similar to additional costs for other hazards.if they are similar to additional costs for other hazards.

 Bridge owners should make sure they have funding to cover
recurring operational costs before embarking upon capital
improvements done specifically for security aspects. These
projects also may cost more due to:

 Restrictions and liability associated with security classification

 Training, design, and analysis changes and software

 It should also be noted that if blast loading is introduced into bridge
specifications, they are required rather than recommended, and
thus, a liability will be associated with it if specifications are not
met.
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Is Lack of Funding a Major Issue in Improving
Bridge Security?

As a bridge stakeholder, when embarking on a bridge rehabilitation
project, how much extra (in percent of the project cost) would you

accept to spend for improving bridge security?
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As a bridge stakeholder, in the previous bridge rehabilitation
projects you were involved with, how many of them would you

estimate could have been tweaked to improve security without a
perceived additional cost ?
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Initial and Life Cycle Costs in Enhancing Bridge Security
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Low immediate cost
expenditure

Low life cycle cost but
higher immediate cost
expenditure

Av.: 6.8, Med.: 7

Av.: 6.8, Med.: 8

Future Plans

 Workshop Proceedings

 A white paper with needs and a suggested
roadmap

 Present white paper to prominent stakeholder
agencies such as FHWA and DHS

 Research needs dissemination thru
professional societies’ magazines

 Implement some of the identified needs in
future research at CUNY in collaboration with
NYSDOT
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Outline
• Objectives
• Introduction
• Threats Against Infrastructure
• Factors Potentially Reinforcing Infrastructure Age Problems
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– Interdependencies
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• Potential Age-Related Causes of Infrastructure Distribution
System Ruptures
– Hazardous liquids distribution
– Natural gas transmission and distribution
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• Trends and Patterns in Aging Infrastructure
– Bridges
– Dams

• Conclusions and Going Forward
• Knowledge Gaps
• Research Needs

Objectives

• To identify common themes with respect
to how age acts along with other factors in
shaping infrastructure condition and
performance in the face of threats.

• To suggest new directions for
infrastructure design, planning and
implementation that can compensate for
the adverse impacts of infrastructure age
and factors that reinforce it.

Introduction

• The age of infrastructure acts together with and
may reinforce other factors, such as
environmental stresses and unforeseen design
and management practices to reduce the
lifetime of infrastructure and increase its
vulnerability to threats.

• Infrastructure design and management need to
take these factors into account to increase
infrastructure resilience.

• Age is difficult to identify as a factor in
infrastructure resilience. The ASCE (2009)
report card for infrastructure cites poor
infrastructure quality in the low grades it assigns
for U.S. infrastructure, but age is not directly
identified as a factor.

Threats to infrastructure are
increasing

• Federally declared major disasters have been
increasing at the rate of 2.7% per year between
1990 and 2005 (Simonoff, Restrepo, Zimmerman
and Naphtali 2008).

• Three quarters of the top 12 hurricanes, i.e., with
the highest dollar damage, have occurred since
2000 (Blake, Rappaport, and Landsea 2007).

• Terrorist attacks targeting infrastructure
continue to occur outside of the U.S. for example,
against transportation (Mineta Institute;
summarized in Zimmerman and Restrepo
2009),electric power (Simonoff, Restrepo and
Zimmerman 2007), and oil and gas pipelines.

Examples of Effects of Natural Hazards,
Accidents, and Terrorism on Transportation

Damage to Railway by April 29, 1965, Seattle,
Washington Earthquake (NOAA)

Collapse of Freeway in 1989 Loma Prieta, CA
Earthquake (NOAA)

Water main break, NYC, 1998 – Photos
courtesy of NYC Department of Environmental
Protection. Destruction of Lower Manhattan Subway Lines,

WTC Attacks, 9/11/01
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Factors Potentially Reinforcing Age
Problems

• Environmental Factors

• Interdependencies

• Design and Operational Protocols

Environmental Factors

• Construction Practices Potentially Affecting Underground
Infrastructure
– Back-hoe failure
– Beam failure
– Soil movement
– Vibration
– Pressure from seasonal freeze-thaw cycles
– Attack by biological or chemical agents

• Extreme Weather and Other Natural Hazard Conditions
– Floods causing physical destruction and corrosion
– High winds physically destroying above ground facilities
– High temperatures of long duration
– Physical earth movement from earthquakes

• Adjacent or Proximate Uses and Activities
– Vibration sources from heavy vehicles
– Electric currents from electric power distribution lines

Interdependencies

• Spatial or Geographic Interdependencies
– Breakages in different distribution systems affect one

another; water breakages affected other infrastructure
distribution lines the most (Zimmerman 2004).

• Functional Interdependencies
– Water and transportation systems, dependent on electric

power, have required more time to recover than the
electric power upon which water and transportation
depend during and after electric power outages
(Zimmerman and Restrepo 2006).

– Unforeseen information infrastructure outages or cyber
attacks often act together with age in infrastructure
disruptions, e.g., the Northeastern U.S. and Canada
electric power outage (August 14, 2003); Washington DC
Metro crash (June 22, 2009).

Electricity Outage Durations T(e) and Affected
Infrastructure Outage Duration T(i),

August 14, 2003

Outage Durations for the August 2003 Blackout
(Total Duration = 42-72 hours)

T(i) / T (e)
Transit-electrified rail (NYC) 1.3
Traffic Signals (NYC) 2.6
Water Supply (Cleveland, OH) 2.0
Water Supply (Detroit, MI) 3.0

Source: R. Zimmerman and C. Restrepo, “The Next Step: Quantifying Infrastructure
Interdependencies to Improve Security,” International Journal of Critical
Infrastructures, Vol. 2, Nos. 2/3, 2006, pp. 215-230. Summarized from Table 3.

Design and Operational Protocols

• Design traditions with respect to
redundancy and multiple point failures

• Operational protocols

– Compensation for trends in operation and
maintenance budgets

– Emphasis of infrastructure funding on capital
vs. operation and maintenance costs

Potential Age-Related Causes of
Infrastructure Distribution System

Ruptures
• Hazardous Liquid Distribution

– For reported causes of hazardous liquid accidents, about 12%
were attributed to internal and external corrosion, potentially
age-related; when the missing data items are eliminated, this
percentage doubles (Restrepo, Simonoff and Zimmerman (2009,
p. 40).

• Natural Gas Transmission and Distribution
– Internal and external corrosion, potentially a sign of age,

together accounted for about a quarter of natural gas
transmission incidents (Simonoff, Restrepo, and Zimmerman
2009 in preparation).

• Electricity
– Weather and equipment failure were found to be leading causes

of electricity outages in the U.S. from 1990-2005 with 28% of
outages in the U.S. and 40% in Canada accounted for by
equipment failure; equipment failure is theoretically the factor
that could be related to age . . . (Simonoff, Restrepo and
Zimmerman 2007, p. 549, Table 1).
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Trends and Patterns in Aging Infrastructure:
Bridges – the New York State experience
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Trends and Patterns in Aging Infrastructure:
Dams – the New York State Experience

Number of dams built by year in NYS

Significant Hazard Dams: Low Hazard Dams:

Source: Graphed using data from the National Performance of Dams Program
(NPDP) database.

Descriptive Statistics for Age of Dams by Hazard
Level, New York State

822671534.2455766.3Low Hazard

922169434.3997975.9Significant
Hazard

820937535.8978481.0High Hazard

MinimumMaximumNStandard
Deviation

ModeMedianMeanHazard Level

Age

Source: Computed using data from the National Performance of Dams Program (NPDP) database.

Conclusions

• Common patterns and trends in the incidents
and causes of infrastructure failures
nationally when statistically analyzed,
provide important insights into the influence
of age, at least indirectly, on infrastructure
resilience from a variety of threats.

• For NYS infrastructure:

–Structurally deficient and functionally
obsolescent bridges increase with age

–The hazard severity rank of dams
increases with age
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Conclusions (continued)

• The significance of age as a factor
influencing infrastructure condition is different
for different types of infrastructures,
agencies, and objectives.

• Relationships identified between age and
other infrastructure characteristics related to
condition or performance are complicated by:

– many environmental stresses that infrastructure
faces, especially in urban areas, and

– design practices that limit flexibility.

Knowledge Gaps

• Age should be an explicit infrastructure
characteristic included in research on infrastructure
robustness, so that it can be related to other
conditions and characteristics of infrastructure.

• Infrastructure age is not a simple, singular concept,
and its multidimensionality needs to be taken into
account. For example, data on infrastructure age
may only be available in terms of the initial
construction date for an overall system, not as:
– the dates that subsequent upgrades, rehabilitation and

reconstruction occurred

– the age of different components of a given type of
infrastructure, which can vary substantially

Knowledge Gaps

• Age is influenced by many things, for
example, whether or not infrastructure has
received adequate maintenance or has been
operated properly.

• Because age is not clearly defined or is often
not factored into research, how age actually
influences resilience (vs. design, usage, etc.)
in the face of different threats is not clearly
known.

Research Needs

• Define age explicitly and in all of its dimensions
when modeling infrastructure resilience

• Emphasize how innovations in planning and design
can override effects age can have on infrastructure
lifetime estimates and resiliency needs

• Include promising areas for innovations such as:
– innovative materials that can resist heat, corrosive effects

of water inundation, and physical impacts
– redundant designs, avoidance of single point failure

points, and flexible services to compensate for whatever
negative affects may occur

– green technologies for resilience that may not be as age
sensitive or can be more easily upgraded

• Confront institutional adaptation to implement
innovations, which is a critical need
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Andrew Herrmann, P.E., SECB, F.ASCE

Chairman, Report Card Advisory Council

Hardesty & Hanover

Paul F. Mlakar, Ph.D., P.E., F.ASCE

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

America’s Infrastructure
GPA:

D

2009 Report Card for
America’s Infrastructure

Aviation D

Bridges C

Dams D

Drinking Water D-

Energy D+

Hazardous Waste D

Inland Waterways D-

Levees D-

Public Parks &
Recreation C-

Rail C-

Roads D-

Schools D

Solid Waste C+

Transit D

Wastewater D-

Estimated Five Year
Investment Need

$2.2 trillion

Methodology

• Condition

• Capacity

• Operation & Maintenance

• Funding

• Future Need

• Public Safety

• Resilience

Water & Environment
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• Drinking and Wastewater
Grades: D-
– Leaking pipes lose an average of 7

billion gallons of treated water a
day

– Billions of gallons of untreated
wastewater flows into U.S. surface
waters

– EPA Estimates: $255 billion
investment needs

Water and Environment Water and Environment

• Dams grade: D
– 85,000 dams in the U.S.

– 4,000 high hazard dams, of those,
1,819 are deficient

• Levees Grade: D-
– New Category for 2009

– Over 85% are locally owned

– Little information available on
condition

Water and Environment

• Hazardous Waste Grade: D
– Cost to clean up all Superfund sites: $200

billion

– Redeveloped Brownfields sites created an
extra 200,000 jobs and $400 million in tax
revenue for localities in 2008

• Solid Waste Grade: C+
– Highest Grade

– Recycling increased 7% since 2000

– Per capita waste generation has stayed
constant

Transportation

Transportation

• Aviation Grade: D

– Failure to enact FAA Authorization

– 3% increase in travel expected

• Inland Waterways Grade: D-

– Tow barge can carry freight equal
to 870 tractor trailers

– Average age of the nation’s locks:
60 years

Transportation

• Bridges Grade: C

– 26% Structurally Deficient or
Functionally Obsolete

– Higher percentage in urban areas

– $17 billion needed annually to fix all
deficiencies

– Currently: $10.5 billion spent
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Transportation

• Roads Grade: D-

– Increased congestion costs $78
billion to the economy, $710 per
motorist

– Current spending: $70 billion

– Needed spending: $186 billion

Transportation

• Transit Grade: D

– Fastest growth, 25% since 1995, of
any transportation category

– Only half of Americans have access

• Rail Grade: C-

– Freight and passenger rail share
tracks in many areas

– Creates bottlenecks and slows
goods movement

Public Facilities Public Facilities

• Parks and Recreation Grade: C

– Parkland per capita is decreasing

– National Parks have a $7 billion
maintenance backlog

• Schools Grade: D

– No conditions data since 1998

– Some investment increases in
recent years

Energy Energy

• Grade D+ - only grade
improvement

– Demand increased 25% since 1990

– Investment need by 2030: $1.5
trillion

– Recent increases in investment,
more expected over the coming
years
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ASCE’s Five Key
Solutions

1. Increase federal leadership

2. Promote sustainability &
resilience

3. Develop national, regional and
state infrastructure plans

4. Address life-cycle costs

5. Increase & improve investment
from all stakeholders

ASCE’s Five Key
Solutions

1. Increase federal leadership

2. Promote sustainability &
resilience

3. Develop national, regional and
state infrastructure plans

4. Address life-cycle costs

5. Increase & improve investment
from all stakeholders

Why Resilience?

• 2005 Report Card graded
“Security” at an “Incomplete”

• Look beyond just “Guns, gates,
and guards”

• Identify cross-sector
interdependencies

What is Resilience?

• Robustness

• Redundancy

• Resourcefulness

• Rapidity

Robustness – Katrina Levee

August October

Redundancy – MacArthur
Maze
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Rapidity – I40 Bridge

May July

Resourcefulness – MD
Water Main

Water and
Wastewater
Agency
Response
Network
(WARN)

Resilience Grade

• Risk and consequence
management within and across
sectors

• Life-cycle maintenance

• Sector and system
interdependencies

• Time, ease, and cost of recovery

Discussion

For More Information

www.asce.org/reportcard

govwash@asce.org

202-789-7850
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SSUSTAINABLEUSTAINABLE IINFRASTRUCTURENFRASTRUCTURE
MMANAGEMENTANAGEMENT SSYSTEMYSTEM ((SIMSSIMS) LAB) LAB

A = Exceptional; B = Good; C = Mediocre;
D = Poor ; F = Failing

3

SSUSTAINABLEUSTAINABLE IINFRASTRUCTURENFRASTRUCTURE
MMANAGEMENTANAGEMENT SSYSTEMYSTEM ((SIMSSIMS) LAB) LAB

Aviation D

Bridges C

Dams D

Drinking Water D-

Energy D+

Hazardous Waste D

Inland Waterways D-

Levees D-

Public Parks & Recreation C-

Rail C-

Roads D-

School D

Solid Waste C+

Transit D

Wastewater D-
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SSUSTAINABLEUSTAINABLE IINFRASTRUCTURENFRASTRUCTURE
MMANAGEMENTANAGEMENT SSYSTEMYSTEM ((SIMSSIMS) LAB) LAB

Water SystemWater System::

 Water mains:Water mains:
 CA & Det. ModelsCA & Det. Models

 SLCC ModelSLCC Model

 Risk of FailureRisk of Failure

 Budget AllocationBudget Allocation

 Water TreatmentWater Treatment
Plants:Plants:
 CA & Det. modelsCA & Det. models

 Reliability of NetworkReliability of Network

Sewer SystemSewer System::

 Sewer mains:Sewer mains:
 CA, Det. & LCC modelsCA, Det. & LCC models

 Sewer Treat. Plants:Sewer Treat. Plants:
 CA & Det. modelsCA & Det. models

Corridor RehabilitationCorridor Rehabilitation::

 Sewer, Water &Sewer, Water &
Transport. SystemsTransport. Systems

Transportation SystemTransportation System::

 Roads & Pave. MarkingRoads & Pave. Marking
 CA, Det. & LCC modelsCA, Det. & LCC models

Transit SystemTransit System::

 Tunnel & SubwayTunnel & Subway
StationsStations
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Summary results of the final generated weights for all of the factors.

Comparison of Necessary Budget using Scenario I (Break R.) & Scenario II (Condition R)
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Budget Allocation Sorted By Rehabilitation's Type ( $1.194M/Yr -5 Years Plan)
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WebWeb--Based Condition Assessment Tool (CAT)Based Condition Assessment Tool (CAT)

Comparison Matrix ScreenComparison Matrix Screen 34

WebWeb--Based Condition Assessment Tool (CAT)Based Condition Assessment Tool (CAT)

User generated composite relative weights & PS (Tank) ScreenUser generated composite relative weights & PS (Tank) Screen
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WebWeb--Based Condition Assessment Tool (CAT)Based Condition Assessment Tool (CAT)

CR index and Grade based on user inputsCR index and Grade based on user inputs
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 ObjectivesObjectives

 Literature ReviewLiterature Review

 Research MethodologyResearch Methodology

 Condition Assessment (CA) Models &Condition Assessment (CA) Models &

Deterioration CurvesDeterioration Curves

 Integration of CA Protocols & CCIIntegration of CA Protocols & CCI

 WebWeb--Based Automated PredictorBased Automated Predictor

 ConclusionsConclusions
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 Develop structural and operational conditionDevelop structural and operational condition
prediction modelsprediction models

 Build deterioration curvesBuild deterioration curves

 Propose a technique for unification of sewerPropose a technique for unification of sewer
condition assessment protocolscondition assessment protocols

 Design a combined condition index (CCI) forDesign a combined condition index (CCI) for
sewerssewers

 Develop webDevelop web--based sewer condition predictionbased sewer condition prediction
tooltool

Research Objectives
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 ObjectivesObjectives

 Literature ReviewLiterature Review

 Research MethodologyResearch Methodology

 Condition Assessment (CA) Models &Condition Assessment (CA) Models &

Deterioration CurvesDeterioration Curves

 Integration of CA Protocols & CCIIntegration of CA Protocols & CCI

 WebWeb--Based Automated PredictorBased Automated Predictor

 ConclusionsConclusions
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Sewer Pipeline
Condition
Assessment
Protocols
History and
Development

Is there any methodIs there any method
to compare differentto compare different

sewer pipelinesewer pipeline
condition assessmentcondition assessment

protocols?protocols?
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Previous Research for Cost-Effective and
Qualitative Sewer Condition Assessment

First ApproachFirst Approach

ExamplesExamples

Moselhi et al (2000)Moselhi et al (2000)

 ANN model for image analysis and
classification of sewer defects for CCTV
and Zoom Camera inspection

Chae et al (2001)Chae et al (2001)

 Neuro-Fuzzy model for SSET sewer
inspection data interpretation system

First Approach:
Image Analysis
Defect Detection
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Second Approach

For Trunk
Sewers

Very Few
Predictors

Factors such as
Traffic & Bedding

Not Considered

Second Approach:
Deterioration Modelling
Existing Condition Prediction

What about Operational
Condition Assessment
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Development of
Condition Assessment

Models

Development of
Condition Assessment

Scale
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 ObjectivesObjectives

 Literature ReviewLiterature Review

 Research MethodologyResearch Methodology

 Condition Assessment (CA) Models &Condition Assessment (CA) Models &

Deterioration CurvesDeterioration Curves

 Integration of CA Protocols & CCIIntegration of CA Protocols & CCI

 WebWeb--Based Automated PredictorBased Automated Predictor

 ConclusionsConclusions
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Sewer Pipeline Condition

Structural
Condition

Operational
Condition

It describes the
physical condition

of a sewer pipe
such as severity of

cracks, joint
displacements,

deformations etc.

It describes the
capability of a sewer

pipe to meet its service
requirements and
indicate the loss of

capacity, potential of
blockage and water

tightness
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Factors Affecting Sewer Pipeline Condition

48

Data Collection & Preparation

Data collected from Niagara Falls,
Ontario & Pierrefonds, Quebec.
Approximately 25% of the data is
randomly picked for validation part. The
rest 75% of data is utilized for model
building part
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Model Building
Methodology
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Developed Regression Models

Concrete Pipe
Structural Condition

Prediction Model Asbestos Cement Pipe
Structural Condition

Prediction Model

PVC Pipe Structural
Condition Prediction

Model

Operational Condition
Prediction Model for
Concrete, AC, and

PVC Pipes
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Summary of Statistical Diagnostics

52

Example of Validation Test for Selected Models
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Structural Deterioration Curves
(Example)

Structural Deterioration Curves for Concrete Pipes for
Average Depth, Length, Bedding and Concrete Classes
(Diameter 200mm to 525mm)

54
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Protocol

Integration

Methodology
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Conversion Factors for WRc and Clustered/Modified CERIUConversion Factors for WRc and Clustered/Modified CERIU
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CCI: Condition Assessment Scale
(Accepted by Experts)

Impact factor measures the criticality of a sewer with respect to
its location, size, depth, functionality, surrounding soil, and
seismic zone, and varies from 1 to 5 (McDonald et al 2001)
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WebWeb--Based Sewer Condition AssessmentBased Sewer Condition Assessment
Tool is Developed for Assisting MunicipalTool is Developed for Assisting Municipal

Engineers in Predicting Structural andEngineers in Predicting Structural and
Operational Conditions of SewersOperational Conditions of Sewers
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Conclusions

 Structural and operational condition
prediction models and deterioration curves
for sewers

 Methodology for unification of sewer
condition assessment protocols

 A combined condition index (CCI) for
sewers

 A web-based condition rating model for
sewers
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Thank You
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Makes a Resilient Nation
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Slides 2-30

• What he said

• What she said

Preparedness Response Recovery
The United States at Night. 1 Obtaining this image from
satellites was possible only by America’s multibillion-dollar
space program over 4 decades. The infrastructure it shows
represents perhaps a thousand-fold greater investment.

3

•

4

Exit 14

5 6
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Exit 14

“Port
Interdependency,
Resiliency, and
Resumption of

Trade Plan: Port of
NY&NJ,”

10

•So….

•How do we get there?

11

Models for Our Future

• A National Coalition. “Building America’s Future” [1] will serve as a
repository of best practices on infrastructure funding issues and become a think tank
focusing on emerging infrastructure issues.
[1] California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger, Pennsylvania Governor Edward
Rendell, and New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg are key founders of the
organization. http://www.investininfrastructure.org/ .

• National Academies Report Sustainable Critical Infrastructure Systems:
A Framework for Meeting 21st Century Imperatives (2009)

• At a time when many have called for infrastructure renewal in some form
and have suggested billions or trillions in investment, there is an important
opportunity to fundamentally reexamine the purposes and value of critical
infrastructure systems and of the decision-making processes used for
investing in them. …

• The results could be critical infrastructure systems that are physically
resilient, cost-effective, socially equitable, and environmentally sustainable
for the next 50 years.

• PlanNYC: A Greener, Greater New York

12

PlanNYC: A Greener, Greater New York
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PlanNYC: A Greener, Greater New York
• Congestion Pricing…or not…

• Upgrade subway etc.

• Water supply

• Plant1M Trees

• + 1800 mi bike paths

• Bldg Codes: Green parking lots, Blue roofs

• Electric bill $5B>>>$3B (2015)
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Climate Impacts on Infrastructure

• Temperature-related impacts may include

– increased summertime strain on materials

– increased peak electricity loads in summer and reduced
heating requirements in winter.

• Precipitation-related impacts may include:

– increased street, basement & sewer flooding

– reduction of water quality.

• Sea level rise-related impacts may include:

– inundation of low-lying areas & wetlands

– increased structural damage & impaired operations.
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National Implications of PlanNYC

• Interdependencies are universal.
• This NYC-centric effort can serve as a template and for national

visionary planning on an integrated and massive scale.
• Testbed for

– Primary impacts: population, infrastructure, and environment
– Secondary and tertiary impacts:

• Will nor’easter storm frequency or intensity increase?
• Examine the underlying assumptions

– How many people come to work?
– Recraft goals to a truly 21st century vision
– Not merely a tweaking of our prior investments
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Concepts—Sea Level Rise

• Move boilers and electrical
out of basements.

• “Waterproof” hospitals-
sacrificial first floor?

• Raise the street level like
Chicago[1] and Galveston[2] did in the
1850s–1860s and 1900s,
respectively.

• Plan big, but build
incrementally. [3]

• [1] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raising_of_Chicago
• [2] 1907 Elevation Saved Galveston Church from Flooding, FEMA, December 4, 2008; Michael A. Smith, “The 1900 Storm:

Tragedy and Triumph,” The Daily News.; John H. Lienhard , Engines of Our Ingenuity, Episode No. 865: Raising Galveston.
Image, “St Patrick's Church Raising – 1908” shows the raising of the church 1.8 m using 700 screwjacks. Used with permission.

• [3] Personal communication, John Voeller, OSTP, April 2009.
• [4] New York City Economic Development Corporation (NYCEDC), in coordination with the Federal Highway Administration (FHA)

and the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA), has completed the preparation of a Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS)
for the Cross Harbor Freight Movement Project. The evaluation process, which began in 2002, involved the rigorous examination
of the alternatives based on the engineering requirements; capital, and operating costs; environmental impacts and benefits;
transportation issues; and opportunities and economic benefits. Image from Cross Harbor Web site.
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Concepts

• High-speed, automated
freight rail
– NYC & LI = truck, air, ship

– Demand up ~70 percent by 2025.

– Cross-harbor tunnel to Brooklyn
=$5B- $7B [4]

18

Concepts

• Urban wind screws
with a vertical profile
fitting within urban
canyons.

• Antimicrobial coatings
can reduce infections
in hospitals
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Concepts

• Certification system for resiliency ~LEED

• Incorporate resiliency concepts into “PS Prep” (Private
Sector Preparedness Accreditation & Certification
Program)

20

Partnership for Resilient Infrastructure

 Physical scientists  Financiers  Politicians

 Engineers  Insurers  Citizens

 Social scientists  Lawyers  Industries

 Behavioral scientists  Inventors  Historic Preservationists

 Economists  Planners
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Vision

• Increase the nation’s resiliency

• Reap the benefits of improved societal efficiencies

• Strengthen America on the world stage.

• Enable: technologies, processes, standards, codes, and laws.

• Blueprint will require a national discourse on priorities and
technological assessments

– Solid, compelling evidence for a positive cost/benefit ratio.

– The issues of governance, integrated planning, finance,
and societal prioritization require a discourse among all
American institutions and individuals.

23

Science and Technology

• Traditionally, science and technology have provided a toolbox

– new technologies

– new materials

– new monitoring

– better controls

– optimization models.

• The scientific community, notably the social sciences, can
contribute to ensuring that the discourse is fact-based and
that various processes use validated models and calculation
techniques.

24

S&T Contribution to shaping our blueprint

• Instilling scientific rigor into the process
• Engaging with the other sectors
• Understanding interdependencies at multiple scales
• Codes and standards
• Examining underlying assumptions
• Informing decisions with data
• Envisioning possible future technologies
• Developing architectures
• Improving risk assessment
• Analyzing alternatives
• Running scenarios is critical to optimize and rationalize the vision.
• Science and technology can also contribute to providing 21st

century governance, financing, manufacturing, and business
models.
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• Intelligent revitalization and expansion of America’s
infrastructure requires innovation on many physical and
temporal scales.

• Scientists and engineers have a voice and a role in shaping
this vision.

• The science and technology community needs to participate
in the discourse and provide guidance on the technical,
economic, and social possibilities for our future.

Mitch Erickson

Director, Northeast Operations

Interagency and First Responder Programs

Department of Homeland Security

Science and Technology Directorate

Mitchell.erickson@dhs.gov
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Backup Materials
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Our Aging Infrastructure

Vehicle traffic is growing at 1.4 percent per year.
Transit ridership in New York grew 3 percent in 2008.
2035 will see 80 percent more freight.
By 2020, the number of shipping containers handled will double. [1]
Moreover, societal changes will present challenges:
Electric vehicles will force changes in the way we finance highways. As fewer
vehicles use petroleum, how will we replace the gasoline tax?
As Americans age, and our activity patterns change, the infrastr ucture demands will
change.
Population is migrating to the coasts;[2] coastal counties constitute only 17 percent
of the total land area of the United States (not including Alaska) but account for fully
53 percent of the total population, and that figure is rising. [3]

[1] Stanley Gee, Acting Commissioner, NY State Department of
Transportation, Keynote Address to The New York State Infrastruc ture Summit, NY,
NY, 12 May 2009.
[2] Deborah Epstein Popper and Frank J. Popper, The Great Plains:
From Dust to Dust, Planning (December 1987). The “Buffalo Commons” asserted
that human population of the U.S. high plains was unsustainable, that people would
continue to migrate away toward population centers, and that a large swath of
America’s midlands should be returned to a vast nature preserve. The concept was
not well-received in the affected region.
[3] Kristen M. Crossett, Thomas J. Culliton, Peter C. Wiley, and
Timothy R. Goodspeed, Population Trends Along the Coastal United States: 1980–
2008, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, NOAA’s National Ocean
Service, September 2004.
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Promote the Resiliency of our Physical
and Social Infrastructure

“Ensuring the resilience of our critical
infrastructure is vital to homeland
security…We will invest in our Nation’s
most pressing short and long-term
infrastructure needs, including modernizing
our electrical grid; upgrading our highway,
rail, maritime, and aviation infrastructure;
enhancing security within our chemical and
nuclear sectors; and safeguarding the
public transportation systems that
Americans use every day
White House Homeland Security and Counterterrorism

issues page.
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Homeland Security Benefits of a
Resilient Infrastructure

Preparedness Response Recovery

32

A Roadmap to Resiliency

Think across scales

 Atoms–cracks-buildings- global

 Explosions-72 h- Pyramids

 You–community-world

Assessing Trends and Initiatives

 Positive Deviants: special attitudes,
practices, strategies, and behaviors enable
them to function more effectively than
others with the exact same resources and
conditions

 General Russel Honoré: “Stuck on
Stupid”

 Admiral Thad Allen: “bias for action,”

 Vietnamese Katrina evacuees: first
to return and rebuild.
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A Roadmap to Resiliency

Multiple Use Attributes.
Retrofit vs. New Construction.
Architecture.

 resilient transportation logistics
 robust power grid
 secure, reliable communications and data that benefit business, finance, intelligence,

education, and, indeed everyone.
 disaster infrastructure that can evolve from meeting basic survival needs to temporary

structures and systems that are livable, pleasing, and humane. Too often, refugee
camps and temporary housing are sterile with a low livability factor.

 preplaced assets; for example, “How much is enough with respect to redundant
infrastructure?”

 preparedness decisions; for example, “How Clean is Clean?” as we remediate WMD
contamination, mold, and other contaminants that people can be exposed to.

 innovative manufacturing technologies
 uniform, consensus-based standards and codes.
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Challenges and Opportunities

Rethinking our Water Systems.

more than a billion people lack access to clean water and sanitary defecation.

“convert” flood water to useful water in parched regions?

new approaches to how to store/move water?
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Challenges and Opportunities

Resilient Electric System.

Smart grid is a loose term for modernization of electricity from generation through
transmission and distribution to the user.

Obama: doube alternative energy production in the next three years and build a
new electricity “smart grid”

Ambient Energy Orb [1] is a “groovy little ball that changes color in sync with
incoming data”—in this case, an electric meter rate signal. The Orb reminds
customers of their instantaneous electric usage and alerts them when demand is
high or low. Customers have reduced peak-period energy use by 40 percent.
[1] http://www.ambientdevices.com/products/energyorb.html

The United States at Night. 1 Obtaining this image from
satellites was possible only by America’s multibillion-dollar
space program over 4 decades. The infrastructure it shows
represents perhaps a thousand-fold greater investment.
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Think out of the box

The immense technical challenges to full-scale implementation include effective
on/off ramps, guideway design and construction, intelligent switching of cars
on/off, and effective integration of the systems. The societal challenges are every
bit as daunting: securing rights of way, paying for construction and user costs,
and supplying the additional electricity. Converting ideas like this to reality is an
imposing challenge, but no more so than challenges that Americans have met
many times throughout their history.
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Standards and Codes.

At many levels, standards, codes, and practices will affect our ability to deliver a resilient infrastructure. At the device and component level,
there are myriad electrical, physical, communications, and computer standards that ensure proper function, encourage interoperability, and
facilitate installation, operation, and maintenance. In the United States, more than 40,000 jurisdictions enforce building codes. Even within
these jurisdictions, there are myriad agencies that need to permit construction. I have seen 18 permits posted in front of a home renovation
in Greenwich Village, New York City.

Especially since 9/11, construction processes and building codes have evolved for both new structures and renovations to provide a safer-built
environment. These objectives need to blend with other forces to not only protect the public but also ensure that America remains
economically competitive on the world stage. [1] Clearly, standards and codes can push the national agenda and blend security with green
construction, energy efficiency, application of new materials, and adoption of better processes. There is a need to streamline the processes
beyond just “fixing the codes,” to an extent that leads to integration of the entire construction industry as discussed immediately below.

[1] Robert C. Wible, Architectural Security Cods and Guidelines: Best Practices for Today’s Construction Challenges, McGraw-Hill,
2007, 340 pp.
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Integrated Capital Projects. Current issues such as security, environment, safety, economy,
globalization, and changing uses combine to provide opportunities and challenges to the capital
projects industry. The companies and professions that plan, design, procure, construct, and
ultimately operate critical infrastructure can apply technologies, business practices, and governance
to vastly improve the processes.

Integrated business practices will improve business flow during the complex design, permitting,
procurement, and construction cycle for a large building, factory, or other structure. One effort to
integrate, FIATECH, is a partnership to progress along a roadmap toward highly automated
processes that seamlessly integrate people, organizations, and processes to reduce cost and time
of these major projects. [1]

[1] http://fiatech.org/tech-roadmap/overview.html (viewed 6 May 2009.
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Interdependencies.

America’s critical infrastructures and key resources (CI/KR) are the basic building blocks of our society and are critical to our economy, security,
and way of life.

The component structures, systems, facilities, and institutions are sophisticated, complex, highly interdependent, and too-often fragile.
Increasingly, infrastructure is interconnected via communications, data, transportation, finance, and other linkages that subject one
component to stress or failure resulting from problems originating in another sector, often geographically and societally distant. Even simple
retail transactions are stymied by power failures when the cash registers do not work and credit card charges cannot be put through.
Further interdependencies are illustrated in the discussion on pandemics, below. Threats come from natural hazards, terrorism, and
innocent errors. A resilient infrastructure requires robust linkages at the key interconnects. As Americans, we can build and maintain these
linkages only after we fully understand the threats and vulnerabilities. Modeling the performance under various disaster scenarios has
matured in recent years,[1] but there are significant opportunities to improve the modeling, especially at the granularity needed to address
business decisions by individual infrastructure owners or by regions.

[1] National Infrastructure Simulation and Analysis Center (NISAC), Department of Homeland Security (DHS), Sandia National
Laboratories (SNL), and Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL).
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Pandemics. Interdependence of critical infrastructure is widely recognized, but the extent of the interdependencies and the cascading effec ts of failures are often unrecognized,
seldom quantified, and rarely prepared for. For example, a pande mic could run a 2-year course with 66 percent of the cases in first 6 months and 30 percent of workers sick
at any given time and plenty more scared stiff. Absenteeism on t his scale leads to failures in production, distribution, and delivery, causing shortages, hoarding, and gas
lines. Everything is disrupted in a cascading failure of fuel, food, business, crime (up!), insurance, health care, energy, agri culture, and education. The collapse in individual
sectors leads to systematic collapse. Recovery is stifled by dis rupted interdependencies. A major impediment to recovery is the lack of confidence that other parts of the
system will recover in sequence to restart various components and relink the production, distribution, and delivery chains. In a hospita l, this breakdown of order manifests
itself in increased patient loads while there are staff shortages and disruptions in delivery of medical supplies and food, waste disposal, and cash.

On the issue of cash, nearly all of a hospital’s income comes from insurance and government payments. If the claims processors are out sick, income will lag and cash reserves
will dwindle. If the societal collapse is severe, vendors and employees may demand cash. [1] In 2003, the SARS epidemic struck Toronto with 275 cases and 43 deaths.
North York Hospital was the epicenter: 65 staff members contracted the disease; one staff member died. Four thousand employees were quarantined, causing extensive
personal hardships. Working under quarantine required changes in management practices, changes in work rules, and an army of a thousand volunteers to run errands for
quarantined employees. [2]

Preparedness can mitigate the effects of these interdependent infrastructure sectors, especially if key linkages are understood before an event unfolds. Preferred-provider and
other agreements can place institutions higher on delivery prior ity lists. Cross-training personnel can allow better staffing flexibility. Hospitals exemplify the complexity in the
preparedness required. Standards of care are an extremely comple x issue involving emotional, legal, and clinical issues, among others. The New Jersey Hospital
Association has developed Planning Today for a Pandemic Tomorrow, a comprehensive resource that hospitals have been using to guide their preparedness efforts. The
resource includes 10 modules that address how to develop effective policies and proce dures in critical areas such as Clinical Care, Ethics, Operations, Finance, and Human
Resources:

Communications Planning & Assessment Ethics Planning & Assessment Human Resources Planning & Assessment Legal/Regulatory Planning & Assessment Finance
Planning & Assessment Clinical Care Planning & Assessment Psycho-Social Planning & Assessment Operations Planning & Assessment Supplies, Logistics, Support
Services Planning and Assessment Leadership Planning & Assessment

[1] John Stagl, Belfor USA, Are you Missing the Point of Pandemic Planning?, presented at Are you Prepared for a Flu Pandemic?, a workshop sponsored by
the NJ Hospital Association, Princeton, NJ, 9 December 2008.

[2] A Journey from Crisis through Transformation + Renewal, Bonnie Adamson, CEO-N York Hospital, Toronto www.nygh.on.ca, ibid.
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Electrochromic glass

It consists of ordinary float glass sputter-coated with several layers of thin films. SageGlass® glazing is an example:
When voltage [less than 5V DC] is applied to these layers in their “clear” state, they darken as lithium ions and associated electrons transfer

from the counter electrode to the electrochromic electrode layer. Reversing the voltage polarity causes the ions and associated electrons to
return to their original layer, the counter electrode, and the glass un-tints. When the electrochromic coating darkens, the sun’s light and heat
are absorbed and subsequently reradiated from the glass surface—much the way low-emissivity glass also keeps out unwanted heat. [1]

The product has both privacy and energy-efficiency attributes. In the concept of dual use, one could consider the following additional
adaptations with additional development:

Privacy—There are certain high-value rooms or buildings where it may be important to automatically make the glass go opaque.
Blast resistance—A major hazard during an explosion is flying debris, especially glass fragments. There are several laminated glass options

out there with varying levels of blast resistance.

[1] http://www.sage-ec.com/ Image reproduced with permission.
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Exit 14.

DHS and the NJ Office of Homeland Security and Preparedness are conducting a study of the “Port
Interdependency, Resiliency, and Resumption of Trade Plan: Port of NY&NJ,” which will examine
the interdependencies of this complex, tightly interconnected area and develop recommendations
for changes that will increase resiliency. The study team is working closely with the component
infrastructure owners, such as the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey.
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S&T Opportunities and Obligations

Baseline “facts” about the dismal shape of America’s infrastructure need an independent validation and an analysis of alternatives that
goes beyond the “repair or let it fall apart” dichotomy.
Provide better information. Instrumented structures (Smart Buildings) can monitor health, identify trends, and predict failure. Data will
become ever cheaper as sensors and communications become more efficient. Mountains of data are of no use until we convert the data
to useful information that enables decisions, reduces uncertainty, and provides warnings or assurances.
Materials science will continue to produce new structural, coating, lighting, photovoltaic, and sensor materials.
Engineers and inventors will apply novel materials and novel construction concepts to provide better, faster, cheaper structures.
We are just beginning to understand interdependencies. A key interdependency is intermodal transportation and shipping.
Risk Assessment across disciplines and sectors. Harmonize the different communities.
Adaptive systems can learn to react rapidly to changing conditions and can operate under conditions of high uncertainty.
Reassess our assumptions.
Advance future projections and predictions to understand and thereby reduce uncertainty..
Standards

 key to interoperability, economic efficiency, stable business models, and technological
advances.

 improve and unify building codes and permitting processes
21st century Governance models..FSLTT
Improved financing models
21st century infrastructure will require 21st century manufacturing

 a more nimble workforce
 consensus-based standards
 performance-based codes (not prescriptive codes)
 tempered liabilities

[1] A notable example is the ceiling collapse at Boston’s Big Dig, caused by a failure of an epoxy used to hold the bolts into
concrete.
[2] The infamous formaldehyde in the FEMA travel trailers used as temporary housing after Hurricanes Katarina and Rita is
just one example of “sick buildings” caused by inferior or improperly applied materials.

We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used when we created them.
Albert Einstein
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 correct assumptio ns  int egra ted solu tio ns

 new ind ustr ial appr oache s  facts

 new co mpanie s w ill ing to fight e ntrenched practices  co mpe lling risk, l iab ili ty, an d cost ana lyses

 faster and more unive rsal standards and codes

 new se nsors, control ler s, and mater ials

 app ro priate, val ida ted mo dels for finance,
governance , business, in terdependencies,
and engine erin g.
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Solution Sets

Standards and Codes

Integrated Capital Projects

Interdependencies
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Infrastructure Investment and Stimulus Package:

The AASHTO Perspective

Joung H. Lee
Associate Director for Finance and Business Development
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Session Objectives

• To discuss the context of transportation
investment in the stimulus legislation from the
perspective of the State Departments of
Transportation

• To provide an overview of transportation
provisions in the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA)

• To provide current status of ARRA implementation
and reporting

• To answer questions about these topics
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Economic Recovery

• The President proposed sweeping
increases in investment for infrastructure
as part of an overall economic recovery
plan

• Key Principles
o Create Jobs

o Invest in America

o Ensure accountability
for investments

4
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State Examples

• AASHTO December 2008 Survey – 5000
projects worth $65 billion

• Arizona – $1.3 billion highway, transit and
aviation projects

• Kansas – $655 million in 180 days, $701
million in 1 year

• Missouri – 34 projects, $510 million,
14,000 jobs

5
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Economic Recovery

Three Key Points

1. State DOTs are ready to utilize stimulus dollars
quickly and demonstrate accountability

2. Tiered approach: With prudent queuing, both
shorter-term (within 180 days) and longer-term
(more than 180 days) projects will be delivered
concurrently

3. Economic recovery plan cannot be a substitute
for long-term investment goals that must be
articulated and implemented in the
transportation authorization

6
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H.R. 1 – American Recovery
and Investment Act of 2009

Overall Features

• $48.12 billion to USDOT

• 100 percent Federal share

• Maintenance of effort required

• Periodic reporting of economic impact of
stimulus spending

• $1.5 billion for discretionary grants (Up to $200
million for TIFIA credit assistance)
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ARRA Provisions
Highways
• Apportionment within 21 days (10 March 2009)
• $27.5 billion total

o $840 million set-asides for various national programs
o $26.66 billion for apportionment to states

• Based on Surface Transportation Program Eligibility
• Breakdown of $26.66 billion

o 67% at state discretion
o 30% sub-allocation by population
o 3% for transportation enhancements

• 50% must be obligated in 120 days excluding sub-
allocated amount

• Priority to projects that…
o Can be completed in 3 years
o Are located in economically distressed areas 8
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ARRA Provisions

Transit

• $6.9 billion for capital formula grants

• $750 million for fixed guideway
modernization formula grants

• $750 million goes for New Starts

• 50% must be obligated in 120 days

9
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ARRA Provisions

Passenger Rail

• Unprecedented $8 billion for intercity
passenger and high-speed rail

• USDOT to issue interim guidance for grant
terms, conditions, and procedures within
120 days

• $850 million for Amtrak capital grants

• $450 million for Amtrak security upgrades
10
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ARRA Provisions

Aviation
• $1.1 billion for supplemental Airport

Improvement Grants
• $200 million for Federal Aviation Administration

procurement

Other Transportation-related Funding
• USDOT Maritime Administration – $100 million
• US Dept of Homeland Security – $2.755 billion
• US Army Corps of Engineers – $4.6 billion
• US Environmental Protection Agency – $7.22

billion
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ARRA Provisions

Tax Provisions

• Increases maximum tax-free employer-provided mass
transit benefit from $120 per month to $230 per month
and indexes for inflation

• Provides Alternative Minimum Tax exemption on interest
on private activity bonds issued in 2009 and 2010

• Lowers the minimum speed a high-speed rail project can
be able to maintain to be eligible for high-speed rail
bonds

• Allows issuance of taxable "Build America Bonds” until
end of 2011 in which federal tax credit (to investors) or
federal cash subsidy (to issuers) equivalent to 35 percent
of interest due are provided 12
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ARRA Provisions

Tax Provisions

• Davis-Bacon prevailing wage scheme to all projects
funded by new bonds under the Act

• $15 billion in private activity Recovery Zone Facility Bonds

• $10 billion in Recovery Zone Economic Development tax
credit bonds

• Allows banks to deduct 80% of cost of buying and
carrying munis issued in 2009 and 2010 if tax-exempt
holdings do not exceed 2% (“de minimis” rule)

• Allows banks to deduct 80% of cost of buying and
carrying munis issued by “small” issuers (less than $30
million annual volume)
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Status of ARRA Implementation

• $17.0 billion obligated by FHWA as of July 21

• This represents 63% of funds available,
supporting 5,808 projects

• USDOT has asked for applications to the $1.5
billion TIGER discretionary grant program

• FRA issued interim guidance for $8 billion
intercity/high-speed rail program on June 17

ARRA Compliance
• Weekly cabinet-level reports on Recovery.gov website

• Stimulus “Czar”: Ed DeSeve of OMB

15
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ARRA Compliance

• Government Accountability Office’s
bimonthly review of 16 states plus DC
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Lessons Learned So Far

• FHWA has lead role, but House T&I and OMB
also have data requests—one set of data would
reduce redundancy and potential for confusion

• Jobs data is more difficult to obtain on time,
especially from contractors

• Additional challenges to quantify discrete data
for:

o Jobs “created” vs “retained

o Jobs created by ARRA portion of dollars in a project
with multiple funding sources

17
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Lessons Learned So Far

• Obligation numbers have met and exceeded
statutory targets and projects out to bid moving
as expected

• However, outlays of Federal dollars are slower
o Communication of capital program and project

delivery process to public is key
o House T&I has developed a 14-step timeline from

obligation to contracts awarded to outlay
o It’s hard to project a meaningful two-year trend from

initial data submitted
o The summer construction season data is starting to

come in—patience is needed
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Thank You

Joung H. Lee
Associate Director for Finance and Business Development

AASHTO - American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
444 North Capitol Street NW, Suite 249

Washington, DC 20001
Phone: (202) 624-5818

Fax: (202) 624-5469
Email: jlee@aashto.org

Web: www.transportation.org
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National Critical Infrastructure Prioritization
Program (NCIPP)

National Critical Infrastructure Prioritization
Program (NCIPP)

Designed to identify “too critical to fail” infrastructure in the United
States and abroad for incident and risk management purposes.

• The Homeland Security Act, Homeland Security Presidential Directive 7
(HSPD-7), and the National Infrastructure Protection Plan (NIPP) require
the identification of the Nation’s most critical infrastructure.

• The 9/11 Commission Act explicitly requires the DHS Office of Infrastructure
Protection (IP) to create annual lists of critical infrastructure and key
resources (CIKR) capable of “national or regional catastrophic effects”.

• The Homeland Infrastructure Threat and Risk Analysis Center executes
these responsibilities through the National Critical Infrastructure
Prioritization Program:

• Critical Infrastructure Prioritization and Identification – CIP-ID (Domestic)

• Critical Foreign Dependencies Initiative – CFDI (International)

Advances in Infrastructure PrioritizationAdvances in Infrastructure Prioritization

• Methodology:

• “List of lists” approach

• Consequence-based criteria

• Introduction of critical clusters

• All hazards and scenario specific

• FY10 risk pilot

• FY10 expert panels

• Process:

• Increased outreach

• More time

• FY10 dynamic framework

• FY10 on-site assistance

Level 1
National Cross-Sector List

Level 2
National Cross-Sector List

Level 3
18 Individual Sector Lists

Level 4
56 Individual State and Territory Lists

Causes of Failed InfrastructureCauses of Failed Infrastructure

• Age

• Design and construction

• Maintenance

• Natural hazards

• Man-made hazards

Aging InfrastructureAging Infrastructure

• ASCE roadway assessment
indicates that the upgrade of
aging infrastructure will cost $2.2
trillion over a five year period

• 60% of bridges were
constructed before 1970

• Maintenance, rehabilitation,
and retrofit are challenging
undertakings

• FHWA reported that a loss of a
critical bridge or tunnel could
exceed losses of $10 billion

Design and ConstructionDesign and Construction

• 2007 Minnesota I-35W Bridge
collapse. Linked to design
deficiencies and overloading

• 1983 Mianus Bridge
Collapse. Due to a brittle
fracture and lack of structural
redundancy
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MaintenanceMaintenance

• Infrastructure Investment needs, spending, and shortfalls for the
next 5 years (in billions)

ASCE Report Card 2009

MaintenanceMaintenance

• Earthquake: 1989 Loma
Prieta EQ damaged over
80 bridges and caused over
40 deaths; total cost was
estimated at $1.8 million

• Wind: Tacoma Narrows
Bridge collapse. Suffered
wind-induced structural collapse
4 months after opening.

• Flood: 1987 Schoharie Creek
Collapse. Two spans collapsed
due to scour and heavy flooding
killing 10 people.

WIND FLOOD

EARTHQUAKE

`̀Natural HazardsNatural Hazards

• The Nation’s
infrastructure is at
risk from terrorist
attacks.

• The damage from
an attack could be
exacerbated in
stressed
infrastructure.

Manmade Hazards: TerrorismManmade Hazards: Terrorism

Strategic PartnershipStrategic Partnership

• Office of Infrastructure
Protection (IP)

• PSCD – Protective Security
Coordination Division

• HITRAC – Homeland
Infrastructure Threat and
Risk Analysis Center

• Science and
Technology (S&T)

• IGD – Infrastructure/
Geophysical Division

The Homeland Infrastructure Threat and Risk
Analysis Center (HITRAC)

The Homeland Infrastructure Threat and Risk
Analysis Center (HITRAC)

The HITRAC Homeland Security Threat and
Risk Analysis Program

The HITRAC Homeland Security Threat andThe HITRAC Homeland Security Threat and
Risk Analysis ProgramRisk Analysis Program

The Department’s infrastructure-intelligence fusion center established to create actionable
risk-informed analysis for Department leadership and public and private sector partners.

All-Hazard Risk Analysis
Critical Infrastructure Threat Analysis Program
National Infrastructure Risk Analysis Program

Critical Infrastructure Red Team
Long Range Planning and Analysis Program

Risk Methodology Development Program
National Infrastructure Simulation and Analysis Center (NISAC)

Prioritization
National Critical Infrastructure Prioritization Program

Strategy Development
All Programs

Decision-Support Products
― National, State, and Sector Risk Profiles (annual)
― National Risk Estimates (annual and issue-specific)
― Issue-Specific Threat and Risk Assessments
― Joint Special Event Threat Assessments (JSETAs)
― State and UASI Critical Infrastructure Threat Assessments
― FEMA Regional Infrastructure Risk Assessments
― Cyber Threat Analysis
― Infrastructure Impact Assessments (IIAs)
― Trends and Indicators in Infrastructure Protection (TIIP)
― Critical Infrastructure Red Team (CIRT) Assessments
― NISAC Assessments
― Tier 1 and Tier 2 Lists and Report
― National Critical Foreign Dependencies List and Report

Decision-Support Products
― National, State, and Sector Risk Profiles (annual)
― National Risk Estimates (annual and issue-specific)
― Issue-Specific Threat and Risk Assessments
― Joint Special Event Threat Assessments (JSETAs)
― State and UASI Critical Infrastructure Threat Assessments
― FEMA Regional Infrastructure Risk Assessments
― Cyber Threat Analysis
― Infrastructure Impact Assessments (IIAs)
― Trends and Indicators in Infrastructure Protection (TIIP)
― Critical Infrastructure Red Team (CIRT) Assessments
― NISAC Assessments
― Tier 1 and Tier 2 Lists and Report
― National Critical Foreign Dependencies List and Report

Services
― Incident Risk Analysis Cell (iRAC)
― Threat and Risk Briefing Support
― Weekly Threat Teleconferences
― Infrastructure Risk Analysis Partnership Program (IRAPP)
― Regional Threat Conferences

Services
― Incident Risk Analysis Cell (iRAC)
― Threat and Risk Briefing Support
― Weekly Threat Teleconferences
― Infrastructure Risk Analysis Partnership Program (IRAPP)
― Regional Threat Conferences
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HITRAC Programs by FunctionHITRAC Programs by Function

• Threat Analysis

• Critical Infrastructure Threat Analysis

• Regional Infrastructure Threat Analysis

• Cyber

• Risk-Informed Analysis

• National Infrastructure Risk Analysis Program

• Infrastructure Risk Analysis Partnership Program

• Long Range Planning and Analysis Program

• Critical Infrastructure Red Team

• National Infrastructure Simulation and Analysis Center (NISAC) - consequence

• Prioritization

• National Critical Infrastructure Prioritization Program

What is PSCD?What is PSCD?

• PSCD coordinates with Federal, State, local and private sectors
to identify vulnerabilities and enhance the security and
resiliency of the Nation’s critical infrastructure

• Conducts full-spectrum assessments of vulnerabilities

• Computer Based Assessment Tools (CBATs)

• New Nuclear Reactor Security Consultations

• International Vulnerability Assessments

• Site Assistance Visits (SAVs)

• Buffer Zone Plans (BZPs)

• Regional Resiliency Assessment
Programs (RRAPs)

What is PSCD?What is PSCD?

• Data is collected by 93 Protective Security Advisors and
Supervisors (86 Field Based) to prepare vulnerability
assessments to share with State, local government and private
sector partners

As time passes, PSCD programs conduct research and assessments, resulting in a large
accumulation of important and related data output

DHS CollaborationDHS Collaboration

P
S

C
D

H
IT

R
A

C

H
IT

R
A

C
/N

IS
A

C

IG
D

What is IGD ?What is IGD ?

• Advanced materials to increase the
performance of buildings and

infrastructure

• Buildings and infrastructure

• Retrofitting/Performance based design

• Stabilization of buildings

• Blast, energy efficiency, and Environmental

Sustainability

• Advanced materials database

• Blast loads and urban canyons / in

downtown New York City

• Simplified air blast tool to quickly calculate

structural responses to a range of explosives

• Aging and the building stock

What is IGD?What is IGD?
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What is IGD?What is IGD?

• Rapid Visual Screening: for
bridges, tunnels, buildings,
and subway stations

Expanded FrameworkExpanded Framework

• Physicality Add a layer of
potential vulnerabilities
(engineering considerations)

• Site

• Architectural

• Structural Systems

• Building Envelope (s)

• Utility Systems (gas and water)

• Mechanical Systems (HVAC)

• Electrical Systems

• Fire Alarm Systems

• IT Systems

• Security Systems

Expanded FrameworkExpanded Framework

• Add Physicality

• Add to the current prioritization process

• Expand Sector Specific Risk
Assessments:

• Add natural hazards to terrorist threats so
that risk can be analyzed properly in
terms of vulnerability and consequences

• Continue Cross-Sector Risk
Analyses:

• Undergo a variety of efforts to look at
strategic cross-sector issues of concern
to government and private sector

Expand
framework to

accommodate
physicality

and all
hazards

Based on
lessons learned,
prepare design
guidance to
improve
resiliency

Expanded FrameworkExpanded Framework

• Quadrants to
accommodate an
expanded framework

• IP and S&T will use
the NIPP to
coordinate with all
sectors

Shovel
ready

projects to
increase

jobs

Pilot
project to
demonstrate
importance of
the framework

Expanded FrameworkExpanded Framework

• Shovel ready projects to increase jobs:
Coordinate with state and local governments
and the private sector

• Expand current prioritization efforts: Add
risks pertaining to all hazards and engineering
considerations (physicality)

• Pilot projects: Contact universities and
research centers already working in improving
the resilience of critical infrastructure and
start a demonstration program

• Design guidance: Prepare manuals
to inform public and private sector
how to improve the performance
of the built environment

Approximate Funding ($M) that has been
explicitly allocated through an agency's
ARRA Recovery Plan Total: $793

Expanded FrameworkExpanded Framework

Approximate Funding ($M)
Allocated by Agency
Total: $104,807
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Advances in Critical Infrastructure Prioritization
Kristine Poptanich, Glen Satchtleben, Mila Kennett-Reston

• Create safer communities
by reducing loss of life and
property

• Promote continuity of
operations of basic
services, and key
infrastructure and facilities

• Promote the fast recovery
of States, Tribes, and
communities

Expanded FrameworkExpanded Framework Expanded FrameworkExpanded Framework

• The Infrastructure of the
Future:

• Addresses multi-hazard issues

• Utilizes new materials and
emerging trends

• Decreases the cost of
rehabilitation

• Introduces performance base
design for security

• Reduces business/operation
interruptions after a disaster

• Adopts improved redundancies

• Addresses knowledge gaps and
future demands
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ASME Perspective: Decision Technology for Rational Selection of Infrastructure Investments
Jerry Brashear

1

A Presentation for

Workshop on Aging Infrastructure
Science & Technology Directorate

U.S. Department of Homeland Security

July 22, 2009

1

ASME Perspective:ASME Perspective:
Decision Technology for Rational SelectionDecision Technology for Rational Selection

of Infrastructure Investmentsof Infrastructure Investments

2

Investment in Transportation & Water InfrastructureInvestment in Transportation & Water Infrastructure

Source: CBO, 2008

3

U.S. LagsU.S. Lags
OtherOther
DevelopedDeveloped
CountriesCountries ––
and Has for aand Has for a
ConsiderablyConsiderably
Long TimeLong Time
(Source: OECD, 2009)(Source: OECD, 2009)

4

Investment in Selected U.S. InfrastructureInvestment in Selected U.S. Infrastructure
(Billions of Dollars)(Billions of Dollars)

105.8302.6149.792.260.8Total

58.3196.4141.239.216.1Total, Non-Transportation

6.111.3n.a.4.37.1
Water & Other Natural
Resources

0.86.23.61.80.8Pollution & Waste Disposal

7.272.568.6n.a.3.9Telecommunications

36.878.469.07.71.7Energy

7.428.0n.a.25.42.6
Drinking Water and
Wastewater

47.5106.28.553.044.7Total Transportation

2.316.92.18.56.3Aviation & Water

9.37.16.400.7Railroads

8.415.508.07.6Mass Transit

27.566.7n.a.36.530.2Highways

Stimulus2Total1PrivateStateFederalTransportation

1. Congressional Budget Office, 2008, in 2004 dollars.
2 Interpreted from U.S. Congress, House Committee on Appropriations, “Summary: American
Recovery and Reinvestment – Conference Agreement,” February 13, 2009, in 2009 dollars.

5

Stimulus Package Spending RateStimulus Package Spending Rate

Source: CBO, 2009

6

Project Background & GoalProject Background & Goal

• While the U.S. is under-investing, it is also poorly prepared to
evaluate and select projects to maximize the value per dollar

• The present project

– ASME Foundation provided a seed-money grant

– Original objective: define and begin development of a risk/resilience
management process for aging infrastructure

• Scope too narrow: Examining aging infrastructure alone could
result in re-building the 20th century infrastructure – not
providing for the needs of the 21st century

• So, scope broadened: to determining the feasibility of an
objective methodology for valuing and selecting investments in
both new and renewed infrastructure that would rationalize and
optimize the infrastructure portfolio
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Jerry Brashear

7

Requirements for MethodRequirements for Method

1. Be able to make comparisons

2. Cover multiple objectives

3. Handle upside and downside outcomes

4. Include innovations

5. Handle uncertainties

6. Treat dependencies and interdependencies

7. Be comprehensive – public and private

8. Optimize portfolios of proposed investments

9. Be defensible and credible

10. Be “simple” and efficient to use

8

Financial vs. Infrastructure PortfoliosFinancial vs. Infrastructure Portfolios

4. Estimate correlations among
existing & new assets or
market (covariance/beta)

3. Assess new investment
opportunities individually

5. Optimize investment
portfolio – maximize value
at acceptable risk level, within
constraints

6. Select portfolio – private
perspective

2. Value existing portfolio –
value, risk; private
perspective

1. Develop goals, objectives,
constraints, metrics: private

Analytic ToolsInfrastructure AssetsFinancial Assets

9

Infrastructure Investment AnalysisInfrastructure Investment Analysis:: Two PerspectivesTwo Perspectives

Public
Negative

Public
Indifferent

Public
Positive

Owner
Negative

Gov’t pays or
partners with

Owner to
share cost

Owner
Indifferent

Gov’t provides
inducement;

Owner invests

Owner
Positive

The
PUBLIC

The Public’s Perspective

Infra-
structure
OWNER

No investment

Owner invests voluntarily –
the business case is made –
Gov’t only needs to monitor

O
w

n
e

r’
s

P
e
rs

p
e
c

ti
v
e

10

Financial vs. Infrastructure PortfoliosFinancial vs. Infrastructure Portfolios

4. Estimate physical interde-
pendencies among
existing & new assets

4. Estimate correlations among
existing & new assets or
market (covariance/beta)

3. Same, for new & renewal
projects individually

3. Assess new investment
opportunities individually

5. Same, but assure private
investments; then
maximize value within
public constraints

5. Optimize investment
portfolio – maximize value
at acceptable risk level, within
constraints

6. Same, but from public’s
perspective only

6. Select portfolio – private
perspective

2. Same, except from both
owner’s and public’s
perspectives

2. Value existing portfolio –
value, risk; private
perspective

1. Same, but both public &
private goals, etc.

1. Develop goals, objectives,
constraints, metrics: private

Analytic ToolsInfrastructure AssetsFinancial Assets

11

Financial vs. Infrastructure PortfoliosFinancial vs. Infrastructure Portfolios

Regional I-O – OR –
Regional Systems
Model

4. Estimate physical interde-
pendencies among
existing & new assets

4. Estimate correlations among
existing & new assets or
market (covariance/beta)

Engineering-
Economics Model

3. Same, for new & renewal
projects individually

3. Assess new investment
opportunities individually

Portfolio Optimizer, in
AHP – OR – stand-
alone

5. Same, but assure private
investments; then
maximize value within
public constraints

5. Optimize investment
portfolio – maximize value
at acceptable risk level, within
constraints

Sensitivity analysis
using above tools

6. Same, but from public’s
perspective only

6. Select portfolio – private
perspective

Regional Input-Output
– OR – Regional
Systems Model

2. Same, except from both
owner’s and public’s
perspectives

2. Value existing portfolio –
value, risk; private
perspective

Analytic Hierarchy
Process (AHP)

1. Same, but both public &
private goals, etc.

1. Develop goals, objectives,
constraints, metrics: private

Analytic ToolsInfrastructure AssetsFinancial Assets

12

1.Develop strategic goals
a. Weighted objectives
b. Metrics of objectives
c. Broad constraints, e.g., budget
d. Capacity/condition of existing

infrastructure

2. Value existing portfolio
Regional functioning baseline

relative to objectives

Call for
Proposals

3a. Pre-
screening

3b. Assess new/renew
proposed facility

Rel. to engineering, economic,
social, environmental objectives

4. Dependency and
Interdependency analysis

Update portfolio (region) functioning
with new facilities, individually and in

combinations

5. Portfolio optimization
a. Assure private

investments
b. Optimize portfolio under

budget & other
constraints.

Defer/
Reject

Yes

Project Investment Proposals

6. Select portfolio
& projects

Implement and manage
Evaluate performance & requirements

for infrastructure services

RepeatDefer/
Reject

Analytical Hierarchy Process

Regional Systems Model

Engineering-Economics Model

No

No

Yes

Infrastructure Portfolio Investment Process FlowInfrastructure Portfolio Investment Process Flow

Portfolio Optimizer
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13

Define Goal, Objectives & Criteria

Goal

Objective

Criterion

14

Define the Investment Alternatives

15

Pair-Wise Comparison of Value Criteria

16

Roll-Up of Paired Comparisons Provide
Consistent Weights to Criteria

17

Criteria Judgments Roll Up to
Criteria Weights

18

All Alternatives Evaluated on Each Criterion

Total Value

Criterion Weights

Value on
Each Criterion

Quantitative estimates input directly;
converted to 0 – 1.0 scale
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19

Each Investment Alternative Is
Reviewed: Highway Repair (Worst)

20

Each Investment Alternative Is
Reviewed: Power Plant (Best)

21

All Alternatives Evaluated on Each
Objective & Totals

22

Available Budgets, Requests (Total &
Minimum) and Constraints for Each

Alternative

Constraints

23

Available Budgets Are Optimized Within
Constraints

Second Best Alternative Unfunded Due to Constraints

Projects Partially Funded, Balance in Future

24

Available Budgets Are Optimized Within
Budget Pools
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25

ConclusionsConclusions

• The approach is feasible

– Meets all requirements

– All needed modeling technology is available – no
“invention” required

• Synergy insights

– Infrastructure investment may be the UNIQUE point of
leverage for risk reductions and resilience
enhancements

– Virtually the same general approach would be needed
for regional risk/resilience analysis

26

R&D NeededR&D Needed
1. Refine design – based on in-depth critique

2. Adapt existing tools, esp.:

a. Engineering-economics models

b. Regional systems/economics models

c. Portfolio optimizer

3. Integrate tools

4. Pilot test – “spiral development” in a specific region

5. Convert to template and re-test in other region(s)

6. Transfer via template and American National Standards

27

ThankThank YouYou

Jerry Brashear, PhD
Senior Fellow

JerryBrashear@gmail.com
301 704 8030

James Creel
Manager, Strategic Initiatives

& Innovations
CreelJ@asme.org

202 785 7383

27
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New Materials in Infrastructures: The FRP Experience
Jerome O’Connor and Amjad Aref

New Materials in Infrastructures:New Materials in Infrastructures:

The FRP ExperienceThe FRP Experience

Aging Infrastructures Workshop
Department of Homeland Security; S&T Directorate

Columbia University, New York, NY

July 21-23, 2008

(Fiber Reinforced Polymer Composites)(Fiber Reinforced Polymer Composites)

Jerome OJerome O’’Connor, PE & Dr.Connor, PE & Dr. AmjadAmjad ArefAref, University at Buffalo, University at Buffalo BackgroundBackground

 Condition: Existing bridge population is growing old

 Posted with weight restriction

 Structurally deficient

 Closed

BackgroundBackground BackgroundBackground

 Vulnerabilities: Natural and man-made hazards

can attack bridges, old or new. Need to assess risk.
Need a quick solution in event of unexpected failure.

We can’t replace all our bridges, so need to stretch available funding to improve them

Bridge of the Future

 Lower life cycle cost.

 Reduced construction time. (ABC)

 Material degradation is no longer an issue.

 Immune to attack (from floods, earthquakes…).

 Adaptable to future demands (higher LL, wider).

Innovative MaterialsInnovative Materials

FRP (typically carbon fiber
in epoxy matrix or E-glass
in vinylester or polyester)

Stainless steels for seismic
applications, HP Steel

Steel fiber reinforced
polymers (e.g. Hardwire)

Shape Memory Alloy

Fiber Reinforced
Cementitious Matrix (FRCM)

High Performance Concrete

Ultra HP Concrete

Polymer Concretes

Fiber reinforced concrete

Aerospace grade adhesives Hybrid systems

Pultrusion Video.wmv
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New Materials in Infrastructures: The FRP Experience
Jerome O’Connor and Amjad Aref

Typ. StressTyp. Stress--Strain RelationshipStrain Relationship

E-glass

Carbon

Steel

Stress

Strain

E
=

3,5
00,000 psi

E = 29,000,000 psi

FRP: Product for the Future.

 Eliminates corrosion issue – major detriment to
current practice

 Conducive to high quality factory production

 Fast installation w/ less disruption to traffic

 Lighter structure means lower cost for foundation

 Need to reduce dead load to make spans longer

 Less mass can mean better seismic performance

 Design flexibility (e.g. “bridge in a backpack”)

FRP Uses in Bridges.

 Column wraps (jackets); impact repairs

 Non-corrosive rebar in concrete

 External reinforcing (strengthening or hardening)

 Decks; short span superstructure; wearing surface

 SIP forms for substructure; pile fenders

 Wind faring for improved aerodynamics (Bronx-Whitestone)

 Cantilevered walkways, pedestrian bridges

 Repair of fatigue cracked aluminum sign structures

FRP: Band Aid for Today.

 Extend service life of existing bridges

 Improve load ratings by decreasing deck dead load

 Re-line culverts without open-cuts

 Strengthen concrete beams by laminating w/ CFRP or
post-tensioning

 Strengthen steel structural members

 Emergency repair of impacts (P/S beams, columns)

 Contain poor concrete (columns, decks)

 Polymer concrete wearing surfaces (seals & restores skid resistance)

FDR Drive,
NYC

Seismic retrofit of three tiered structures was part of $136M project to
rehabilitate 1.3 miles of the 60 year old FDR Drive along NYC’s East River bet.
53rd and 63rd St. Work started in 2002.

Seismic Retrofit

Woodlawn
Viaduct

Seismic Retrofit
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New Materials in Infrastructures: The FRP Experience
Jerome O’Connor and Amjad Aref

Bronx-Whitestone Bridge
(same design as Tacoma Narrows)

Aerodynamic Improvement
5 year Band-Aid

Column WrappingColumn Wrapping
Corrosion ProbesCorrosion Probes

 Miniaturized graphite
reference cells

 Linear polarization by
induced current

Monitor

Strengthening with CFRPStrengthening with CFRP Prefabricated Bridge DecksPrefabricated Bridge Decks
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New Materials in Infrastructures: The FRP Experience
Jerome O’Connor and Amjad Aref

Why decks?Why decks?

 # Deficient decks

 Weight savings

 Rapid Installation (Traffic congestion in the U.S. costs
$63B per year in time & fuel)

 Expected long service life

0
20
40
60
80

100
120
140
160
180
200

p
s

f

Old Conc. Fill-

Grid

Grid FRP 4"

Deck Type

e.g. Deck Replacement

e.g. Deck Replacement e.g. Superstructure Replacement

.

FRP Decks & SuperstructuresFRP Decks & Superstructures

• Oldest is 11 years old.

• 50% are new bridges

• < 10 U.S. suppliers

• 120 in-service vehicular bridges have GFRP
decks or superstructures.

• Hundreds of foot bridges.

New Oregon Road, Erie County, NY

Load Tested Oct. 2004
HS-96 Inventory
HS-148 Operating

.1 month
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New Materials in Infrastructures: The FRP Experience
Jerome O’Connor and Amjad Aref

Design vs. TestingDesign vs. Testing

Moment vs. FRP Stress/Strain
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Ultimate Allowable (20% of Ultimate)

At Concrete Allowable Stress Total Design Loads with impact

Adjusted Design Loads based on Load Testing

Graph is courtesy of TVGA Consultants

Opportunities – Niche applications

Lewis & Clark Bridge, OR
Martin Marietta Composites

Opportunities

 Technology transfer from military, aerospace.

 Design optimization; Niche applications

 SHM: Material is conducive to “smart structures”

 Challenge: Leak proof Joints?

Flip Side: My Observations

 Initial cost.

 Lack of understanding (education) about the
materials: comfort level.

 Lack of design code & materials standards.

 Word of mouth about problems encountered
by others

 Risk and possible liability; Few want to be
the 1st.

 No mandate; Lack of incentive.

 Limited # of suppliers & products; Most are
proprietary systems.

Knowledge Gaps
 Connecting pre-fabricated components

 Attachments such as bridge railing

 Thermal behavior (vs. concrete; directionality)

 How to integrate into seismic design

 Durability of adhesives

 Characterization of resins; time dependency

 Inspection & monitoring

 Repair methods

 QA – various manufacturing methods & field work

 Questions about potential flammability, creep rupture, etc.
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New Materials in Infrastructures: The FRP Experience
Jerome O’Connor and Amjad Aref

““WiredWired”” ColumnColumn

Strain Sensor

Temperature
& Humidity

Portal

Corrosion
Probe

Junction Box

PIER 5 LEFT COLUMN

CORROSION SENSORS
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SIDE

RIGHT
SIDE

Lessons Learned

Light pole failure resulting from storm surge

Frosted surface
Nov 13, 2001 9:30 am

100° thermal gradient
top to bottom of FRP panel

Thermal BehaviorThermal Behavior

Lessons LearnedLessons Learned

1999

2009

Repair Techniques NeededRepair Techniques Needed

P3250113.AVI

Summary

 Benefits can be very significant.

 Issues remain.
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New Materials in Infrastructures: The FRP Experience
Jerome O’Connor and Amjad Aref

The End.The End.

Drawing by Sandra Rapp

jso7@buffalo.edu
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Sustainable Critical Infrastructure Systems─A Framework for Meeting 21st Century Imperatives
Lynda Stanley

Sustainable Critical Infrastructure
Systems─A Framework for

Meeting 21st Century Imperatives

Aging Infrastructures Workshop
July 23, 2009

Lynda Stanley, NRC
2

National Academies

“. . . the Academy shall,
whenever called upon
by any department of
the Government,
investigate, examine,
experiment, and report
upon any subject of
science or art . . .”

The work of The National Academies is reported through an Annual
Report to Congress

National Academy of Sciences-1863
National Academy of Engineering-1964
Institute of Medicine-1970
National Research Council-1916

1863 Charter

3

Board on Infrastructure and the
Constructed Environment

 Security of facilities and critical
infrastructure

 Multi-hazard mitigation methods

 Infrastructure and community building

 Human factors and the built
environment

 Construction methods and materials

4

Committee’s Task Statement

Identify and frame fundamentalIdentify and frame fundamental
challenges in moving towards criticalchallenges in moving towards critical
infrastructure systems that areinfrastructure systems that are
physically, socially, economically andphysically, socially, economically and
environmentally sustainable.environmentally sustainable.

5

Critical Infrastructure Systems (Lifelines):
Power, Transportation, Water,
Telecommunications, Wastewater

6

Report Committee

 RADM David Nash, Chair, NAE

 Lt. General Henry J. Hatch, NAE

 E. Sarah Slaughter, MIT

 Robert Prieto, VP, Fluor

 Sue McNeil, University of Delaware

 Gary Westerhoff, NAE, Malcolm Pirnie

 Massoud Amin, University of Minnesota

 Mark Eberhart, Colorado School of Mines
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7

May 2008 Workshop

 Globalization

 Climate Change

 Energy Independence

 Disaster Recovery

 Depletion of Natural Resources

 Deteriorating Infrastructure Performance

60 professionals from government, academia60 professionals from government, academia
and the private sector asked to look at linksand the private sector asked to look at links

between critical infrastructure systems andbetween critical infrastructure systems and
2121stst century imperativescentury imperatives

8

Globalization Imperative

Ensure that the Nation’s critical
infrastructure systems are
appropriately aligned and perform at
the level required to effectively support
U.S. competitiveness in the global
economy.

9

Energy/Climate Change Imperative

Develop the critical infrastructure
systems required to produce and
deliver alternative sources of energy
that will support U.S. energy
independence and help to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.

10

Disaster Recovery Imperative

Improve the reliability and resiliency of
critical infrastructure systems before,
during, and after natural and man-
made hazards/disasters

Earthquake Terrorism

Ice storm

11

Environmental Imperative

13Other releases12Land (SMSAsa)

25Solid waste25Water use

20Water effluents42Energy use

40
Atmospheric
emissions

30Raw materials

Share
of
Total
(%)

Pollution
Emissions

Share
of
Total
(%)

Resource Use

12

Infrastructure Performance
Imperatives

Upgrade/renew existing infrastructure
systems to meet current and future
requirements, to improve their
performance and cost-effectiveness

CongestionOld Age

Cost to Renew
$2.2 trillion
(ASCE est.)
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13

National Renewal Focus

 Aligned to efficiently move goods andAligned to efficiently move goods and
servicesservices

 Can produce power from nonCan produce power from non--
traditional sourcestraditional sources

 Use technologies and materials lessUse technologies and materials less
reliant on fossil fuelsreliant on fossil fuels

 Use water and natural resourcesUse water and natural resources
judiciouslyjudiciously

14

Deal with the Disconnect

 Regions and markets operate acrossRegions and markets operate across
jurisdictional and political boundariesjurisdictional and political boundaries

 Systems are functionally and geographicallySystems are functionally and geographically
interdependent but,interdependent but,

 Institutional arrangements are highlyInstitutional arrangements are highly
segmentedsegmented

 Leads to subLeads to sub--optimization of resources andoptimization of resources and
solutions, andsolutions, and

 Lack of public supportLack of public support

15

Additional Issues

 No vision, concept or statedNo vision, concept or stated
objectives forobjectives for

 Future configurationFuture configuration

 Level of performanceLevel of performance

 No framework for developingNo framework for developing
policies, procedures, andpolicies, procedures, and
processesprocesses

16

Framework Components

 A broad and compelling vision

 A focus on:

 Interdependencies among systems

 Provision of essential services vs.
physical components

 Collaborative systems-based
approaches

 Performance Measures

17

Elements for Moving Forward

 On-going initiatives

 Use of new technologies & materials

 Communication & education

18

On-Going Activities

Report Dissemination: Presentations to:

 ASCE’s Engineering Forum on
Sustainability

 Water Environment Research Foundation

 National Governor’s Association

 Building America’s Future staff

 Urban Land Institute staff
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19

On-Going Activities

 Formation of informal steering
committee to enlist support to
convene a meeting of key
infrastructure stakeholders

 June 1 meeting participants: BICE,
ASME-ITI, ASCE, DHS, IFMA, (ULI)

20

Next Step

 Convene a meeting of key
stakeholders to formulate a strategy
for developing a new paradigm

 Representatives of Administration,
Congress, Governors, Mayors,
regional initiatives, national
professional societies

21

Questions / Discussion

Thank You
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Infrastructures of the Future: OverviewInfrastructures of the Future: Overview

Mohammed M.Mohammed M. EttouneyEttouney, Ph.D., P.E., M.B.A., F.AEI, Ph.D., P.E., M.B.A., F.AEI

Presented at DHSPresented at DHS –– S&T Workshop onS&T Workshop on

Aging InfrastructuresAging Infrastructures

New York City, NYNew York City, NY

July 23, 2009July 23, 2009

Weidlinger Associates Inc
www.wai.com

OutlineOutline

 The ProblemThe Problem

 Scenarios of Infrastructures of theScenarios of Infrastructures of the

FutureFuture

 Infrastructures PhasesInfrastructures Phases

 Infrastructures EnablersInfrastructures Enablers

 Proposed VisionProposed Vision

 Closing RemarksClosing Remarks

Weidlinger Associates Inc
www.wai.com

The ProblemThe Problem

 The ProblemThe Problem

 Future Trends vs. Future FactorsFuture Trends vs. Future Factors

 Infrastructures PhasesInfrastructures Phases

 Infrastructures EnablersInfrastructures Enablers

 Proposed VisionProposed Vision

 Closing RemarksClosing Remarks

Scenarios for Infrastructures of theScenarios for Infrastructures of the
FutureFuture

 Let us assume that a decision maker needs to planLet us assume that a decision maker needs to plan

for future infrastructure (s)for future infrastructure (s)

 He / She needs to estimate as accurate scenariosHe / She needs to estimate as accurate scenarios

for future infrastructures as possiblefor future infrastructures as possible

 A difficult task!A difficult task!

 One way to approach such a difficult task is to subdivideOne way to approach such a difficult task is to subdivide

it into smaller components, then use a hybrid objective /it into smaller components, then use a hybrid objective /

subjective methodologysubjective methodology

 Study futureStudy future trends, factors, needs, and issues!trends, factors, needs, and issues!

Weidlinger Associates Inc
www.wai.com

Weidlinger Associates Inc
www.wai.com

Some Potential Future FactorsSome Potential Future Factors

 Demography,Demography,

 Climate change,Climate change,

 energy shortages,energy shortages,

 computing power,computing power,

 changes in financechanges in finance

and regulationsand regulations

 environmental /environmental /

governmentgovernment

regulations,regulations,

 internationalinternational

competition andcompetition and

cooperation,cooperation,

 Newer abnormalNewer abnormal

hazardshazards

Intensity of HazardsIntensity of Hazards

Weidlinger Associates Inc
www.wai.com

Hurricane Ike (2008)

Photo: FEMA 757
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Where is the Bridge?Where is the Bridge?

Weidlinger Associates Inc
www.wai.comPhoto credit: Eric Letvin, Esq.

Storm Surge and BridgesStorm Surge and Bridges

Weidlinger Associates Inc
www.wai.com

Photo credit: Eric Letvin, Esq.

Weidlinger Associates Inc
www.wai.com

Some Potential Future TrendsSome Potential Future Trends

 integration of different typesintegration of different types

of infrastructures,of infrastructures,

 multihazardsmultihazards considerations,considerations,

 Multidisciplinary cooperation,Multidisciplinary cooperation,

 smart systems (includingsmart systems (including

Structural Health Monitoring),Structural Health Monitoring),

 sustainable pavements andsustainable pavements and

construction materialsconstruction materials

 accelerated bridgeaccelerated bridge

construction technologies,construction technologies,

 increasing complexity ofincreasing complexity of

design codes,design codes,

 Utilization of decision makingUtilization of decision making

tools,tools,

 emergence of databases (e.g.,emergence of databases (e.g.,

DHS S&T material database)DHS S&T material database)

 tighter integration of life spantighter integration of life span

of individual infrastructureof individual infrastructure

(human health model),(human health model),

 performanceperformance--based designs,based designs,

 utilization of uncertainties inutilization of uncertainties in

dealing with infrastructuresdealing with infrastructures

Future Needs / Demands (sample)Future Needs / Demands (sample)

 increased travel demandincreased travel demand

 sustainability needssustainability needs

 energy useenergy use

 cost savingscost savings

Weidlinger Associates Inc
www.wai.com

 rapid and continuedrapid and continued

educationeducation

 security and safetysecurity and safety

 efficient professionalefficient professional

practicespractices

 tighter communicationstighter communications

Can vary according to type ofCan vary according to type of

infrastructure, location, etc.infrastructure, location, etc.

Issues, Trends, Factors and NeedsIssues, Trends, Factors and Needs --
11

Weidlinger Associates Inc
www.wai.com

Potential Issues Potential issues for different transportation-related areas
Factors Trends Needs

Technology Technology Nano-technology discoveries. Advent of improved
sensors.

Environment Environment Increased Air Pollution Increased Environmental
Regulations and
Constraints

System
Performance

System Performance
(Infrastructure
Performance)

Deterioration, System
Identification

Multi-hazards
considerations, Complex
and Advanced Simulation
Methods

Security Security Terrorism, Vehicular Impacts,
infrastructure failure

Higher risk due to urban
sprawl

Multidisciplinary Finance and
Budgeting

Increasing costs and national
debt

Innovative public-private
partnership, Multi-modal
transport

Demographics Human Resources Requiring multi-disciplinary
interactions (e.g., security,
wireless sensing, accelerated
bridge constructions)

Education and training in
multi-disciplinary aspects
through self-teaching
tools and techniques
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Issues, Trends, Factors and NeedsIssues, Trends, Factors and Needs --
22

Weidlinger Associates Inc
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Potential Issues Potential issues for different transportation-related areas
Factors Trends Needs

Multidisciplinary Increased demand of
future infrastructures,
increased technical
complexities of
stakeholder participation

Newer forms of education
(webinars, internet-based
education, etc.)

Better integrated
decision-making
processes across different
disciplines.

Regulations and
Policy

Global climate change,
Carbon footprint of
constructions, threat of
terrorism

Potential increase in
costs, higher performance
requirements

Optimal and effective
decision making process
to address regulatory
policies

Demographics Increased traffic volume
because of increase in
population

Increased travel demand
on transportation
infrastructures

Intelligent Highway
Infrastructures

Customer
Expectations

Congestion mitigations,
safety and better
performance (ride
quality, pavement, etc.)

Effective travel demand
management through
multi-modal
transportation

Health of infrastructure
systems (safe and cost-
effective to use)

Traffic Increased travel demand
(time, energy and
loading)

Effective traffic and land-
use management

Improved time and
energy efficiency

Method for Estimating FutureMethod for Estimating Future
ScenariosScenarios

Weidlinger Associates Inc
www.wai.com

Study various
combinations

Will produce
different future

scenarios

Each scenario
will result in

certain
impact(s)

Future Factors

Future Trends

Process for Investigating Future Scenarios and their Impact

Future Needs

Is future needs
close to scenario

impacts?

Satisfactory
result.

Move to next
Scenario

Adjust factors
and trends to
try to optimize

scenario
impacts

Weidlinger Associates Inc
www.wai.com

Another View of FutureAnother View of Future
Infrastructures: TemporalInfrastructures: Temporal
PhasesPhases

 LifeLife--time scale of ANY infrastructure is constant: attime scale of ANY infrastructure is constant: at

present and in the futurepresent and in the future

 Three phasesThree phases

 Birth / Renewal (initial construction)Birth / Renewal (initial construction)

 Maintenance / PreservationMaintenance / Preservation

 DecommissioningDecommissioning

 By projecting future enablers onto InfrastructureBy projecting future enablers onto Infrastructure

phases, many insights, perhaps a vision statement, canphases, many insights, perhaps a vision statement, can

be had!be had!

 What areWhat are ““infrastructures enablersinfrastructures enablers””?? Weidlinger Associates Inc
www.wai.com

Infrastructures EnablersInfrastructures Enablers

Decision Making Processes

Advanced
Materials

Tools Approaches

Technological Base

Overview of Infrastructures Enablers

Weidlinger Associates Inc
www.wai.com

Infrastructures Enablers:Infrastructures Enablers:
Advanced MaterialsAdvanced Materials

 Materials are the basic ingredient in any civilMaterials are the basic ingredient in any civil

infrastructures.infrastructures.

 Properties of traditional engineering materials, such asProperties of traditional engineering materials, such as

wood, masonry, concrete, and steel are being improvedwood, masonry, concrete, and steel are being improved

 Mechanical properties include strength, stiffness, andMechanical properties include strength, stiffness, and

ductilityductility

 Environmental properties include fatigue, fireEnvironmental properties include fatigue, fire

resistance, freezeresistance, freeze--thaw, corrosion, degradation, andthaw, corrosion, degradation, and

durability.durability.

 Development of new and future materials, such as FiberDevelopment of new and future materials, such as Fiber

Reinforced Plastics, selfReinforced Plastics, self--healing concrete andhealing concrete and

pavements using nanopavements using nano--technology, selftechnology, self--inspecting smartinspecting smart

concrete pavements, etc., need to consider all of theseconcrete pavements, etc., need to consider all of these

issues.issues.

Advanced Materials, continuedAdvanced Materials, continued

 Mechanical, environmental, and cost issues need toMechanical, environmental, and cost issues need to

be considered in future infrastructures.be considered in future infrastructures.

 For example, developing an extremely highFor example, developing an extremely high

strength material that is not durable is not toostrength material that is not durable is not too

efficient.efficient.

 Cost effectiveness, energy consideration (inCost effectiveness, energy consideration (in

production, for example), and sustainability (howproduction, for example), and sustainability (how

this material can be rethis material can be re--cycled, for example) are allcycled, for example) are all

issues that need to be considered in addition to theissues that need to be considered in addition to the

traditional mechanical material properties.traditional mechanical material properties.

Weidlinger Associates Inc
www.wai.com
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Strength, Stiffness andStrength, Stiffness and
DuctilityDuctility

 Traditionally, engineersTraditionally, engineers

and designersand designers

concentrate on loadconcentrate on load--

response behavior ofresponse behavior of

materialsmaterials

 Similar to this oneSimilar to this one

 However, for successfulHowever, for successful

use in civiluse in civil

infrastructures, muchinfrastructures, much

more is needed frommore is needed from

engineering materialsengineering materials

Weidlinger Associates Inc
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Infrastructures Enablers: ToolsInfrastructures Enablers: Tools

 SoftwareSoftware

 Engineering principlesEngineering principles

 Management tools / principlesManagement tools / principles

 Testing tools (NDT / SHM)Testing tools (NDT / SHM)

 ConstructionConstruction

 Human (inspectors)Human (inspectors)

 Other?Other?

Weidlinger Associates Inc
www.wai.com

Infrastructures Enablers:Infrastructures Enablers:
ApproachesApproaches

 Design codes / guides / etc.Design codes / guides / etc.

 Financial / economic methods and principlesFinancial / economic methods and principles

 Investment methods / techniquesInvestment methods / techniques

 Public / private partnershipsPublic / private partnerships

 Emerging engineering paradigmsEmerging engineering paradigms

 MultihazardsMultihazards

 PerformancePerformance--Based designsBased designs

 Integrated designs (BIM)Integrated designs (BIM)

 Etc.Etc.

Design for Loading (Conventional)Design for Loading (Conventional)

 This is the conventional engineering approach toThis is the conventional engineering approach to

infrastructuresinfrastructures

 Includes new and retrofitted systemsIncludes new and retrofitted systems

Weidlinger Associates Inc
www.wai.com

Design for Debris?Design for Debris?

Weidlinger Associates Inc
www.wai.comPhoto credit: Eric Letvin, Esq.

Design for Durability (Emerging)Design for Durability (Emerging)

 Must accommodateMust accommodate

deterioration as a designdeterioration as a design

parameter / parametersparameter / parameters

 corrosion, fatigue, freeze /corrosion, fatigue, freeze /

thaw, etcthaw, etc

 Climate changeClimate change--inducedinduced

hazards effects onhazards effects on

deteriorationdeterioration

 rising sea levels,rising sea levels,

temperature changes, etc.temperature changes, etc.

Weidlinger Associates Inc
www.wai.com
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Interaction betweenInteraction between
Infrastructures Enablers andInfrastructures Enablers and
PhasesPhases

Infrastructures
Enablers

Maintaining Preserving Renewing

Materials rapid installation,
light weight

Ease of construction,
durability, self-sensing,
self healing

Strength, stiffness,
ductility, durability,
sustainability.

Tools Internet, mobile
communications and
computations, NDT

Analysis and design
software, NDT,
Structural Health
Monitoring, advanced
construction techniques

Advanced construction
techniques, analysis and
design tools, energy
saving techniques (low-
carbon footprint)

Approaches Reliability based
inspections,
monitoring

Innovative economic
investment techniques.

Performance-based
design, multi-hazard
considerations

Benefits of PBDBenefits of PBD

Weidlinger Associates Inc
www.wai.com

Design demands on traffic signs will increase.
How about consequences of fallen traffic signs?

Photo credit: Eric Letvin, Esq.

Vision?Vision?

 Can we now propose a vision that isCan we now propose a vision that is

applicable to developments of ALL futureapplicable to developments of ALL future

Civil infrastructures?Civil infrastructures?

 SimpleSimple

 EncompassingEncompassing

 PermanentPermanent

Weidlinger Associates Inc
www.wai.com

Proposed Vision for InfrastructureProposed Vision for Infrastructure
of the Futureof the Future

 IntegrationIntegration

ScalabilityScalability

Decision MakingDecision Making

Weidlinger Associates Inc
www.wai.com

IntegrationIntegration

 Includes, but not limited to:Includes, but not limited to:

 MultidisciplinaryMultidisciplinary

 MultihazardsMultihazards

 Integration of infrastructures sectorsIntegration of infrastructures sectors

(whenever possible)(whenever possible)

 Design processes (BIM model)Design processes (BIM model)

 DHS S&T Material databaseDHS S&T Material database

 Etc.Etc.

Weidlinger Associates Inc
www.wai.com

Integration of Infrastructures +Integration of Infrastructures +
Abnormal HazardsAbnormal Hazards

Weidlinger Associates Inc
www.wai.com
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Whole System ApproachWhole System Approach

Weidlinger Associates Inc
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ScalabilityScalability

 safe guard against unforeseen future eventssafe guard against unforeseen future events

 GWB designed with builtGWB designed with built--in future expansionin future expansion

 22ndnd roadway was added laterroadway was added later

 Scalability ensures satisfying future Sustainability /Scalability ensures satisfying future Sustainability /

environment / energy requirementsenvironment / energy requirements

 Resiliency, Life Cycle Analysis, demographic changes allResiliency, Life Cycle Analysis, demographic changes all

can be satisfied by accommodating some sort ofcan be satisfied by accommodating some sort of

scalability measures!scalability measures!
Weidlinger Associates Inc

www.wai.com

Need for Scalable New designNeed for Scalable New design
paradigmsparadigms

 Capacity / Demand hasCapacity / Demand has

been the dominantbeen the dominant

paradigm in design inparadigm in design in

modern timesmodern times

Weidlinger Associates Inc
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 Does not (canDoes not (can’’t?)t?)

account for futureaccount for future

potential changes inpotential changes in

climateclimate

Elements of Decision MakingElements of Decision Making

 Making decisions under uncertain conditions!Making decisions under uncertain conditions!

 An essential component in any future visionAn essential component in any future vision
 Risk ManagementRisk Management

 Risk assessmentRisk assessment

 Risk treatmentRisk treatment

 Risk communicationRisk communication

Weidlinger Associates Inc
www.wai.com

Risk CommunicationRisk Communication

 Perhaps the most important step in riskPerhaps the most important step in risk

management!management!

Weidlinger Associates Inc
www.wai.com

Other Decision Making ToolsOther Decision Making Tools

 Reliability estimation (Probability of demandReliability estimation (Probability of demand

exceeding capacity / probability of failure)exceeding capacity / probability of failure)

 Cost benefit analysis techniquesCost benefit analysis techniques

 Utility methods (!?)Utility methods (!?)

 Life Cycle AnalysisLife Cycle Analysis

 ResiliencyResiliency

 PerformancePerformance –– Based Designs / MethodsBased Designs / Methods

 Different forms of Prioritization methodsDifferent forms of Prioritization methods

Weidlinger Associates Inc
www.wai.com
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Resiliency and RiskResiliency and Risk

 Resiliency can beResiliency can be

considered as aconsidered as a

subset of risksubset of risk

 Thus, most ofThus, most of

quantitative riskquantitative risk

methods can bemethods can be

utilized forutilized for

quantifyingquantifying

resiliencyresiliency

Weidlinger Associates Inc
www.wai.com

Weidlinger Associates Inc
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Closing RemarksClosing Remarks

 Scenarios for Future infrastructuresScenarios for Future infrastructures

 Trends, factors, needs and issuesTrends, factors, needs and issues

 Enablers of infrastructuresEnablers of infrastructures

 Temporal phasesTemporal phases

 Vision for Future infrastructuresVision for Future infrastructures

 IntegrationIntegration

 ScalabilityScalability

 Decision MakingDecision Making

QUESTIONS?QUESTIONS?

Weidlinger Associates Inc
www.wai.com
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Breakout 1: Roles and
Challenges -- Overall

Day 1: Challenges

Academic-
research
entities and
individuals

What are the challenges today from different

perspectives?

Do the definitions of the challenges vary depending

on the roles of the stakeholders?

How do the different stakeholders impact the

challenges?

Experts,
consultants,
professional
organizations

Managers,
operators,
owners
(private),
vendors,
manufacturers

Uncertainty and
unpredictability of

threat and
consequences

(including
cascading effects)

Lack of
leadership

Civil society
groups and
entities

Government –
local-State-
Federal (public
sector)

Interaction
between

stakeholders

Lack of
priorities and
longer-term

vision – and of
decision tools
and means of

setting
priorities

Lack of
funding

Risk of failure
– partial,

catastrophic

Infrastructure
age, current

and near future
condition,

performance

Roles and
challenges-

Stakeholders

Aging Infrastructure Workshop
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Breakout 1: Roles and
Challenges -- Overall

Day 1: Challenges

Academic-
research
entities and
individuals

Civil society
groups and
entities

Managers,
operators,
owners
(private),
vendors,
manufacturers

Uncertainty and
unpredictability

of threat and
consequences

(including
cascading

effects)

Lack of
leadership

Experts,
consultants,
professional
organizations

o Standardizing the process and language across agencies

o Setting funding priorities

o What are the risks that infrastructures are facing and/or what risks are being addressed?

o Uncertainties of interdependencies

o Dissemination of information

o Lack of expertise/equipment/resources and the need to leverage more

o Building consensus among stakeholders

- Dedicated outreach program to reach consensus

- Catalyst for change for all agencies/sectors—“thinking outside the box”

- Identify stakeholders

o Interdisciplinary cooperation

- Use of simulation and exercises that help in identifying the common denominator

- Coordinated planning

- Objective methodologies across disciplines

- Clearinghouse of best practices

- Link the practice and basic science through entities like DHS

- Workshops to bring all disciplines together and continue interaction
»Outreach effort to those not present at workshops

Government –
local-State-
Federal (public
sector)

Interaction
between

stakeholders

Lack of priorities
and longer-term
vision – and of
decision tools
and means of

setting priorities

Lack of funding
Risk of failure –

partial,
catastrophic

Infrastructure
age, current and

near future
condition,

performance

Roles and
challenges-

Stakeholders

Key discussion points:

Aging Infrastructure Workshop
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Interaction between
stakeholders

Increase the level of
awareness of issues

Lack of priorities and
longer-term vision –
and of decision tools
and means of setting
priorities

Lack of leadership

Uncertainty and
unpredictability of
threat and
consequences
(including cascading
effects)

Risk of failure –
partial, catastrophic

Which two specific challenges are the most important to address in the short term and longer term?

Lack of funding

1. Lack of funding/sufficient resources.

2. Long-term vision

3. Deciding what is
critical/necessary/optimal

4. Interaction among stakeholders and
increased awareness of decision-
makers

5. Lack of informed leadership

6. Lack of information among industry
leaders

7. Lack of coordinated initiatives

8. Lack of sustainable solutions

1. Interaction among
stakeholders and increased
awareness of decision-makers

2. Lack of informed leadership

3. Assessment and prioritization
of current environment

4. Lack of funding/sufficient
resources

5. Lack of quality information

6. Lack of coordinated initiatives

Infrastructure age,
current and near
future condition,

performance

Longer-term “Top Priority” (4-7 years)Short-term “Top Priority” (1-3 years)
Challenges-
Priority

Breakout 1: Roles and
Challenges -- Overall

Day 1: ChallengesAging Infrastructure Workshop
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Breakout 2: Health of the
infrastructure

Metrics of
infrastructure
health-

Infrastructure areas

What is the health of the infrastructure?

Do you agree with the ASCE assessment?

How do different parts of the infrastructure compare in
terms of some of more specific metrics, e.g., security,
regular maintenance needs, energy use, integration?

Which metrics are most important for dealing with aging
problems?

Day 1: ChallengesAging Infrastructure Workshop
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Breakout 2: Health of the
infrastructure

Day 1: ChallengesAging Infrastructure Workshop

Aviation

Wastewater
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Key discussion points:

o Consider using a risk-based approach to infrastructure investments (including
health of infrastructure) and focusing on better defining its components (threat,
vulnerability, consequences).

o We need more information about terrorist threats vs. aging and natural hazards.

o Fatigue and corrosion are only part of the problem; accidents and natural hazards
are very important.

o Technology tends to measure capacity and not just demand; advanced sensor
technology should measure demand.

o Need to correlate damage detection to capacity and expected use of the
infrastructure.

o Awareness, education and outreach are important. In this respect, the ASCE
report card is a success.

o We need to focus on life-cycle costs and educating infrastructure owners of how
the incremental costs of enhanced infrastructure designs will yield a cost savings in
the long term.

Metrics of
infrastructure
health-

Infrastructure areas
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Effective integration
among sectors

Energy use,
sustainability, and
environmental
impacts

Cost-benefit balance

Effective integration
among stakeholders
and disciplines

Effective integration
among local, regional,
and national entities

Effective inspection,
maintenance, and
rehabilitation

Infrastructure
performance,
resiliency, and
functionality

Regarding the overall health of the infrastructure, what do you believe are the two most important issues to
address now?

Use of state-of-the-art
technologies,
materials, concepts,
and regulations

1. Need to address the cost-benefit balance
and create a method to prioritize
investments. This should include a focus on
balancing the investments in retrofits versus
new construction.

2. Need to create advanced materials based on
projected demands of the critical
infrastructure.

3. Need to bridge the gap between collecting
infrastructure health data and the decision-
making process on how to apply the data
properly.

4. Need to research what is causing the
infrastructure to fail, not just measuring its
failure.

1. Need an inventory and condition
assessment of critical infrastructure.

2. Need to better address
interdependency and resiliency of
infrastructure.

3. Funding and effort on bridge
inspections needs to increase and
more “time on site” should occur.
Bridge inspection programs should
drive preventative maintenance
programs. Bridge inspectors and
bridge designers should be working
together.

4. We need to move away from reactive
maintenance and invest in awareness
and prevention.

Infrastructure
vulnerability and
security

Short-term “top priority” (1-3 years)Critical infrastructure health issues
Infrastructure area -
Priority

Breakout 2: Health of
the Infrastructure

Day 1: ChallengesAging Infrastructure Workshop
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Breakout 3: Multi-hazards

Cascading
infrastructures
failures

Terrorism – CBRN

Natural disasters

Terrorism –
explosives

Localized
accidents

Region-wide
failures

System-wide
failures

Deterioration and
aging

Infrastructure
area-multi-
hazards

How do we move from a one-hazard-at-a-time
approach to a true multi-hazard approach?

Which multi-hazard challenges do we
understand best? Least? Are we best prepared
to deal with? Least prepared to deal with?

Where have we made the most progress in
recent years? Least? Why?

Day 1: ChallengesAging Infrastructure Workshop

Option 1

Aviation Wastewater
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Breakout 3: Multi-hazards

Terrorism –
explosives

System-wide
failures

Localized
accidents

Natural disasters

Region-wide
failures

Cascading
infrastructures
failures

Terrorism – CBRN

Deterioration and
aging

Infrastructure
metrics-multi-
hazards

Day 1: ChallengesAging Infrastructure Workshop
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Option 2

How do we move from a one-hazard-at-a-time
approach to a true multi-hazard approach?

Which multi-hazard challenges do we
understand best? Least? Are we best prepared
to deal with? Least prepared to deal with?

Where have we made the most progress in
recent years? Least? Why?
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Breakout 3: Multi-hazards Day 1: ChallengesAging Infrastructure Workshop

1Need to come up with valid performance metrics and standards to design, build, assess and to test systems for higher
degrees of performance. Need agreement on scientific basis of standards and work toward more performance standards

1Encourage and develop means of information sharing; e.g. integrated database (logistic issues); complexity of challenge
requires access to many more kinds of information (in addition to security issues)—look at National Bridge Database and
see how it can be improved (e.g. by explicitly incorporating aging), build database for other infrastructures.

2Two factors emerged during talks: structural aspects and functional obsolescence; functional obsolescence is probably a
growing issue; i.e., consider de-prioritizing efforts to extend life of soon-to-be obsolescent systems; DHS can play role in
developing guidelines.

1There is no accepted risk assessment methodology across infrastructures; also need to understand and model sector
interdependencies.

1There has been success with integrating security methods with risk assessment methodology, but this process has not been
done for multihazards. Need to model multihazard, multi-failure mechanisms.

More technical issues:

2Private industry/research is very reluctant to receive risk assessments and liabilities, which is a real impediment.

2An area of research: reconsideration of regulatory policy, so as not to be coercive, also look at areas where data is
insufficient to make decisions so regulatory agencies can play a role.

1Pursue top-down and bottom-up approaches simultaneously on above methods to fully integrate local stakeholders and
institutional processes.

1Need discussions to clarify definition of roles and responsibilities among all stakeholders. It is important to find ways to work
together.

1Too much breakdown among stakeholders into “stovepipes.” DHS can take leadership position in bringing Federal groups
together; work is being done in private sector that is not being shared across the country. It is critical to bring together all
stakeholders and seek consensus in the priorities, roles, and responsibilities. Federal government can have an important
role in encouraging development and sharing of baseline metrics, e.g. in award, similar to the IRB process.

PriorityIssues
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Breakout 4: Infrastructure
investment

Tools,
techniques,
approaches

for enhanced
interaction

among
stakeholders

New technologies,
materials, concepts,

approaches, e.g.,
construction
technologies,

structural health
solutions (sensors,

continuous
monitoring,

decision making)

Enhanced
management

practices, e.g.,
inspection,

maintenance,
retrofit,

rehabilitation,
renewal

Stimulus
package

Short-term
emphasis

Longer-term
emphasis

Information
technology

infrastructure Other

Stakeholder
perspective

Current
practices

Infrastructure
investment
models and
tools, e.g.,
impacts of
funding in

response to
aging on

community
economy

Existing
traditional

infrastructure
area, e.g.,
water, rail,

electric

Infrastructure
investment

area-allocation
factors

How would you allocate investment dollars
among possible investment areas – by area of
infrastructure? Relative investment in fixing
traditional infrastructure versus investment in
new tools, technologies, areas?

Are current practices sufficient?

What has been the impact of the stimulus
package?

Do investment priorities vary depending on the
stakeholder?

Aging Infrastructure Workshop Day 2: Economics,
investment, prioritization
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Breakout 4: Infrastructure
investment

Information
technology

Tools, techniques,
approaches for enhanced

interaction among
stakeholders

Stimulus
package

Short-term
emphasis

Longer-term
emphasis

Infrastructure
investment

models and tools

New technologies,
materials, concepts,

approaches

Stakeholder
perspective

o Remove the politicization of funding decisions

o Obtain effective buy-in from general public

o Balance resources to provide basic services

o Maintain highways, bridges, and existing structures (short term)

o Develop new tech, deployment of new materials, and new structures (long term)

o Develop better condition assessment techniques using advanced technology

o Focus on bridges because of their multimodal and bottleneck nature

o Optimize the allocation of maintaining current system (long term may not be wanted)

o Keep current system functioning but can’t keep in long run

- Collaborative transition planning (design build perspective) with public buy-in

- Shovel-ready could be obsolete (projects that otherwise wouldn’t have been executed because of scarce
funding)

- Forcing new technology

» Risk is taken by the Federal Government

» Private sector does not mandate itself so it needs to be mandated from State or Federal

» Balance from private sector and public sector has shifted so we need to figure out a way to collaborate

• Through incentives

o No stimulus, strategic planning would be in place

- Current system is dynamic, optimization would be best fit by addressing cutting next generation technology

- Research for next generation technology

o Stimulus is not right way because of its sudden nature

Current
practices

Enhanced
management

practices

Existing
traditional

infrastructure
area

Infrastructure
investment area-
allocation
considerations

Aging Infrastructure Workshop Day 2: Economics,
investment, prioritization

Key discussion points:
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Information
technology
infrastructure

Infrastructure
investment models
and tools

New technologies,
materials, concepts,
approaches

Enhanced
management
practices

In light of our discussion, write in your two top-priority infrastructure investments – in the short term? In the
longer term?

Tools, techniques,
approaches for
enhanced interaction
among stakeholders

1. New advances in new materials

2. New ways to design, conduct analysis and
inspections

3. Shift design paradigm to build infrastructure
with maintenance in mind (use results of
FHWA-sponsored long-term bridge program,
LTBP)

4. Plan for future expansion, alternative use, or
demolition (for ex. Expanding GW to have a
second level)

5. Use BIM style modeling for other
infrastructures

6. Develope infrastructures that perform self-
diagnostics and are self-healing

1. Maintain current system running,
starting with basic services

2. Use stimulus to jump start new
technology where industries may not
want to undertake the risk

3. Improve inspection techniques that
incorporate among other things
structural health monitoring and non-
destructive testing

Existing traditional
infrastructure area

Longer-term “Top Priority” (4-7 years)Short-term “Top Priority” (1-3 years)Investment areas-
Priorities

Aging Infrastructure WorkshopBreakout 4: Infrastructure
investment

Day 2: Economics,
investment, prioritization
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Other

Ability to
accommodate
growth

Transformational
impact – more
“green” economy

Longer-term
economic growth

Transformational
impact – meeting
21st-century social
challenges

Public safety and
security

Economic
recovery payoff

Types of
infrastructure
investments-
Economic and
social impacts

Aging Infrastructure Workshop
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Breakout 5: Economic
and social impacts

Day 2: Economics,
investment, prioritization

What are the relative economic and social
impacts of different types of infrastructure
investments?

How should we be thinking about those
impacts in the early 21st century – new ways?
Old ways?

L
e
s
s
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n

e
d

e
n
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ir
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n

ta
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p
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c
t
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Other

Ability to
accommodate
growth

Transformational
impact – more
“green” economy

Longer-term
economic growth

Transformational
impact – meeting
21st-century social
challenges

Public safety and
security

o Change cost/benefit methods of infrastructure evaluation to a matrix that gives the type of
information that is actually needed. Needs to include environmental, social, economic and
cost/benefit aspects.

o Need to educate the public and keep them in the loop during the decision-making process.

o Educate the public on the true value of infrastructure.

o Need to show how improving an infrastructure in an area can attract business.

o Need to find out what the next generation thinks is needed in the area of infrastructure.

o Bring time back into civil engineering design - keep civil engineering from becoming a commodity.

o 1% of all project costs should be used to document the project so that its performance can be
better studied in the future.

o Need to understand that new materials don’t always work with old materials. New materials don’t
always work in an old system. How do we use new materials well?

Economic
recovery payoff

Infrastructure
metrics-Economic
and social impacts

Aging Infrastructure Workshop
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Key discussion points:

Breakout 5: Economic
and social impacts

Day 2: Economics,
investment, prioritization
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Ability to
accommodate
growth

Transformational
impact – more
“green” economy

Transformational
impact – meeting
21st-century social
challenges

Longer-term
economic growth

In light of our discussion, write in what you consider to be the two most important economic-social
impacts for judging infrastructure investments. In turn, what are the most important specific

infrastructure investments to make to maximize those impacts?

Public safety and
security

1. Build tools that tie infrastructure to
investment and competitiveness.

2. Create and validate the tools so that
decision makers can make the right
decision and still get re-elected.

3. Change public attitude towards
infrastructure - market infrastructure in a
way that the public sees value.

1. Education – use disasters as
opportunities to demonstrate the
importance of infrastructures.

2. Change the culture and attitude
towards infrastructure to
maintenance – need a holistic
community approach to
infrastructure security.

3. Tie infrastructure to investment
and competitiveness.

4. Connect aging infrastructure to the
green movement (sustainability
and energy efficiency) and
security.

Economic recovery
payoff

Top priority specific infrastructure
investments (in light of posited most

important impacts)

Most important economic and social
impacts – to be maximized

Infrastructure
impacts-
priorities

Aging Infrastructure Workshop Day 2: Economics,
investment, prioritization

Breakout 5: Economic
and social impacts
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Breakout 6: Prioritization
methods, risk, and decision

Political –
something
for every

State

Manage hi-
probability

failures-events
(even if lower

consequences)

Enhance
robustness and

resiliency –
overall, of

critical
infrastructure

areas

Transformational
-- pursue 21st-
century “new”
infrastructure
approaches –

“green”
infrastructure

Managers,
operators,

owners
(private),
vendors,

manufacturers

Experts,
consultants,
professional
organizations

Academic-
research

entities and
individuals

Monetary –
something
for every

area within
absolute

funding limit

Civil society
groups and

entities

Government –
local-State-

Federal (public
sector)

Rely on
decision-
making

methodologies,
e.g., risk,
resilience,

performance-
based

Minimize hi-
consequence

failures-events
(even if lower
probability)

Infrastructure
investment

prioritization
methods-key
stakeholders

What metrics should we be using to make
decisions about infrastructure investment
priorities? Should they be relative? Absolute?
Short term? Long term?

Do we need to invest in new methodologies for
making choices?

How do perceptions of priorities vary across
stakeholders?

Day 2: Economics,
investment, prioritization

Aging Infrastructure Workshop
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Breakout 6: Prioritization
methods, risk, and decision

Political –
something for
every State

Manage hi-
probability
failures-events
(even if lower
consequences)

Enhance
robustness
and resiliency
– overall, of
critical
infrastructure
areas

Transformation
impact -- pursue
21st-century “new”
infrastructure
approaches –
“green”
infrastructure

Managers,
operators, owners
(private), vendors,
manufacturers

Experts,
consultants,
professional
organizations

Academic-research
entities and
individuals

Monetary –
something
for every
area within
absolute
funding limit

Civil society
groups and entities

What metrics should we be using to make infrastructure investment priorities?

Performance requirements for metrics:

o Different metrics for different kinds of investment (e.g., retrofit v. new design)

o There may be several metrics: no single evaluation system may be sufficient or practical (e.g.,
NBI uses condition rating, serviceability rating; NY State Bridge management uses structural
condition, potential hazards, and vulnerability)

o Resiliency: Need to derive consensus definition of (2-4 Rs)

o Differentiate between disaster recovery or business continuity approach to assets – e.g., mission
critical networks (resiliency of processes v. of structure); quality of procedures in place to shut
down and bring back service in orderly fashion . . .

o Consider weighting measures for interdependent assets

o Functional/impending obsolescence may be a weighting/ranking factor

o Metrics, codes and standards may not be applicable across whole nation; may need to adapt to
regional/sector-specific issues

o Metric will need to be “living,” flexible and adaptable

o Metric must be standardized

Government –
local-state-federal
(public sector)

Rely on
decision-making
methodologies,
e.g., risk,
resilience,
performance-
based

Minimize hi-
consequence
failures-events
(even if lower
probability)

Infrastructure
investment
prioritization
methods-key
stakeholders

Day 2: Economics,
investment, prioritization

Aging Infrastructure Workshop

Key discussion points:
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Breakout 6: Prioritization
methods, risk, and decision

Political –
something for
every State

Manage hi-
probability
failures-events
(even if lower
consequences)

Enhance
robustness
and resiliency
– overall, of
critical
infrastructure
areas

Transformation
impact -- pursue
21st century “new”
infrastructure
approaches –
“green”
infrastructure

Managers,
operators, owners
(private), vendors,
manufacturers

Experts,
consultants,
professional
organizations

Academic-research
entities and
individuals

Monetary –
something
for every
area within
absolute
funding limit

Civil society
groups and entities

Suggestions for metrics (using resiliency as example):

o 4 Rs, but needs standardization of definitions

o Resiliency could be defined in terms of length of time until service restored (DoS x Ndays)

o Matrix of “critical” and “vulnerability” e.g., critical 0, vulnerable 0 = no investment; critical 1,
vulnerable 1 = lots of investment; critical 1, vulnerable 0 = some investment

o Probability of event

o Identifying single points of failure should be part of metric

o Hazard = Vulnerability x Exposure x Consequence [std engineering definition]

o Measure consequence as loss of asset or denial of service, and should be based on public
health/safety, socioeconomic impact, & environmental impact

o Financial value/cost benefit analysis approach: general meaning of “investment” and returns on
could be basis for metric

o Consult engineering/network [?] ‘reliability experts’ on their network design approaches to help
develop optimal ‘reliability’ metric

o Reliability analysis – no reliability analysis available for infrastructure needs so would need R&D
to figure out how to apply

o Probabilistic/reliability analysis not only when not enough info! Also good for increasing data

o Bayesian network analysis with many nodes for resilience and sensitivity analyses; such
probabilistic tools especially good for increasing data

o DHS IP has successfully developed and applied risk analysis tools that can be adapted

o Use current national code standards – based on rigorous engineering criteria

Government –
local-state-federal
(public sector)

Rely on
decision-making
methodologies,
e.g., risk,
resilience,
performance-
based

Minimize hi-
consequence
failures-events
(even if lower
probability)

Infrastructure
investment
prioritization
methods-key
stakeholders

Day 2: Economics,
investment, prioritization

Aging Infrastructure Workshop

Key discussion points:
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Rely on decision-making
methodologies, e.g., risk,
resilience, performance-
based

Monetary – something for
every area within
absolute funding limit

Enhance robustness and
resiliency – overall, of
critical infrastructure
areas

Transformation impact --
pursue 21st-century “new”
infrastructure approaches
– “green” infrastructure

Manage high-probability
failures-events (even if
lower consequences)

In light of our discussion, write in what you consider to be the two most important “tests” for making
judgments about infrastructure investment priorities? Short term? Longer term?

Political – something for
every State

Minimize high-
consequence failures-
events (even if lower
probability)

Longer-term “Top Priority” (4-7 years)Short-term “Top Priority” (1-3 years)Prioritization
methods-priorities

Aging Infrastructure WorkshopBreakout 6: Prioritization
methods, risk, and decision

Day 2: Economics,
investment, prioritization

How can we convince the private sector to invest its
money in improving its infrastructure?

Role of private sector in adopting metric:
DHS can help private sector develop metrics or
DHS can provide metrics and can strongly recommend
to private sector
Will depend on standardization, perceived rigor and
usefulness of metric(s) – may need to seek some
consensus with private sector on metrics
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Breakout 7: Infrastructure of
the future

Resistant to
unexpected

future
challenges,
e.g., multi-

hazard,
cascading

effects,
climate
change

Politically
sustainable

Reduced
vulnerability
to terrorist

threats

“Smart”
infrastructure

– self-
monitoring,

self-
regulating,

self-
assessing,
self-healing

Managers,
operators, owners
(private), vendors,

manufacturers

Experts,
consultants,
professional
organizations

Academic-
research entities
and individuals

Financially
sustainable

Other

Civil society
groups and

entities

Government –
local-State-

Federal (public
sector)

“Green”
infrastructure
– sound for

environment

Robust,
resilient,
adaptive,

and highly
functional

Infrastructure
characteristics-

stakeholders

What should be our time horizon in planning
for future infrastructure?

What should the infrastructure of the future
look like – key features, characteristics,
defining elements?

Would all the stakeholders agree? How can we
get there from here?

Aging Infrastructure Workshop Day 3: Infrastructure of
the future
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Breakout 7: Infrastructure of
the future

OtherFinancially
sustainable

Reduced
vulnerability
to terrorist
threats

“Green”
infrastructure
– sound for
environment

Managers,
operators,
owners (private),
vendors,
manufacturers

Experts,
consultants,
professional
organizations

Academic-
research entities
and individuals

“Smart”
infrastructure –
self-monitoring,
self-regulating,
self-assessing,
self-healing

Politically
sustainable

Civil society
groups and
entities

o Build for renewal and ease of replacement into original design.

o Need to be much more modular looking forward – need infrastructure that is inexpensive and temporary, has mid-life
service, and longer lasting => need to have a menu of options.

o Infrastructure that has a lower level of maintenance, need to minimize in design in the forward

o Better awareness of lifetime maintenance needs.

o Key Features:

- Infrastructure should serve many goals and objectives (sustainability, serviceability, security) – there are
connection points. That is what we need to focus on.

- Recyclable materials, human health issues with new materials.

- Multifunctionality – (what effects would decisions have on other systems).

- Need standards, objectives and key metrics (environmental, social-health-safety) – need a holistic approach.

o Need to build funding to maintain and replace the infrastructure we build today.

o There may some short-term sacrifices for owner/operators to yield long-term dividends. Need to also focus on all-hazards
approach.

o We need a specific list of priorities, more than the ASCE report card. How do we go from a “D” to a “B”?

o Need to focus on the future demands (how much water?, etc), then look at ways of providing it that fit the standards,
objectives and key metrics.

o Need a national initiative with buy-in from the public – we need proper public outreach to gain support => Risk
communication.

o Need an attractive vision. Government at all levels needs to put together this story – make a business case as to how we
will create this infrastructure of the future. We will need a public campaign. To accomplish this we need to start with the
youngest generation.

o Need to deal with political reality.

o Need to consider population trends, not just population growth (where is the growth).

o Need national leadership for replacement vehicle to generate funding.

Government –
local-State-
Federal (public
sector)

Resistant to
future
challenges,
e.g., multi-
hazard,
cascading
effects,
climate
change,
safety

Robust,
resilient,
adaptive,
and
highly
functional

Infrastructure
characteristics-
stakeholders

Aging Infrastructure Workshop Day 3: Infrastructure of
the future

Key discussion points:
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Politically sustainable

“Smart” infrastructure –
self-monitoring, self-
regulating, self-
assessing, self-healing

Resistant to future
challenges, e.g., multi-
hazard, cascading
effects, climate change,
safety

“Green” infrastructure –
sound for environment

Reduced vulnerability to
terrorist threats

In light of our discussion, write in what you consider to be the two most important characteristics of
infrastructure of the future. Write in what you consider to be the two most important infrastructure

investments to pursue that infrastructure.

Financially sustainable

1. Pilot projects to showcase new designs,
materials to convince owners to not
repeat existing designs

2. Need funding with “strings attached” to
mandate new approaches

3. New ways of financing need to be
explored – we need some creativity

1. Flexibility – needs to provide
services, be sustainable,
accommodate future capacity

2. Maintainability

3. Inspectability and access to power

4. Need tools to allow rapid
assessment of infrastructure

5. Sustainability

6. Need to make new infrastructure
visible – connect with the public

7. Designing infrastructure that has
high social capital – will help to
increase resiliency

Robust, resilient,
adaptive, and highly
functional

Top priority investments to pursue
“infrastructure of the future”

Top priority characteristics of
“infrastructure of the future”

Aging Infrastructure WorkshopBreakout 7: Infrastructure of
the future

Day 3: Infrastructure of
the future
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